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ABSTRACT 

THE MODEL WORM: A CONTROLLED REDUCTION.  

Michal Arciszewski Advisor: 

University of Guelph, 2013 Professor Andrew Wayne 

This thesis will argue that reduction is best viewed as a hypothesis about scientific 

unification: that the relation of reduction between theories at distinct levels is best 

understood as a relation of unification wherein empirically discovered differences can 

be explained at a single theoretical level. This unification occurs when a single base-

level theory retains and explains a diverse range of upper-level phenomena from 

multiple upper-level theories, while at the same time dispensing with the upper-level 

theories themselves. This hypothesis, when applied to the relationships between 

biology and chemistry, is called molecular reduction. This is a novel understanding of 

intertheoretic relations, and it is shown to differ from both Nagelean reductions and 

explanatory pluralism.  Molecular reductions occur when a biological theory and a 

molecular theory represent identical things. Representation will be seen to occur 

through idealised models that only represent specific limited properties of the target 

system: an idealised model only represents the explicit parameters (the structure) of 

the target system.   

In order to demonstrate an intertheoretic identity between two theories it will be 

necessary to avoid the misrepresentation one theory‘s target phenomena by another 

theory. Representation will be modeled in terms of a bijective functional relationship 

between the two. In this way, an intertheoretic identity requires that the functional 

relationship be both surjective and injective, and so the theories to be isomorphic with 

respect to how they model the target phenomena. When this obtains, there is 

significant methodological interaction between the theories. This interaction is at the 

heart of a molecular reduction.  

Molecular reductions have been designed to show that this kind of intertheoretic 

identity can be observed when two models, a biological one and a molecular one, both 

represent the causal structure of an experimental phenomenon. The case study 

examined here consists of models of the induction of dauer arrest. Here, the target 

phenomenon is the causal structure of developmental bifurcations, and this target 

phenomenon is also represented by a molecular model. Both the biological and 

molecular models are representing the same set of phenomena: a causal structure in 

experimental conditions. Despite the fact that this identity holds in biologically 

limited conditions and does not result in a general biological explanation, this case 

study gives some evidence in favour of a more general unification, and hence 

molecular reduction, of biology. The unification is through molecular chemistry, 

which consists of general molecular properties of many disparate biological systems 

that can also be modeled as governed by molecular laws. This identity unifies biology 

by having the single molecular model represent more biologically disparate target 



phenomena. This kind of intertheoretic identity supports the hypothesis of scientific 

unification, that the causal structure of diverse experimental phenomena from biology 

can be represented by a molecular models. 

 

Key terms: hypothesis of scientific unification, molecular reduction, representation, 

misrepresentation, idealised models, bijective functions, isomorphism, methodological 

interaction. 
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CHAPTER I  

1.1Molecular Reductions 

No argument is needed to support the claim that the natural world appears divided into 

distinct levels, each clearly differentiable from the other. There is also ample prima 

facie evidence that all levels unite on a single hierarchy: molecules are composed of 

atoms, cells are constructed from molecules and organisms are just composites of 

cells; wholes seems to consist of identifiable parts from discrete lower levels. 

However intuitively compelling this metaphysical picture is, the epistemic situation is 

not as coherent: chemical laws are not the result of a derivation from physical 

principles, biological functions cannot be found anywhere inside the theoretical 

machinery of molecular chemistry and psychological generalisations remain 

autonomous of their multiple biological instantiations. Theories explaining the wholes 

are not in general derived from the studies of the parts. The obvious unity to the world 

that we study is not accompanied by any significant unity to the study itself. And so, 

despite the initial appearance of a unified world of nested layers, we have a difficult 

time figuring out how to stack our scientific dolls inside each other, that is, how to 

complete an intertheoretic reduction. 

Intertheoretic reductions have traditionally been required to explicate formal 

relationships across a vertical disconnect between two distinct theories, each with 

their own internal systematic horizontal structure. The problem with this traditional 

understanding of how to unify theories is that a reduction requires the horizontal 

structure of the theories (the laws, and consequently, the law governed kinds) be 
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connected in a reduction in order for it to qualify as genuinely intertheoretic. This 

putative necessary condition for a reduction is the primary reason for its apparent 

failure: reductions have been unable to establish substantive links between the laws of 

two theories.  

However, this thesis will argue that, in an important way, what it means to bring 

unification to the empirical sciences is to explain theoretically disparate phenomena 

using only the resources of a single theory; there is no need to nest entire theories, 

only secure all their contents in one. Thereby, what is sufficient for scientific 

unification is to preserve only the theoretically important phenomena from many 

reduced (upper-level or macro) theories within a single reducing (lower-level or 

micro) theory, systematising the phenomena with one set of laws. So, if the empirical 

phenomena are adequately represented by models from a reducing theory, the 

phenomena from the reduced theory are preserved. Preserving a reduced theory‘s 

empirical phenomena by representing them with another theory‘s model, the reduced 

theory‘s laws are no longer required to recognize or individuate the phenomena 

themselves: the laws of the reduced theory can be eliminated while only its 

phenomena remain reduced. This is a form of inter-level explanatory reduction and 

will be called a molecular reduction; as I shall argue, these reductions brings 

substantial unification to biology. 

When a biological phenomenon is explained by a molecular model, much of the 

empirical content of biology is preserved. Many of the interesting observations 

(discovered correlations between controlled measurements) will be explained in terms 
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of molecular causes. This occurs directly in the laboratory when an experimentally 

demonstrated biological regularity is modeled exclusively in terms of the relevant 

molecular manipulations that are the difference makers (Lewis 2000; Strevens 2009) 

in a causal explanation of the phenomenon. Such molecular explanations preserve the 

biological phenomenon. 

Regrettably, philosophical treatments of intertheoretic relations have in general 

not fully appreciated the potential of this basic laboratory research (and the causal 

models produced therein) to provide molecular models that can explain theoretically 

important phenomena. Undoubtedly, when a model represents only those phenomena 

found in the highly controlled conditions of the laboratory setting, it loses much of its 

biological validity and is not able to represent every instance of a biological kind. It is 

a molecular model of the biological phenomenon, but in some cases the molecular 

model is going to represent many other distinct, biologically disparate phenomena that 

are caused by relevantly similar molecular mechanisms in a wide range of conditions, 

inside and outside the lab. In those cases, by representing multiple biological 

phenomena with a single model at the molecular level, molecular reductions unify. So 

an appropriately diverse set of successful  molecular reductions will support the 

hypothesis of scientific unification by being instances of it. Unification, as I define it, 

simply consists in a set of molecular reductions of appropriately diverse biological 

phenomena. This concept will be made explicit by an example that shows the strength 

and depth of the unification such research can produce. 
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1.2 The Induction of Dauer Arrest in Caenorhabditis elegans: A Molecular 

Reduction  

However, in this thesis we shall examine a successful molecular reduction in 

biological research using the model organism-Caenorhabditis elegans- (C. elegans). 

Here, a comprehensive molecular model of the induction of dauer arrest (a complex 

biological phenomenon and an instance of ecologically-coupled epigenetic control 

over developmental plasticity) has been formed. This molecular reduction achieves 

two things: 1) a single molecular model directly unifies multiple models of 

biologically disparate phenomena, and in doing so, 2) it supports a general hypothesis 

of the unification of science.  

The induction of dauer arrest is (as will be detailed immediately below in section 

1.2.1) the process by which the organism commits itself to a pause in development 

(i.e. dauer arrest) based on differences in multiple (four) environmental signals. 

Induction is a complex biological phenomenon that involves three neuro-sensory 

pathways and one metabolic pathway. Each pathway has its own biological 

explanation. While these multiple biological models can be integrated together 

through a mechanism or as partial causes, there is also a way to unify all these 

pathways with a single model at a single level: a single molecular model that can 

identify the specific molecular causes of all the relevant biological pathways. 

The details in this molecular model can be used as constraints on theorising 

about other biological phenomena, both closely related phenomena (e.g. 

developmental plasticity in nematode teeth) and even more distantly related biological 
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phenomena (e.g. those governed by structurally or evolutionarily related molecular 

mechanisms of hormone signalling pathways). This unifies science by showing that 

multiple biological phenomena can be successfully reduced by a single molecular 

model; multiple phenomena are unified by having the same molecular difference 

makers. It is in this way that molecular reductions can achieve methodologically 

meaningful unification. And by finding that multiple biological phenomena can be 

modeled in terms of a single model of molecular mechanisms, even highly complex 

ones such as dauer arrest, can be successfully represented by chemical differences 

there is support for the hypothesis that the relevant difference makers in causal 

explanations of biological phenomena will be molecular, unified at a single level.  

 

1.2.1 Arresting as Dauer: The Biological Phenomenon and the Molecular Model 

C. elegans was chosen as a model organism in the 1970s due to the fact that it was 

relatively simple-(few cells and determinate development), quickly reproduced, was 

easy to work with and visualise its tissues. When chosen, it was intended (see Brenner 

1974)  to be a model for multi-cellular and neural development and its role has 

expanded, making it one of the central model organisms used in developmental 

biology.  

The particular developmental phenomenon that will be focused on in this thesis 

to illustrate the potential of molecular reductions is a case of phenotypic plasticity. C. 

elegans, in response to environmental conditions that are reproductively unfavourable 

for the animal, will enter a specialised larval state called dauer arrest (Cassada and 
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Russell 1975). This is an alternative larval stage wherein it undergoes a profound 

morphological, behavioural and metabolic change as compared to reproductive 

development. These physiological and metabolic changes allow the animal to survive 

long periods in poor conditions, extending lifespan months beyond a normal 14-21 

days. But when favourable conditions return, the worms recover (revert to a 

reproductive phenotype) and continue to mature and reproduce (see figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1 –Life cycle at 25C.  

 

As a result of extensive research focused on the environmental triggers, a biological 

model of the induction of dauer by environmental differences was formed.  Dauer 
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arrest turned out to be dependent upon four factors:  population density, food levels 

(Golden and Riddle 1982; 1984a; 1984b), temperature (Ailion and Thomas 2000) and 

environmental cholesterol (Gerisch and Antebi 2004). Continuing investigation found 

that population, food levels, and temperature were not metabolic or physiological. 

Without properly functioning sensory neurons and interneurons, nematodes will not 

enter dauer arrest normally: for example, without the right neural activity, worms will 

not arrest due to starvation alone (Bargmann and Horvitz 1991), they require the 

neural signalling. Likewise, increase in temperature will not induce arrest as a result 

of temperature alone, there must be a neutrally mediated signal (Ailion and Thomas 

2000). It is absence of dietary cholesterol that defines the last pathway. Unlike the 

neutrally mediated response, absence of cholesterol is purely metabolic. Dauer arrest 

is modeled as both a neurosensory coupling and metabolic coupling with the 

environment. These two pathways need to be connected for a unified picture of dauer 

arrest.  

The molecular model of dauer arrest does this. The neurosensory pathway 

consists of two redundant molecular signalling pathways that modulate the activity of 

a protein DAF-9. The metabolic pathways was one that was involved in the synthesis 

of a hormone signal that was responsible for regulating gene transcription throughout 

the organism so as to result in dauer arrest. The action of the metabolic pathways also 

converged onto the regulation in the activity of the protein DAF-9. Cholesterol is a 

constitutive precursor to the hormone and so its absence prevents the hormone signals 

synthesis and hence results in dauer arrest. Here is how the two pathways link: DAF-9 
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is an enzyme that is the last stage in the conversion of  cholesterol into the hormone. 

Hence the two models are linked in terms of the activity of DAF-9. Explicitly, this 

means that the way in which changes in the metabolic pathway are causally effective 

in effecting changes to the neurosensory model are expressed in terms of the relevant 

molecular differences.  

1.2.2 Triangulating Molecular Reductions: Not Nagelean, Not Ruthless Reduction and Not 

Integration 

A molecular reduction only occurs when multiple biological phenomena that have 

been reduced to their molecular models are united into one molecular model. Such a 

reduction supports the hypothesis of the unification of science. The above example 

illustrates this by showing that the molecular model can unify the two biologically 

distinct models, of neurosensory coupling and metabolic coupling with the 

environment through the identification of each pathway to its respective molecular 

mechanisms and then conjoining the pathways through a common molecular 

mechanism, in this case DAF-9.  

Molecular reductions will be shown (CH III) to be distinct from other accounts 

of intertheoretic relations by following the theme of methodological unification 

through focused laboratory research. Molecular reductions differ from classic  

Nagelean intertheoretic reduction due to the fact that on Nagel‘s account (1949) , 

reduction is a logical relationship that unifies the formal structure of the reduced 

theory within the reducing theory. Distinctly, molecular reductions only attempt to 

reduce the individual theoretically important phenomena and not the entire theory or 
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its laws. So the example of dauer arrest will not be a mapping from a theory (or 

general model) of development to a molecular theory. Rather dauer arrest in the 

standard laboratory conditions is a causal regularity that is modeled both biologically 

as well as molecularly. What is identical is the phenomenon studied (the causal 

regularity) both with a biological model as well as a molecular one. In this way 

molecular reductions explicitly preserve the biological phenomena within a molecular 

model. What they do is identify the biological phenomenon with a purely molecular 

phenomenon. In not attempting to derive theories from one another, molecular 

reductions are explanatory reductions which focus on the phenomena and not the 

laws. In doing so, they are not formal statements of the identity of theories but claims 

about the world supported by evidence. Such claims, about the identity of a biological 

phenomenon with molecular mechanisms are consistent with a hypothesis about the 

unification of science, as well as instances supporting it. It is in this way that the 

example of dauer arrest will be relevant to the present discussion. It is an 

intertheoretic identity that provides unification to biology by providing a single 

molecular model that replaces multiple biological models. But it also supports the 

unification of the sciences generally, by showing that reductions of complex 

phenomena are in fact possible, chipping away at the inductive arguments based on 

previous failure to provide any significant reduction. By showing such a reduction, the 

general hypothesis of unification is supported.  

In this way, molecular reductions are like recent accounts of explanatory 

reductions, most notably Bickle‘s Ruthless Reductionism (Bickle 2003). However, 
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molecular reductions will be seen as solving a problem that ruthless reductions are 

unable to do. Ruthless reductions have been criticised (notably Sullivan 2009) as 

unable to provide valid molecular models of biological phenomena due to the fact that 

the rely on a multitude of distinct experiments to put together a single molecular 

model, many of which (e.g. in vitro) may lack external validity. As the identity 

between the biological phenomenon and the molecular mechanisms is intended to 

hold outside the laboratory conditions, this is a problem for ruthless reductions. 

However, if the identity is contained to within the experimental conditions, then the 

molecular model of the biological phenomenon will avoid this problem. Molecular 

reductions avoid this problem by only identifying the causal phenomenon found in the 

laboratory conditions. How this is an interesting reduction of something general that 

brings unification to the sciences will be discussed elsewhere.  

Finally, molecular reductions are proposed as an alternative to contemporary 

accounts of pluralist theory integration. Whereas molecular reductions are providing 

explanations for biological phenomena exclusively in terms of the relevant molecular 

difference makers, a theory integration remains explicitly pluralist, requiring multiple 

theories to contribute to a sufficient explanation for any biological phenomenon. 

These contributions need to be integrated, and the integration needs a principle by 

which to dothis. Such a principle is an external theory (e.g. mechanisms) or as a 

model of integration. Distinctively, in a molecular reduction, the neuro-sensory and 

metabolic pathways are connected in terms of their molecular interactions; the 

relevant difference makers that explain the interaction between the two biological 
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pathways are exclusively molecular. In an integration, the interaction between the two 

biological pathways would be an additional model of interaction between the neuro-

sensory and the metabolic pathways stated in biological counterfactuals (the survival 

benefits, etc.).   

 

1.3 What Is The Hypothesis Of Unity? 

Molecular reductions, those that reduce and preserve biologically significant 

phenomena while reducing and eliminating biological theory, begin with one main 

hypothesis: that any replicable causal phenomenon studied within biology or 

psychology will be explained by a more fundamental theory such as molecular 

biology. The hypothesis is that all causal differences will be explained by molecular 

(ultimately physical) differences. The hypothesis of unity claims molecular reductions 

are achievable throughout biology and psychology.  

The hypothesis of unity: 

There is a single theory underwriting scientific explanation in biology and 

psychology. It is a single level of physical causes that explains the regular 

phenomena observed in the world, that the relevant counterfactuals in any 

sufficient causal explanation will be physical ones.  

  

This is the assertion that scientific unification is possible, as actual causal explanations 

are all at a single level and in a single theoretical language. Thus, unification is the 

ability to form lower-level models that validly represent multiple upper-level 

phenomena.  
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What such representations amount to is the formation of empirically validated 

(experimentally demonstrated) molecular models of phenomena from biology. As a 

result, this preserves the causal structure of the phenomena identified in one discipline 

(e.g. biology) in another (e.g. chemistry). Such preservation (which is necessary to 

avoid methodological autonomy) occurs when a phenomenon identified by biology 

can be explained with a molecular model. This is a form of inter-level explanation and 

will be seen as providing for the means by which significant interaction between 

biology and chemistry occurs. And as we have seen, it is through these local reductive 

explanations that there is support for a hypothesis of broader theoretical unity of the 

sciences.  

The empirical objective is to get better approximations of those actual 

differences as they can be expressed within this single language and a single model or 

set of models: to have one set of generalisations explaining all contingent 

observations. In other words, the hypothesis of methodological unification maintains 

that, in principle, chemistry can produce molecular  models representing many 

interesting and complex biological phenomena. Methodological unification is thereby 

unification of multiple biological phenomena by the formation of a single molecular 

model that could represent all of them. This unites distinct biological phenomena.  

Such a unification would overcome methodological autonomy by providing 

causal explanations for multiple biological phenomena at a single level. This would 

directly support the hypothesis of methodological unification. By showing that there is 

evidence of this trajectory of actual molecular reductions, there is support for the 
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hypothesised unity. The actual explanation of certain disparate biological phenomena 

with a single molecular theory would show that some degree of unification has been 

achieved and support the hypothesis of methodological unification more generally. It 

is important to keep in mind that molecular reduction is an inter-level causal 

explanation and a form of explanatory reduction, it is not variation on traditional 

Nagelean intertheoretic reduction. 

  

1.4 Inter-Level Causal Explanations 

Explanatory reductions are becoming increasingly popular but still only a few 

philosophers consider reductions to be viable accounts  of intertheoretic relationships 

(e.g.Weber 2005; Strevens 2009). One prominent and detailed example is J. Bickle‘s 

ruthless reductionism (2002). In it, he claims that neuroscientists have reduced a 

psychological phenomenon (memory consolidation) to its molecular mechanisms 

through an inter-level explanatory reduction, one that explains a psychological 

phenomenon directly in terms of the activity of specific molecular pathways.  

This is a form of reduction where the linkages are in the form of inter-level 

explanation by a well confirmed and empirically tested hypothesis (a null-hypothesis 

test) about the difference makers of a psychological or biological phenomenon–that 

they are particular molecular differences. An inter-level explanation is thereby a 

hypothesis about the particular causes of the psychological or biological phenomenon. 

As noted above, the truth of a particular hypothesis, an actual explanation for a 
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biological phenomenon in terms of molecular causes, supports the general hypothesis 

of the unity of science, that all difference makers will be molecular.  

This form of explanatory reduction has been widely criticised as unsuccessful in 

providing a single level of explanation due to the fact that the individual experimental 

results that are being combined in order to form the molecular model of memory 

consolidation are not all representing the same phenomena; different causal 

phenomena are being explained by each experiment (Bechtel 2007; Craver and 

Piccinini 2011; De Jong, and Schouten 2005; Schaffner,.1993, 2006;Sullivan 2009; 

Wimsatt. 2006). The characteristic problem lies in the fact that the detailed molecular  

models are formed (in part) by using in vitro experiments and thereby are not directly 

representative of the psychological or biological phenomena, in vivo and in a natural 

setting. So, as these authors claim, the molecular experiments are each explaining 

phenomena that are sufficiently different from each other for this to count against this 

being an explanation for the biological phenomenon: it is either too complex to be 

explained with a molecular model or requires distinct molecular models for distinct 

molecular instantiations of the biological (i.e. functional) kind.  

The consequence is that the only molecular reductions considered possible are 

those limited to casual phenomena found in the identical replicable experimental 

conditions. It is explicitly criticised that there is not enough overlap in what is being 

represented by each single experimental design to provide an exclusively molecular 

explanation of the genuine psychological phenomenon (Schaffner, K. 1993 

2006;Sullivan, J. A.2009). It Sullivan argues, the molecular models only explain 
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limited aspects (partial mechanisms) of the psychological phenomenon and cannot be 

validly stitched together to provide a single unified explanation. And this is claimed to 

be a general limitation to methodologically reductive research (research whose 

methods are designed to find exclusively molecular explanations for biological 

phenomena): due to reliance on highly controlled, and thereby biologically artificial, 

experimental conditions, exclusively molecular models will not generalise to validly 

represent any genuinely biological or psychological phenomena. Either the 

experiments will only be designed to focus on one molecular instantiation of the 

biological kind (e.g. one kind of memory in one species) and miss the other 

instantiations in their explanation, or they will be too fragmented internally and unable 

to explain the biological phenomenon in its entire complexity. Regardless, in either 

case, reductive explanations of psychological or biological phenomena are considered 

not to have been achieved, and it is inferred that they are impossible (Schaffner 1993, 

2006; Sullivan 2009).  

But by examining the requirements for a successful reduction, we will see that 

there is a way for explanatory reductions to serve as evidence supporting the 

hypothesis of scientific unity. This will be done by laying out the differences between 

the various positions on inter-theory or inter-level relationships (Nagelean 

intertheoretic reduction, disunity and methodological autonomy and pluralist theory 

integration). Given their differences, we will see that there is a way that explanatory 

reductions can support a hypothesis of theoretical unification, by showing that the 
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molecular models can explain theoretically important phenomena from biology and 

psychology .   

 

1.5Logic Of The Unity Of Science Vs. The Hypothesis Of Scientific Unity 

There have been two distinct approaches to the discussion of inter-theory reductions, 

Nagelean derivations and explanatory reductions. These are two different ways of 

representing the relationship between, speaking in the broadest sense, scientific 

theories. We will see here that these differences matter as each responds uniquely to 

different evidence and arguments. 

At the beginning of the 20
th

century, the discussion of scientific unification 

appeared in its contemporary form as a set of claims about intertheoretic reduction. 

Philosophers working in the positivist tradition of the Vienna Circle, rejecting 

metaphysical solutions, conceived of intertheoretic unity as a primarily epistemic and 

formal issue about the Logic of the Unity of Science and the linguistic construction of 

the world from experience (e.g., Carnap 1938). Unity was formal (in the logical 

unification of the languages of the sciences) not metaphysical (in the unity of 

substances, properties or causes). In this way, the unity offered by monist materialism 

(as contrasted with various forms of dualism e.g. distinct Cartesian substances or an 

élan vital) was replaced by the epistemic thesis of reductive physicalism (Neurath 

1931) that put emphasis on the logical unification of scientific theories and languages.  
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On this account, the unification of any two theories through an intertheoretic 

reduction requires that an upper level theory be explained as a consequence of a more 

fundamental theory. In all but the last decade of the 20
th

century, the philosophical 

positions on explanation were predominantly deductive and nomological (Hempel 

1942, 1965; Hempel and Oppenheim 1948; Popper 1935, 1959). This made closure 

under entailment the means by which intertheoretic unity was to be achieved. In this 

way, intertheoretic reduction is the logical unification of the sciences.  

Deductive closure ensured what E. Nagel (Nagel 1961), in his classical 

formalisation of intertheoretic reduction, called the connectability and derivability 

criteria required for a successful reduction. Theory A reduces to theory B iff all A's 

laws can be derived using the language of B and all A's observational terms can be 

connected to those in the language of B. Traditional inter-theoretic reductions were 

successful if an only if there existed formal bridge laws that linked the vocabulary of 

theory A with that of theory B. This is intertheoretic reduction in its traditional form: 

to preserve, both the entities of the reduced theory as well as its inferential relations, 

the laws that govern the behaviours of the entities, within the reducing theory. In this 

way, reductions explained why the reduced theory had the explanatory structure it did, 

it was an instance of the more general laws of the reducing theory. Thus, the  two 

theories‘ theoretical and observational vocabularies must have the same extension and 

be related through entailment if there is to be a reduction. The only remaining 

differences between the theories would be purely linguistic, in the differing predicates 

used by each discipline, though identity could be deduced from extensional 
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equivalence and be formalised as intertheoretic bridge laws. This form of 

intertheoretic reduction has become the canonical version.  

Nevertheless, a prominent variant of reductionism developed from the work of 

Paul Oppenheim (Kemeny and Oppenheim 1956; Oppenheim and Putnam 1958), 

arguing that the unification of science could be advanced through the accumulation of 

partial or local explanatory reductions. What Oppenheim articulated was an 

alternative path to theoretical unification, a path via the accumulation of local links 

between elements from hierarchically differentiated theories. These links were simple 

generalisations, such as those linking instances of H2O with properties of water. Such 

links, it was argued, represented important progress towards unification by capturing 

the observational claims of one or more theories within the systematisation of another, 

more fundamental and more general theory.  

On E. Nagel‘s account, intertheoretic reduction directly preserved laws. But on 

this alternative model of reduction (which relied on distinguishing between the 

observational terms that constituted the empirical content of the science and the 

theoretical statements that systematised the content) it was argued that preserving 

laws was not necessary for unification. Reduction, it was argued, only required 

preserving the observational claims, the empirical content. Unity was still the same 

end product, theoretical unification means the biological phenomena are derivable 

from a single set of laws, those of the reducing theory. However, any laws of the 

reduced theory that were not derivable from the more fundamental, reducing theory, 

were eliminated. And there was no requirement on an explanatory reduction that the 
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reduced theory‘s laws be preserved. Successful reduction, on this approach, could 

include the elimination of the reduced theory‘s laws entirely. It was the goal of 

accumulating all observations under one set of laws that defined this as a form of 

reductive unification. Connectability of phenomena was emphasised at the cost of the 

derivability of laws.  

Distinctively, it was the empirical success in establishing local identities between 

levels which provided the justification for the unity of science and defined this as a 

―Science of the Unity of Science” (Oppenheim and Putnam 1958, p. 26) Every 

particular link between levels provides direct scientific support for the hypothesis that 

the world consists of a hierarchy of discernible levels of composite wholes 

constructed from component parts, themselves wholes at a hierarchically more 

fundamental and materially primordial domain. So when it was learned that water 

could be produced from the combustion of two gases, and then by passing an electric 

current through the water the gases could be recovered, this counted as support for 

unity of science. This picture of the Unity of Science as a Working Hypothesis was 

famously defended by Paul Oppenheim and Hilary Putnam as a model of reduction 

that justifies the hypothesis of scientific unification based on the principles of 

evolution, ontogenesis and synthesis (Oppenheim and Putnam 1958).  

On this approach, unification is argued for as a hypothesis supported by 

substantive claims about the constitution and origins of the universe and its 

organisation into levels (Oppenheim and Putnam 1958 pg. 28). An explanatory 

reduction was, thereby, a hypothesis about the material and historical, as they called it 
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―Darwinian‖ (Oppenheim and Putnam 1958 pg. 29) unity: the universe is constituted 

by fundamental matter that evolved from a less complex state to this present state of 

complex hierarchical organisation.  Wholes at each level arose through ontogenesis: 

the iterative process of composition of discrete and, in important ways for the material 

unity, recoverable parts.  So the world, as it appears today, arose through a process of 

change and the emergence of novelty at successive levels. 

This hypothesis of scientific unity was supported by evidence: practical 

demonstrations of the capability to control and recreate this historical process of 

construction through the synthesis of a whole merely from organising identifiable 

parts at a lower level. Thus, that scientists can reconstitute or synthesize viruses such 

as the tobacco mosaic virus from component macromolecules is empirical evidence 

for the unity of science (Oppenheim and Putnam 1958 pg. 27).Unification is a 

hypothesis about relationships between levels justified by the practical connections we 

establish between distinct theories, uniting the parts into a single whole.  

Unification was an assumption: the transitivity, irreflexivity and asymmetry of 

whole-proper part relations would provide the means by which a single unity was 

formed across the required intermediary steps of multiple levels. These levels would 

finally discharge the assumed unity in one fundamental theory that deductively 

explains the world at one level (Oppenheim and Putnam 1958, pg. 7). Contrasting 

with Nagelean reductionism, which unifies through derivations, unification as a 

hypothesis is based on an induction supported by the evidence. Such reductions are 

less about connecting the laws that define a level and more about the ability to find the 
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particular methodologically tractable links that allow scientists to manipulate a whole 

in terms of intervening on the parts.  

To the detriment of the debate, this methodological variant of reductionism has, 

until recently (Sarkar 1992, 1998), played little direct role in the historical 

development of contemporary positions on reductionism. It was assumed that 

explaining the laws of the reduced theory (those that gave it its explanatory force) as 

instances of more general laws of the reducing theory was a necessary condition for 

an intertheoretic reduction.  

And so what distinguishes Nagelean derivation from molecular reductions is that 

the reduction does not require that the laws of a reduced science be expressed in the 

laws of the reducing science. Molecular reductionism is a hypothesis supported by 

evidence that the theoretically (qua biologically) relevant empirical phenomena (in 

our case experimentally demonstrated causal regularities) can be sufficiently 

explained by the reducing (qua molecular) theory‘s laws. As will be explored 

throughout the remainder of this thesis, what makes these phenomena theoretically 

relevant lies in their role as evidence in the development of the reduced theory. In 

biology, an experimental regularity is theoretically significant if the experiment is 

validly testing a biological hypothesis. Being a biological hypothesis allows the 

experiment to influence the development of the biological theory. Being an 

experimental regularity allows it to be reduced to its molecular mechanisms, to its 

molecular causes. This identity of causal phenomena (represented by biological and 

molecular models) is how one theory has influence on the development of another, by 
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constraining theorising in biology with molecular restrictions on possible 

explanations: the models must remain consistent with not only the physical laws, but 

also with inferences made about its specific molecular mechanism.  

It is this kind of intertheoretic influence that supports the hypothesis of 

methodological  unification. It is also what remains missing from accounts that 

maintain the sciences are methodologically autonomous and science is, in crucial 

ways, disunified.  

1.6 Disunity Or Autonomy As Descriptions Of Intertheoretic Relations 

It is the lack of bridge laws that has traditionally been seen as posing the major barrier 

to intertheoretic reductions and providing the evidentiary support for theoretical 

autonomy and disunity. As we have seen, Nagel required reductions to satisfy both a 

derivability and a connectability criterion. So, on a traditional Nagelean account of 

reduction, intertheoretic identities between the theories were only possible if the 

reducing theory was predictive and explanatory of all (or most of) the law-governed 

kinds within the reduced theory. This required that the laws governing theoretical 

kinds in a reduced theory be preserved in the laws of the reducing theory, that is, that 

both theories type-individuated the phenomena equivalently. This required Nagelean 

reductions to be able to establish type-type identities between theories. 

Problematically, widely accepted type-type identities were impossible to find. In most 

cases, types in a reduced theory are not represented as types in the reducing theory.  
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This repeated failure to draw intertheoretic identities inevitably called for 

theoretical elimination (e.g. Feyerabend 1975; Churchland 1980, 1984). Aptly named, 

elimination seemed to discard the previous theory as it offered conflicting views on 

the constituents of the world. So when phlogiston was replaced by oxygen as the 

explanation for certain phenomena, the theoretical kind, phlogiston, was completely 

eliminated. There were no identities between the theoretically individuated kinds of 

phenomena from the two theories: what phlogiston referred to was not identical with 

any natural kind in modern chemistry.  

This failure to find bridge laws between two theories was the main barrier to 

producing inter-level intertheoretic reductions. Fodor prominently concluded that the 

failure to find bridge laws implied the methodological autonomy of the special 

sciences (Fodor 1974; 1997). If the reducing theory offered no explanation for the 

existence of law governed kinds in the special sciences (because it did not even 

recognise them as a natural kind), the laws that govern a special science kind are 

explained independently of the reducing theory (Strevens 2009).  

Practically, this meant that progress in psychology, for example, was not 

constrained by the contemporary neuroscientific models; a theory about cognition did 

not have to check to see if it‘s hypotheses were supported by, or even remained 

consistent with, evidence from the neurosciences. Neural instantiations of 

psychological properties are only one of many possible independent instantiations of 

the psychological phenomenon, but a special sciences‘ kind can be realised in many 

physical kinds that are each governed by their own distinct models of the relevant 
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physical events (e.g. those of electronic circuits vs. those of neurons). Thus with the 

independence of psychological laws, there were psychological phenomena (i.e. the 

extension of a cognitive kind, e.g. memory) that did not have a corresponding physical 

model of that psychological kind; the special science kind was gerrymandered and 

required several distinct physical explanations. It is in this way that the special 

science, psychology, was autonomous: it could develop its explanations  

independently of neuroscience and molecular biology (as long as each particular 

explanation remained consistent with some possible physical instantiation). As will be 

analysed in Ch II, methodological autonomy is a result of the fact that two theories 

can avoid answering each other‘s questions: one theory does not provide explanations 

for another theory‘s phenomena.  

So methodological autonomy is the result of the fact that the reducing or physical 

theory could not represent a law governed kind from the special sciences (Strevens 

2009). Indeed, the special sciences laws were more general than the reducing theory 

and hence could not be conceived of as a specific instance of them. So, it was only the 

laws of the special science that provided the capacity to represent that kind–it was all 

and only those phenomena that obeyed the special science‘s law that constituted the 

extension of this kind. 

To sum up, methodological autonomy can be defined such that: 

One theory (or model) is autonomous relative to another to the extent  that 

there exists some genuine scientific phenomena in that theory or model that is 

not sufficiently represented by the resources of the other theory, such as a 

multiply realised kind or a special science law.  
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This directly contradicts a hypothesis of scientific unification by positing the 

existence of an explanandum that has no sufficient explanans in any reducing, 

unifying theory. Autonomy is thereby the result of two theories asking questions about 

distinct things in the world due to the fact that they are not representing the same 

theoretical phenomena. This relationship of failed intertheoretic representation of 

theoretically relevant phenomena will be explored more fully in Ch. IV. 

  

1.6.1 The Problem Of Competing Hypotheses 

However, there is ample evidence that many theories are not autonomous of each 

other; certain systematic relations between theories at distinct levels exist that are used 

to constrain each other. Numerous correlations have been observed: minds are still 

reliably linked to brains, organisms (and much of the variation between them) are still 

strongly correlated with DNA (and variation in it) and water seems to be entirely co-

extensive with H2O. These correlations suggest a certain amount of reliable inter-level 

inference occurring.  

So, to use a very basic example, combusting hydrogen in the presence of oxygen 

(two chemically defined substances) will result in water with its characteristic 

properties (e.g. obeying the Combined Gas Laws at certain specific temperatures). It is 

thereby a reliable prediction that the product of a specific chemical reaction will have 

certain characteristic properties of water (e.g. being in a gaseous phase at 115
o
C at one 

atmosphere of pressure). This allows one to explain the specific behaviour of the 
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product of hydrogen and oxygen (i.e. being in a gaseous phase) in terms of the 

previously observed properties of water. This is justified by the statement that the 

product of the reaction is H2O and H2O is identical to water. So, as water has these 

characteristic properties, so too does H2O. 

Likewise, when it is found that an organism‘s phenotype differs from that of 

most of its species, it is still reasonable to draw the inference that it will be a 

difference in genetics that will explain, at least in part, the phenotypic difference. This 

is nothing more than to say that it is a reasonable hypothesis (one that can be tested) 

that (at least some of )the relevant difference makers will at the molecular level, 

differences to the DNA. This is of course, not guaranteed, there could be 

developmental noise or epigenetic influences included in the full explanation; but it is 

still a reasonable conclusion to draw (about a particular instance or as a general 

hypothesis) from the best models of the empirical evidence (i.e. those modelling the 

observed correlation between variation in phenotype and variation in genotype).  And 

equivalently, damage to a human‘s brain in the frontal cortex will result in a loss of 

executive function (in self control) and damage to areas of the temporal lobes will 

result in different forms of aphasia. So if aphasia or loss of self control are observed, it 

is reasonable to hypothesize that it may be the result of specific organic changes to the 

brain. Such a hypothesis is based on the models of the correlations between brain and 

cognition (of neural localisation of cognitive functions).  

But such correlations require an explanation. Normally, a correlation is 

explained by one of three possibilities: coincidence–given a greater (perhaps 
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counterfactual) sample, the theories will be observed to be autonomous, qua 

independent; the result of a third causal factor (some additional factor that causes 

both); or as a result of a genuine causal relationship between them (one is dependent 

on the other).  

It was the 19
th

and early 20
th

century emergentist philosophers who brought focus 

to the issue of correlations between scientific theories and the need to explain them 

(e.g. Broad 1925;  Lloyd Morgan 1923). As will be explored in Ch IV, the concept of 

emergence was offered as a different way to model the correlations between the 

levels: properties at the upper level emerged according to systematic laws of 

emergence from the behaviour of elements at the lower level. And while emergentism 

was a materialist hypothesis (it was not ontologically dualist), it was defined in direct 

opposition to reduction. Reductions (of any sort) explained the existence of 

correlations between upper and lower level properties in terms of the upper level 

properties being instances of lower level regularities and so the upper level properties 

were causally dependent upon the lower level.  Emergence can be seen as a positing a 

factor that is independent of (qua irreducible to) the reducing theory (qua unexplained 

in the reducing theory).  

In this way, emergence serves as an alternative hypothesis to that of 

methodological unification. The hypothesis of methodological unity explains the inter-

level correlations in terms of the identity of the phenomena at the two levels: the 

phenomena explained by two theories are identical and the correlation is explained by 

the fact that the upper level phenomena are causally dependent upon variation that is 
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expressed in the physical language as they are identical with their physical causes. 

The alternative hypothesis of emergence explains the correlations in terms of 

irreducible bridge laws: the inter-level relationship are fundamental and the 

correlations are not explained as an instance of the more fundamental physical laws.  

These two competing hypotheses have many differences that are sensitive to 

different arguments and will be contrasted in detail in Ch IV. Presently, what needs to 

be highlighted is the fact that both reductionism and emergentism are hypotheses that 

focus on the same problem, the existence of the correlations between levels; both took 

the correlations to represent something that itself needs to be explained. This contrast 

with forms of pluralism. These can either provide a way to explain correlations 

between the theories (section 1.6 and Ch III) or be radically pluralist and argue 

science is, in many important ways, disunified (e.g. Cartwright 1983 and Dupre 1993) 

and theories remain autonomous (Fodor 1974). Theoretical disunity is (and will be 

demonstrated in section 2.2.2) the result of the kind of methodological autonomy 

discussed above, that there are phenomena that are not represented identically by two 

models.  

1.7 Molecular Reductions Are Distinct From Multi-Level Integration 

In addition to leaving the correlations between theories unexplained, autonomy (Fodor 

1974) and theoretical disunity (Dupre 1993) do not accurately characterise the kind of 

inter domain, inter-disciplinary research that is currently being undertaken, especially 

in biology and neuroscience. The problem is the absence of an account of the kind of 
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interaction between scientific theories, as developing and changing bodies of 

knowledge, that is currently taking place (Bokulich 2007; Wimsatt 2006). Many 

philosophers point out the need for some positive account of methodological 

interaction between scientific domains and attempt to model this as an integration 

through a multi-level model and not a reduction (Darden and Maul 1974, Morgan and 

Morrison 1990, Morrison 2000; Bechtel 2008, Wimsatt 1976, Mitchell 2003, 

Bokulich 2007; Brigandt and Love 2008).  

The main contemporary account of the success of interdisciplinary research has 

been that an explanation of any complex biological or psychological phenomenon 

usually (and in seminal cases) requires an overarching and integrating model or 

theory. This model or theory will facilitate the integration of multiple levels as 

constraints on the explanation of a single concrete phenomenon (integrative pluralism 

or mechanism –see Ch II section 2.2 and Ch. III). As a component in a multi-level 

model, the molecular details are only one element that is integrated within a multi-

level explanation. While this is an account of intertheoretic relations, it is distinct from 

reductionism: theory integration is inherently pluralistic with explanation occurring at 

multiple levels. In doing so, it is an alternative to reductionism as the explanation for  

intertheoretic relations in interdisciplinary research.  

Like integrative pluralism and mechanisms, molecular reductions are inter-level 

explanations that demonstrate that theories are interacting by (at least one of them, 

presumably physics in a reduction) imposing (as will be elaborated on in CH II) 

constraints on one another. However, molecular reductions are not multi-level 
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explanations. They are (or at least are intended to be) sufficient molecular 

explanations of biological phenomena. They are providing sufficient explanations for 

the biological phenomena at a single theoretical level and do not require integrating 

multiple theories in order to represent the phenomena being studied. This way the 

methodological interaction between the theories is different in a reduction than it is in 

an integration. In a molecular reduction, the constraints will be those directly imposed 

upon the models from developmental biology by the details of a molecular model. 

There will be no model or theory of how the constraining factors interact with each 

other, the constraints will be molecular details that the developmental models must 

remain consistent with.  

1.8 The Direction 

The remainder of this thesis will try to examine what is required for significant 

molecular reductions, ones that can make the case for significant interaction between 

theories that can support a broader hypothesis of methodological unification. It will 

argue that there is such a reduction of phenomena modeled by developmental biology 

with models from molecular chemistry. These molecular reductions provide positive 

evidence supporting the hypothesis of methodological unification, that there is one 

level of causal explanation. Explanation at a single level is unification when disparate 

biological phenomena are explained with a single molecular model. The broader 

unification of biology comes from the ability of a molecular model to systematise 
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diverse biological phenomena with a single set of laws and produce models that can 

represent the relevant causal counterfactuals in a single unified language.  

Successful unification means that multiple phenomena represented by biological 

models are now represented in terms of difference makers in a single molecular 

model. This brings cohesion to the phenomena that are all explained by this molecular 

model.  And such molecular models each demonstrate broader theoretical unification 

by bringing biologically relevant phenomena under the scope of the laws of chemistry.  

However, reductions can only unify the sciences if they explain theoretically 

relevant phenomena–those that are important to the development of the biological or 

psychological theories. And they can only explain the phenomena if the upper-level 

(biological or psychological) and lower-level (molecular)models are adequately 

representing each others‘ phenomena. When this kind of intertheoretic representation 

occurs, the interaction between the theories can be said to be methodologically 

significant. When it does not occur, there is methodological autonomy (as seen in the 

above discussion of multiple realisability in the special sciences). This defines what 

will be referred to as a methodological criterion for interaction: there must be 

intertheoretic representations of the theoretical phenomena. So molecular biology 

must be able to adequately represent the extension of the genuine biological kind in its 

own language in order to produce a unifying reductive explanation.  

As discussed in section1.3, inter-level causal explanations have been criticised as 

unable to represent theoretically significant phenomena from biology or psychology 

due to the fact that these phenomena were either multiply realised or too complex to 
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be explained with a molecular model. Though they may be able to explain many 

particular phenomena, they lose their theoretical relevance to biology by not 

representing any genuine biological or psychological phenomenon, only individual 

instantiations or decomposed parts of it. (This will be explored in detail in Ch IV)   

But even for phenomena formed in the controlled conditions of the experimental 

laboratory setting, molecular reductions can still serve as evidence for unification, 

even if these reductions cannot conclusively prove the unification hypothesis. They do 

this by showing that there is a sufficient molecular explanation for a complex and 

theoretically significant phenomenon. They do this by providing the relevant 

counterfactuals that explain the experimentally demonstrated causal structure of the 

phenomenon in exclusively molecular terms. It is readily acknowledged that many 

experimentally demonstrated causal regularities can be sufficiently explained by 

counterfactuals expressed in the reducing theory (e.g. Schaffner 2006): experimental 

regularities are acknowledged to be reducible to their molecular causes.  

But importantly, these causal regularities are theoretically relevant to biology: 

they are evidence used in testing a biological hypothesis. So what makes an 

experimental regularity a theoretically important one, one that shows that it is 

genuinely biological, is the fact that the experiment is validly testing a biological 

hypothesis. Directly, the whole point of a biological experiment is to provide evidence 

for a biological hypothesis by testing a set of counterfactuals expressed in terms of 

theories from ecology, developmental biology or evolutionary theory. So if an 
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experiment is a valid test of a biological hypothesis, is has some methodological 

influence on the biological theory that gave rise to the experimental test. 

So if the biological phenomenon is identified with its molecular causes a 

molecular reduction occurs. This identity is how one theory has influence on the 

development of another, by producing constraints on the kinds of hypotheses that can 

be consistent with these molecular causes. This methodological criterion for 

interaction (which will be elaborated on in Ch. II) requires that the molecular results 

can be tests of biological hypotheses. Under this methodological criterion, a 

reassessment of what intertheoretic unification requires must begin with the 

examination of what it means to be intertheoretic. It will be argued that the important 

intertheoretic relationships are established when a model at one level, molecular 

chemistry, constrains theorising about phenomena represented by another model (by 

serving as evidence for or against a biological hypothesis). 

To use a simple example, when the molecular details of genetics were 

uncovered, further theorising about phenotypic inheritance was constrained (often in 

too stringent a way) by what was true of the molecular model of DNA (e.g., the 

central dogma of molecular biology–that genetic information flowed out from the 

DNA). Future developments of theories about heredity remained constrained by the 

hypothesis that the mechanisms of heritable variation were going to be represented by 

variation to the molecular model of DNA. Directly, biological hypotheses had to 

remain consistent with the hypothesised molecular mechanisms of inheritance:  no 

Lamarckian inheritance of phenotype could be posited because the central dogma 
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asserted this was not possible. Though epigenetic inheritance remains a theoretical 

possibility, variation in DNA still remains the predominant hypothesis about the 

causes of heritable differences. And in this general way, when a reducing theory 

(molecular chemistry) claims something about a theoretically significant phenomenon 

from the reduced theory (in this case about heritability), any future hypotheses about 

that very same phenomenon (from biology) must remain consistent with that assertion 

(from molecular biology). This is intertheoretic constraint and the way methodological 

interaction occurs.  

1.9 A Summary  

The main goal of Chapter II will be to characterise this methodological criterion for 

interaction as the opposite of methodological autonomy. This will be achieved by 

analysing how scientific explanations can interact with each other. It will be seen that 

interaction is between theories (and their models) only occurs when there is an 

overlap in what is represented. And so without connecting two theories‘ particular 

claims, there is no methodological interaction and what we have is methodological 

autonomy. It will be shown that there are two ways such an overlap is avoided 

(relativism and distinct levels of analysis) and these two ways define methodological 

autonomy.  

Because autonomy and disunity do not explain inter-disciplinary research in 

contemporary biology and neuroscience, what is required is some account of 

methodological interaction. Chapter III lays out the landscape of the debate, 
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concluding there are two proposed explanations for the interaction between theories: 

as reductive identities or as localised explanatory integration. The current debate will 

be arranged in terms of these distinct forms of interaction. Reductive identities interact 

through directly preserving (identifying) a phenomenon of theoretical significance 

from the reduced domain directly in the reducing theory. Explanatory integrations 

model interaction as constraining explanations at different level but explanations of 

the same single spatiotemporally-localised  individual system; they only explain some 

particular concrete system, not the regularity it is instantiating.  

What will be concluded is that if the connection of two elements from two 

theories is localised explanatory integration, then the link between the two theoretical 

explanations of the same phenomenon is only coincidental interaction, it does not 

satisfy the methodological criterion for interaction. The problem we will be left with 

is that there is a minimal methodological link between the two theories: they both 

provide explanations of the same particular spatiotemporally localised phenomenon, 

but do not connect the theoretical kinds in both theories. Chemistry does not constrain 

biological theorising, it only produces particular constraints on individual 

explanations. There is no explanation for the systematic correlations and the role of 

interdisciplinary research in advancing theoretical unification. And this remains the 

main reason why this thesis is looking for reductions: methodological interaction 

between the domains must generalise beyond the specific token in order to accurately  

describe much of what is observed about interdisciplinary research and its results.  
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Having distinguished between reductions and explanatory integrations, the goal 

is to see if there remains potential for reductive identities that can provide support for 

the hypothesis of the unity of science. Chapter IV will evaluate the evidence for and 

against the hypothesis of the unity of science, concluding that if we can identify the 

structural barriers to reduction and find a way to overcome them, then reductions are 

still possible, in principle. As this thesis argues, unity is a contingent hypothesis and 

is, thereby, only sensitive to the empirical evidence of irreducibility. For this we will 

examine the reasons that have been offered in the literature for why reductions have 

putatively failed. It will be found (Ch.III) that how two models remain autonomous 

with each other determines when they fail to individuate the same laws or phenomena. 

So by examining the reasons that two theories are autonomous we can characterise the 

problems (qua failures) for reduction. These are, notably, multiple realisability (and 

multiple functionality) and emergence. These failures of connectability are best seen 

as failures of one scientific domain to represent phenomena from another. 

Representation can be adequately modeled with bijective functions, allowing us to 

understand the barrier to reductions is intertheoretic misrepresentation, a failure of a 

function to be both a surjection and an injection.  

Using the tools of representations, it will be concluded that emergence is a lack 

of evidence for a reduction but not direct evidence against the hypothesis of reduction: 

emergence is an alternative explanation for the failure of surjection and so does not 

show irreducibility but is itself an explanation for the failure. Emergence serves as an 

alternative hypothesis to reductive unity, leaving the correlations brute and 
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unexplained.  As we shall see, failed surjection leaves open the possibility of 

reductions whereas a failure of injection prohibits reductions by demonstrating 

ambiguous inter-theoretic representation.  

The barrier to reductions has been identified as a problem of failed inter-theoretic 

representation, misrepresentation. We identify the way to find the solution: connecting 

the theoretically significant phenomena with intertheoretic identities and avoiding 

multiple realisability (MR) and multiple functionality (MF).  The final chapter will 

lay out the route to such reductions, as reductive explanations of experimentally 

identified causal phenomena that provide support for the hypothesis of scientific 

unification. This chapter will elaborate on molecular reductions, showing how they 

are methodologically distinct from other forms of reduction and from pluralist 

explanatory integrations. The molecular solution is to focus on causal models of 

experimental phenomena. The causal phenomenon discovered in the lab can be 

identified and modeled using multiple theories; they are not inextricably dependent on 

the theoretical resources of biology for their individuation as they are repeatable 

experiments that can be expanded upon. This is to say that they are biological 

phenomena that have relevance to theorising in biology but not necessarily dependent 

upon the biological theory, there is a one way dependence in place. Theories can be 

connected because causal phenomena individuated by an upper level theory‘s (e.g. 

biology) can be reductively explained with inter-level experiments. This shows that at 

least some of one domain‘s phenomena are in fact an injective function of the other 
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(biological phenomena are a function of molecular variation in the experimental 

context).  

When such methods succeed in providing a molecular explanation for a causal 

phenomena of broad explanatory and theoretical significance to biology, reductive 

explanations offer strong support for the hypothesis of theoretical unification, namely 

by showing that there is evidence that the causal phenomena studied by biology are 

also those studied by molecular chemistry. But this argument shows that identity 

between domains is at the level of the experimental phenomena. These are different 

from most reductions that require theoretical terms to be preserved in order to retain 

anything of significance across a reduction. This, as argued by Sullivan (2009) and 

Schaffner (2006), is necessary for meaningful reductions to occur. The problem is that 

these are only valid in highly limited experimental contexts, and so they are of little 

methodological significance in connecting the theories. 

But these reductive identities are in fact very significant. To this end, it will be 

argued that the reduction seen in the case of dauer arrest, a developmental 

phenomenon observed in the model organism Caenorhabditis elegans, provides the 

generalisable example of a methodologically honest reduction. The key result is that 

basic experimentation has achieved an intertheoretic identity of significant scope in 

this case. A causal relation that is an integral part of multiple biological theories is 

explained by, and identified with, quantifiable molecular causes. So it is seen that 

intertheoretic identification is possible due to the fact that well-controlled but artificial 
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conditions in the lab allow for the formation of comprehensive molecular models of 

specific biological phenomena.  

However, it is by taking these molecular models into other biological 

background situations that exposes the broader potential for reduction and unification 

herein: these models have been shown to be valid in other contexts.  Molecular 

models remain predictive outside of the confines of specific biologically modeled 

conditions because the molecular model that specifies the biochemical interactions 

involved in this developmental phenomenon is not only valid in the normal biological 

background (the normal ecological conditions in which nematodes develop) but is a 

representative in vivo molecular background.  

This is the trajectory of a theoretical unification. The replicable conditions in 

such experimental research allow the formation of highly detailed molecular models 

providing comprehensive representations of multi-faceted complex biological 

phenomena. But because the models are representing the relevant bio-chemical 

interactions directly within the background of complex experimental conditions (i.e. 

the experimental organisms), the molecular model is, itself, representative of these 

kinds of molecular phenomena in other (bio-chemically similar) living systems. And 

thus unification is achieved by providing molecular level bonds between biologically 

(qua developmentally) distinct phenomena. This finally supports the hypothesis that 

science can be unified: by demonstrating a means by which methodological 

interaction connects phenomena from disparate (biological) theories with a single 

molecular level of explanation. 
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CHAPTER II  

 

THE STRUCTURE OF METHODOLOGICAL INTERACTION 

2.1 Methodological Interaction In Molecular Reductions 

This chapter will examine intertheoretic relations in order to allow us to situate 

molecular reductions within the philosophical landscape (Ch. III), differentiating 

molecular reductions from other accounts of intertheoretic relations in terms of how 

each responds to a requirement for methodological interaction. This is to differentiate 

the accounts in terms of how they model interdisciplinary research. This focus on 

methodological interaction is the reason we first examine scientific representation: it 

will be argued here that it is only because two theories have scientific models that are 

representing the same systems that they are able to have methodologically significant 

interaction –(following on Suarez‘s formulation of representation-developed in 

section 2.2 and Ch. IV-see Suarez 2004) both scientific models will allow substantive 

(qua testable) inferences to be made about the very same systems. By allowing 

inferences about identical things, they can conflict with each other. This defines 

methodological interaction.   It will then (section 2.3) be argued that by looking at 

how this methodological interaction can be avoided we will see that methodological 

autonomy consists in the ability to avoid representing the same phenomenon –by 

representing either distinct systems in the world  (individuating distinctly) or different 
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properties of the same systems (idealising differently).  This will allow us to better 

differentiate reduction from pluralist accounts of inter-disciplinary research (Ch. III). 

It will be argued (section 2.2) that, because our classical view of science as 

consisting of formalised theories has been largely superseded by an understanding of 

theories as composed of related (interacting) models, what needs to be understood is 

how scientific models interact and what kind of relationships there are between them. 

An analysis of modeling will reveal that scientific models (when interpreted) are 

capable of representing particular targets. Scientific models differ from one another in 

terms of what they represent and how they represent it, specifically, how they idealise 

the target systems in the world.  

Seeing how different scientific models are used to represent their target systems 

will allow us to examine in what ways they can interact with each other (by 

constraining what can be said about the system) and what ways that they remain 

independent (qua methodologically autonomous) of each other (by avoiding 

methodological constraint). We will see that two theories‘ models which are 

putatively referring to the same things in the world can actually be understood as 

representing distinct phenomena; if they individuate or idealise differently. As will be 

seen in Sect. 2.3, because two theories will often represent different target systems, 

they will not put any constraints on one another: they will be methodologically 

autonomous of each other.  As a result, methodological interaction will only occur 

when the same properties of the target system are represented. So if they represent 
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identical target systems they can interact with each other by constraining what can be 

claimed to be true about that system, otherwise they are autonomous.  

As will be argued in the rest of this thesis, the only way to avoid such autonomy is 

to focus on experimental research. Only in well-controlled laboratory conditions can 

the identical target system be represented by models using two distinct theoretical 

languages. And by representing the identical things, a molecular reduction occurs and 

the general hypothesis of methodological unification (that biological phenomena can 

be explained in terms of molecular causes) will be directly supported by empirical 

evidence. So, in a molecular reduction, methodological autonomy is avoided because 

identical phenomena are being represented by models from two distinct theories. This 

occurs because the phenomenon is idealised identically in the two models, as the same 

experimental regularity.  In this way, the biological phenomenon seen in the 

experimental conditions is causally explained by molecular counterfactuals. This 

supports the claim that biological phenomena can be explained by models from the 

molecular sciences. And so this ability to reduce complex biological phenomena 

supports a unificationist position whereby biologically disparate phenomena can be 

explained by molecular level models.  

2.2 Scientific Representation 

This analysis looks at the factors relevant to intertheoretic (or more broadly inter-

disciplinary) relations. Accordingly, what is relevant are those factors which are 

involved in explicating these relationships. The first (and arguably still the most 
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prominent) contemporary explication of intertheoretic relationships is classic 

Nagelean reduction. However, the syntactic view of theories, on which it was based, 

has been replaced (in many areas) by a semantic conception of theories as consisting 

of related models (argued in section 2.2.1). Consequently, the relevant relationships 

that need to be explored in an examination of inter-disciplinary relationships is 

between two theories‘ scientific models. This is to say that what is important to 

understanding inter-disciplinary relations are the semantic, not syntactic relationships 

between the theories. This is the reason for asking what is being represented: scientific 

models represent target systems by allowing for truth functional claims to be made 

about them. Thus, the relevant property of theories that defines the relationship 

between them is their scientific models‘ capacity to represent certain targets. Models 

are related to each other in terms of their capacity to represent the same targets 

allowing the theories to make potentially conflicting inferences about the identical 

thing. This, as we have introduced above, satisfies the methodological criterion for 

interaction.  

So, a scientific model represents a set of target systems in the world, but this 

representational capacity is limited to the explicit properties it represents. What is not 

included in the model are those properties of the systems that are idealised away. In 

this way, a scientific model has distinct criteria for what constitutes the representation. 

Some properties of the world are included in a model while others will be excluded. 

This understanding of representation by scientific models will be developed in section 

2.2.2. and extended to models of inter-level and intertheoretic relations in section 
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2.2.3. And, as will be argued in section 2.3, because two scientific models are not 

representing identical properties of the same systems, two theories can avoid 

methodological interaction. The various positive attempts to demonstrate and explain 

inter-level interaction will be examined more fully in Chapter III. 

2.2.1 Theories 

Seen above in the examination of the logical unity of science (Sect. 1.5), Hempel‘s 

DN model of scientific explanation and Nagel‘s derivability and connectability 

criteria for intertheoretic reduction constituted what became the 20
th

century orthodox 

position on explanation and intertheoretic relations. On this view, what intertheoretic 

relations consisted of was the derivation of some state of affairs to be explained, an 

explanandum (e.g. the laws of the reduced theory) from the explanans, (facts and laws 

stated in the language of the reducing theory). Explaining some phenomenon in terms 

of a reducing theory allows that theory to represent it, as a deductive consequence of 

the theory‘s laws (with boundary and initial conditions). This was the reason for its 

common name: the syntactic view. So, in a Nagelean intertheoretic reduction, 

intertheoretic relations are formal: the derivability of the explanandum (the 

phenomena and laws of the reduced theory) from the reducing theory.   

On the syntactic view of theories, inter-disciplinary relations are intertheoretic 

deductive nomological explanations. This was seen in Newton‘s physics, where the 

relationship was the result of the discovery of a single set of laws from which both the 

terrestrial mechanics of Galileo and the celestial mechanics of Kepler could be 
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derived. Newton‘s theory explained the other theories in that Newton‘s Laws serve as 

axioms that allow for the derivation of both Galileo‘s and Kepler‘s generalisations as 

deductive consequences. However, the requirement is stringent: if all the laws of one 

theory cannot be derived from another, the reduced theory is not explained by the 

reducing one. So, without a deduction, there is no explanatory relationship between 

two theories (this is further examined in Ch. III section 3.2.1). So, theories will remain 

irreducible (logically independent) of one another if there is no derivability of the one 

theory‘s laws from the other.  

But in many areas of science (especially biology -e.g. Smart 1963) the view of 

what scientific theories consist of (laws) and what constitutes a scientific explanation 

(derivation from those laws) changed. The syntactic view of theories was replaced by 

a semantic view of theories (e.g. van Fraassen 1984, Giere 1988). Scientific 

explanation was also re-examined and alternative unificationist and causal accounts of 

scientific explanation arose (Kitcher 1989; Salmon 1984; Woodward 2003). So, while 

intertheoretic relations were initially conceived of as deductive nomological 

explanatory relationships between two theories, the influence of the syntactic view of 

theories has been greatly diminished during the past 50 years. However, 

understanding theories will allow us to better understand the nature of intertheoretic 

relations.  
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2.2.2 Models 

Beginning in the 1960‘s, philosophers of science began to explore a semantic 

understanding of theories as composed of groups of related models that each represent 

some empirical phenomena (e.g. P. Suppes 1960, 1962). On the conception of theories 

as collections of scientific models scientific investigation begins with the individual 

scientific model that is involved in representing something particular in the world 

(hence semantic) and not the formal structure (qua syntax) of the theory. In this way, 

what in the world is represented by a scientific model becomes the relevant issue: it 

will be argued that that they are related in terms of the specific properties of target 

systems that they are representing.  

Models have been discussed at great length and detail in the literature but it is 

generally agreed that for a model to be a scientific model it necessarily plays a role in 

describing or explaining some scientifically interesting phenomena (Redhead1980; 

Cartwright1983; Hacking1983; French 2000; Godfrey-Smith 2006; Giere1988, 2004; 

van Fraassen1984, 2004; Wimsatt1976). Scientific models are models of something. 

This is to say that models are involved in representing some target system. What is 

represented by a scientific model is going to be determined by two factors: the target 

systems in the world that are being represented and the idealisations employed. It will 

be concluded that a model will represent a limited set of properties of a target system; 

a model represents only some properties of certain things. By representing target 

systems, inferences about these systems can be made. By making inferences that can 

be in conflict with each other, models exhibit methodological interaction. 
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2.2.2.1 How models represent:   

While Chakravartty (2010) argues that it is more of a false dichotomy, he divides the 

traditional debate about scientific representation into two positions: objective 

‘informational’ views, and cognitive ‘functional’ views, (Chakravartty 2010) Though 

Chakravartty considers the distinction to be the result of a philosophical confusion 

about representation, differentiating these two views is helpful in demonstrating the 

general problem, that is, of what constitutes a scientific representation?  

Echoing debates about ideas about primary qualities objectively resembling 

those properties in the world, the informational views on representation maintain that 

scientific representation is a similarity relationships (e.g. Giere1988;)  or a, partial 

isomorphism (van Fraassen1984; French and Ladyman 2003; daCosta and French 

2000, 2003, Bueno 2000; Strevens 2009) between the structures of the model and 

those of certain target systems in the world. In Ch. III section 3.2.5, informational 

views will be examined in more detail and characterised by structural realism 

(Worrall 1989) and constructive empiricism(van Fraassen 1984, 2004). 

 Functionalists, on the other hand, argued that scientific representation depended 

upon the representational capacity of mental states generally, (they are intentional and 

thereby refer to the world), or that the representations are used for scientific purposes 

(namely used in actual scientific inferences) in the ongoing practice of science.  

Callender and Cohen (2006) defend a functional position and argue that the 

question of scientific representation is not a special issue for the philosophy of 

science. Rather, scientific representation is just an instance of mental representation 
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generally. So, scientific models represent the same way any other models (or 

artworks) represent the world, via a mental state. What Calendar and Cohen make 

explicit is that all forms of representation, of which scientific representation is but a 

species , are derivative of the representational capacity of the more basic 

representational capacities of mental states. They call this ‗General Griceanism‘.  

This leaves it directly to the philosophy of mind to address and solve the 

problem of how representation occurs. However, there are countless permutation in 

the philosophical literature on intentionality and mental representation. While this is 

an important debate, there is inadequate space here to lay out any details. Rather, since 

the issue of mental representation is far from settled in the philosophy of mind, it will 

be presently stated (and defended in Ch. IV) that it is better to remain more pragmatic 

about representation.  

The view that representations are determined by the actual practice of the 

scientists using models exemplifies such a pragmatic perspective; it avoids the 

problem of providing a metaphysics for mental representation by remaining 

instrumentalists or deflationary about representation. This distinguishes Suarez and 

Cartwright from other functionalists (Cartwright 1993; Suarez 2003, 2004). So, by 

only looking at actual practice of using scientific representations and not at the 

representational capacities of mental state this position remains distinct from other 

cognitive approaches, the metaphysics of mental representation was not relevant. This 

position is also distinguished from informational positions by the fact models can 

represent only if the model is used by scientists as a tool for making scientific 
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inferences (Suarez 2004). This inferential conception of representation consists of two 

claims, that a scientific representation has representational force and inferential 

capacities (Suarez 2004). Representational force is determined by the use of a model, 

how a model is actually employed by cognitive agents to represent parts of the world. 

However, what properties of the target system the representation is of, is determined 

by its ability to allow inferences about those properties of the target systems. This is 

its inferential capacity (Suarez 2003, 2004). These are the conditions required for a 

scientific model to be representing something: that the model is used by the scientists 

themselves to formulate testable claims about a target system in the world. It is on the 

basis of this inferential capacity we will see the nature of methodological interaction 

(section 2.3.1). 

The specific details of how a model represents something is a hotly debated topic 

but for now it can be set aside (this will be addressed and answered in terms of an 

inferential relation in Ch. IV); the relevant question in this section is what a model 

represents. While the detailed answer to what is represented depends on how the 

model represents its target systems, that is whether the representation is conceived of 

as informational or functional, both have some specific criteria for determining what 

is represented. Quite directly a model will represent either those target systems that 

are objectively similar /structurally isomorphic with the models  or those target 

systems that are cognitively represented by the scientists creating and using those 

models. So a standard model of a pendulum will represent certain things in the world 

that are classified as pendulums (i.e. freely swinging weighted bobs attached at a pivot 
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point). It will clearly not represent most other things like billiard balls on a table. 

Equivalently, the Combined Gas Law will only represent certain samples of gases at 

rest, it does not represent (even those same) samples of gases when in motion (which 

would require a different model, e.g. of the Bernoulli Principle).  Irrespective of the 

differences to how models represent (informationally or functionally), every scientific 

model represents a target system.   

2.2.2.2 Idealisations: Nomological and Empirical models.  

However, the world is highly complex and most models only represent a limited set of 

properties of the target system. Models are idealised and only some properties of the 

target system are explicitly represented by the model (Cartwright 1999; Godfrey-

Smith 2006; Strevens 2009; French 2000; Wayne 2011). Though models can employ 

idealisations that include assumptions about a target system that are known to be false 

(such as the assumption of a pendulum being a point mass or the existence of infinite 

populations), these kinds of idealisations will not play a role in our current discussion. 

What we are interested in here is to understand how a model will limit what properties 

of the target system a model will be representing. Understanding that a model will 

represent only a limited set of properties of some individuated systems offers a way to 

draw a distinction between two kinds of models, nomological and  empirical models. 

These two kinds of models employ two distinct kinds of idealisations in order to 

determine what they represent and hence limit the kinds of inferences that can be 

drawn about the target system. It is this limitation to the ability of a model to be used 
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to make inferences about the target systems that they are representing that is relevant 

to methodological interaction. Nomological models employ idealisations that 

construct a model from a theory‘s laws. This preserves DN explanatory adequacy and 

allows the phenomenon to be represented as a function of a theory‘s laws and allows 

inferences to be drawn about the theory and its laws. These models are constituted by 

laws and facilitate inferences about the laws. Empirical models, on the other hand, are 

constructed  from a limited number of directly measured properties. These 

idealisations that are geared towards expanding the representative scope of a model in 

order to make it more general. These idealisations will thereby only allow inferences 

about those specific properties of the actual target systems.  

Nomological models represent those properties of a target system to which a 

theory‘s laws can be applied through an idealisation. In biology it is often evolution 

by natural selection that provides the law which allows for a nomological explanation: 

biological phenomena are commonly explained by using a model that will allows for 

certain inferences to be made about the consequences of the laws of natural selection 

working on a set of idealised (limited) initial conditions –representing only a small 

number of properties (e.g. being a predator vs. being prey in the Lotka–Volterra 

model). Nomological models rely on the explanatory resources of one specific theory, 

representing the target system in terms of a state space whose evolution follows one 

theory‘s laws: a nomological model is an object that behaves according to a theory‘s 

laws. Such scientific models generate testable hypotheses about the target phenomena 

as being governed by a law. Put roughly, a nomological  model will generate 
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predictions that will test a theory by generating specific claims about it, observable 

consequences of that theory‘s laws  given certain initial conditions.  In this way, they 

represent the observable phenomenon as a consequence of laws, and initial conditions. 

Thereby, the properties of the target system involved in the explanation are going to 

be those represented, initial conditions stated in its language and governed by its laws. 

So what properties get represented will be determined by the laws and language of the 

theory that is to provide the explanation.  

The representational capacity of nomological model depends on ignoring (or 

accounting for) properties of the target system that makes it deviate from the 

predictions as derived from the laws. Idealisations isolate the model system from any 

(and all) background variation in order to represent the measureable behaviour that 

exhibits a law-like regularity. So if an observation deviates from predicted values as 

given by theory, this deviation can be accounted for as noise in the physical system. 

For example, and paradigmatic of these idealisations, is the classical mathematical 

model of the pendulum. This model idealises away the noise (e.g. air resistance, 

friction) that interferes with any real pendulum exhibiting a precise oscillatory 

behaviour. Pendulums are thereby explained in terms of fundamental laws: periodicity 

is a deducible consequence of the laws of Newtonian theory of universal gravitation 

and hence reducible as a particular instantiation of those laws (see Wayne, 2011 for an 

extended discussion of pendulums models being irreducible to fundamental physical 

models and Craver 2008 for an example using the Hodgkin-Huxley model of the 

action potential as reduced by electromagnetic models).  
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On these explanatory considerations, the role of idealisations in such models is to 

allow the model to generate predictions that can test a theory, to produce inferences as 

a deductive consequence of a theory. Accordingly, the model of the pendulum 

represents only the periodicity of the oscillations as a fixed relationship between the 

pendulums‘ length and gravity. In this way only length and (local) gravity of any 

particular swinging pendulum are represented by this scientific model. It is by 

idealising the phenomenon in a way that makes it consistent with predictions of a law 

that determines what properties of the target system are represented by these models. 

So the model represents those properties that are stated in the law which is governing 

it, relevantly, (the classical properties of) length and gravity.  

 Correspondingly, an aluminum pendulum will have different magnetic 

properties from an iron one but these differences will not be represented in the 

pendulum model used by classical mechanics , the electromagnetic properties of the 

metals will be idealised away. So the model cannot facilitate any inferences about the 

magnetic properties of these two particular objects (the pendulums). The models of 

the pendulum will not allow any claims about magnetic properties to be inferred by 

using it because they have idealised them away. Obviously, these models will not 

generate any inferences that will test electromagnetic theories. In this way, 

idealisations are limiting what properties of a target system will be represented by a 

model and what claims can be made about the target systems. Thereby, it is by using 

the resources of on one theory (length and gravity from classical mechanics) to 
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represent some property of a target system(periodicity of pendulums) as a deductive 

consequence of laws that defines these as a distinct kind: nomological models. 

However, models can be independent of any particular scientific theory; they can 

be empirical models. Most obvious are phenomenological models or data models that 

provide descriptive value but do not even purport to explain anything, only describe, 

or at best predict. Importantly, such models are constructed directly from 

measurements. This illustrates the distinguishing feature of empirical models: their 

structures, the statistically significant law-like relationships that obtain between the 

measured values are extracted from the observations, for example by finding a 

correlation (regression) in a data set. This way, the structure of the model is 

constituted by the discovered relationships between certain measurements. It is 

prominently argued that this is the case for the London model of superconductivity; 

the main relationships (the equations that model the Meissner Effect) were not derived 

from existing theories of electro-magnetism (hence they are not explanatory as 

specific instances of more general laws of electro-magnetism).   

By not being law governed structures empirical models cannot be explanatory by 

making inferences through derivation using a law-there are no DN explanations using 

empirical models. That is, empirical models, those intended to be explanatory, are 

explanatory as a result of either being causal models expressing true counterfactual 

claims about effects of manipulations (e.g. Woodward 2003) or through their ability to 

unify as integrative models.  
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While the explanations may not be nomological, models can be explanatory as 

causal models. Even though causal models will each employ some theory of causation 

(e.g. Woodward 2003), they do not explain the phenomena in terms of specific laws: 

their explanatory power is based on their ability to produce true counterfactuals (make 

inferences) about what will occur to a target system in the case of a specific 

manipulation. For example, samples of gases will have their temperature explained by 

true counterfactuals describing the effects of manipulating pressure at constant 

volume. Inferences can be drawn about the target system, inferences about 

temperature.  But in this way, only those properties that are required to produce the 

counterfactuals are included in the model –that is, only temperature, pressure and 

volume.  

However, empirical models can also explain by being more general models that 

unify science (bring a degree of theoretical cohesion to a theory) by being 

representative of more phenomena. Being more general is to be a more robust model, 

one that is valid given more variation in background conditions (Godfrey-Smith 

2006). So idealising away (that is, not representing) molecular differences in the gases 

allows the model to facilitate inferences about a wider sample of different gas. By 

limiting the properties of the target system that they are representing, empirical 

models increase the number of target systems that they can represent: These 

idealisations will bring a wider range of distinct target systems under the scope of that 

model, allowing that model to  represent them (Godfrey-Smith 2006). So it is by 
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ignoring certain properties of the target system that the model only represents only 

certain aspects of the target system.  

In the Combined (or Ideal) Gas Laws relating pressure, temperature and volume 

in gases: PV=nRT , only certain properties of any actual sample of gas in a closed 

container are represented in the idealised model of the gas: P= pressure, V=volume, 

T= temperature, n is the number of moles (amount) of the molecular gas and R is a 

constant. None of these variables represent the electro-chemical interactions between 

the molecules, their physical shape, the interactions of the gas with the walls of the 

container or the container‘s shape.  These parameters are idealised away. This makes 

the model representative of more observable phenomena, e.g. to almost any container 

of gas (no matter the shape of its walls) and to almost any molecular gas (irrespective 

of differences in inter-molecular interactions).  

However, it also prevents the model from representing all properties of these 

samples of gases, it is only representing: volume, temperature, pressure and amount of 

gas. Thus, the electrical properties of that sample of gas‘ will not be represented by 

the model. So, whether it is a insulator or conductor is idealised away in the gas law 

leaving it to represent only a very specific phenomenon.  So, no inferences about the 

electrical properties of gases are based on the Gas Laws, it will not allow us to make 

any claims about them. 

2.2.3 Empirical Models Of Intertheoretic Relations 

The preceding section was a preliminary discussion of idealisation used to 

differentiate kinds of models in terms of what they represent, the major significance of 
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these idealisations will be expanded upon in Ch. IV. We now turn  to the two distinct 

kinds of inter-level empirical models: causal and integrative. Both are used to show 

interaction between theories and models at different levels but they differ in how each 

models the interaction. Understanding the differences between these models will 

distinguish two proposed kinds of inter-level interaction that will be discussed in Ch. 

III.  

As seen above, intertheoretic reduction is traditionally taken to be an explanatory 

relationship between theories (e.g. Sullivan 2009). So, given a rejection of the 

syntactic view of theories, if any account of the inter-disciplinary relations was to be 

explanatory it would require some alternative (to DN) account of explanation. In inter-

level explanations (like with other empirical models), the differences in how 

explanations occur distinguish two distinct kinds of models: either causal or unifying. 

Inter-level causal models explain by producing true counterfactual claims about a 

target system being manipulated while unifying models are explanatory because they 

can integrate models at multiple levels. These differences distinguish these two in a 

way that will be relevant to this thesis‘ examination of inter-theory relations from a 

methodological perspective: both kinds of empirical models are connecting two (or 

multiple) levels, but do so in different ways. These kinds of models (and their 

important methodological differences) will be explored in more detail below (Ch. III) 

but for now inter-level models of integration and inter-level causal models are 

introduced in terms of how they model inter-level relations: as causes or mechanistic 

parts.   
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2.2.3.1 Causal.  

Empirical models are used extensively to directly represent causal relations or the 

causal structure of experimental regularities (Cartwright 1983; van Fraassen 1984; 

Wimsatt 1976; Salmon 1984; Bickle 2003; Bechtel 2006; Schaffner 2006; Woodward 

2003). Given an appropriate theory of causal explanation (e.g. Woodward 2003) these 

causal models may be explanatory of inter-level relations. But causal models do not 

require the resources of any specific theory to explain; rather it is by making testable 

predictions about the causal structure of the world that these models are relevant to the 

present discussion. Following Woodward‘s formulation (2003), phenomena are 

explained by a causal model that can generate true counterfactual claims about the 

effect of manipulations on target systems. Thereby, only certain parameters of the 

target system are required to be represented in order for the model to explain 

adequately through counterfactuals: e.g. in idealised models of gases, a gas‘s 

temperature would only be causally explained by a differences only to the properties 

of pressure and volume of any sample of gas. These are sufficient to explain why any 

sealed container of gas gets warmer with increasing pressure at decreasing volume, 

one need only cite the causally relevant parameters: volume and pressure.  

Relevantly, (as introduced in Ch. I section 1.3) such causal models are used in a 

way to explain inter-level causal relations, they are inter-level models (Wimsatt 1976; 

Bickle 2003). Such models use the resources of two distinct theories at distinct levels. 

So in the case of the molecular causes of associative memory (e.g. Bickle 2003), it is 

differences expressed in the language of molecular biology (at one level) that explains 
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the psychological phenomenon (at another). This ability of causal models of provide 

such inter-level explanations by representing a target system at two levels is central to 

our discussion of reductionism. Methodological interaction between two theories is 

achieved as a result of the fact that both theories are referring to the very same target 

system. This ability to causally model inter-level (generally interdisciplinary) relations 

will be examined in Chs III and V). 

2.2.3.2 Multi-level models. 

Many others have argued that scientific explanation occurs (especially in biology and 

psychology) when a single multi-level model integrates several explanations of 

different levels, parts or mechanisms of a single concrete phenomenon (Machammer 

Darden and Craver 2000; Bechtel 2007b, Glennan1996; Craver 2007; Mitchell 2002; 

Brigandt 2011; Godfrey-Smith 2006). Here explanation occurs when some 

phenomenon is explained by a model that unifies multiple distinct theoretical 

explanations. The ability of a model to connect theories at multiple levels provides an 

explanation of a whole phenomenon that cannot be offered by the explanations of the 

individual parts. While there are many approaches to such multi-level (or multi-field) 

integration, all argue that such models are explaining methodologically important 

inter-theoretic relations (Morgan and Morrison 1999; Darden and Maull 1977; 

Machammer Darden and Craver 2000). As will be examined in detail (Ch. III), multi-

level models are explanatory by bringing several explanations together to provide an 

explanation of complex phenomena or mechanisms. This differentiates these models 
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from causal models in terms of what they represent. We will illustrate this with a 

general example of a piston engine.  

An explanation of a given piston engine (for example a Sterling heat engine) 

will, among other things, involve both classical mechanics (to model the transfer of 

force to and along the crankshaft) and the gas laws (to model the expansion of the 

piston). Neither theory explains the entire engine, but a model that can integrate the 

two (in terms of the interaction of the gaseous and solid parts) will provide an 

explanation for the engine that neither provides independently. How this unifies is by 

showing that multiple models can be put together to represent a single concrete 

phenomenon, demonstrating important interaction between the two models. It is this 

ability to establish a connection between what is represented by multiple models that 

makes multi-level models relevant to the present discussion. It is the existence of an 

overarching multi-level model (a model of the mechanisms of a piston engine)  that 

allows distinct models to constrain each other (as is elaborated in Section 2.3.1). 

Thereby there is an explanation for the interaction, both theories are explaining, 

though only partially, the same phenomenon: the behaviour of the whole engine. 

 And so there is methodological interaction. The laws of mechanics will 

determine the transfer of forces to the crankshaft from the motion of the piston head 

and the gas laws will determine the force (i.e. pressure) that is applied to the piston 

head. Connecting these explanations of the parts (expansion of gas in the piston with 

the force applied to the solid piston head) determines the force that is transferred to 

the crankshaft. This is to say that the gas laws will constrain the mechanical 
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explanations for the forces at the piston head. Equivalently, classical mechanics will 

limit the kinds of inferences that can be made about the gases involved –the 

limitations in the motion of the piston head will constrain what volume the gas can 

have and hence limits the values of the other properties can take, i.e. temperature and 

pressure. It is by bringing these models together within an independent model of the 

engine (as composed of different parts of a mechanism) that we have an explanation 

for the properties of the whole engine.  

The explanatory value of these models comes from being able to explain the 

whole in terms of interacting parts (as parts of a mechanisms or partial causes, as will 

be differentiated in Ch. III) and hence the value of the explanation depends on the 

degree to which it can integrate, or unite, multiple models that represent the same 

things. This unification is thereby an example of methodological interaction by 

explaining why the force acting on the crankshaft (the classical mechanical 

explanation) co-varies with the law-like expansion of gases is explained by the fact 

that these models are both representing parts of a single mechanism (the same target 

system), interacting at the piston head. As will be explored in section 2.3.1, the 

methodologically significant aspect is the fact that the two theories that are explaining 

the individual parts are actually interacting by constraining by each other (e.g. the gas 

laws will limit the maximum force applied to the crankshaft).   
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2.3 The Logic Of Methodological Interaction And Autonomy 

Having sketched the outlines of how and what an idealised scientific model represents 

(properties of target systems), we are now in a position to develop our understanding 

of what methodological interaction and autonomy consist of. The underlying question 

is: How can two scientific models interact or remain autonomous of each other? The 

preliminary answer is that two models can interact with each other if and only if one 

constrains the other, this is to say that one puts limitation on what can be claimed by 

the other, to limit the kinds of inferences that can be made about a target system; 

otherwise, two models will remain methodologically autonomous of each other.  

Accordingly, the important methodological interaction actually occurs when 

inconsistent inferences are made by two models that represent identical properties of 

the same target systems. There must be this kind of inconsistency –where there is 

some difference in what is entailed by each  model- or else one model would reduce to 

the other. Correspondingly, autonomy occurs when two models avoid constraining 

one another by representing different properties or distinct target systems. It is by 

idealising differently there will be differences in what is represented by two models.  

2.3.1  The Methodological Criterion For Interaction 

The goal of this chapter is to get a better understanding of what intertheoretic relations 

consist in by examining what is being related (idealised models) and what kind of 

relations there are between them. The relevant relationship is interaction between two 

models such that it explains interdisciplinary research, specifically, how two models 
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can interact with each other. The answer that this section will provide is that 

interaction is through common representations, that the two models are representing 

identical phenomena, that is the same properties of the identical target systems. This 

interaction is methodologically significant because two models can have some effect 

on what can be claimed true in the other. This is achieved by the fact that models can 

by producing hypotheses (facilitating inferences) that can conflict with each other. 

This conflict is a sufficient condition for methodological interaction (confirmation or 

empirical support are also significant forms of interaction but will not be discussed 

here). Methodological interaction thereby can occur as a direct conflict between two 

claims about the identical phenomenon: this is a methodological constraint between 

two models.  

2.3.1.2 Methodological  Constraint. 

Methodologically significant interaction only occurs when one model constrains what 

can be claimed to be true by another. This occurs when the two models allow for 

inferences about target systems. This is most obvious is the kind of constraints 

imposed by physicalism: a model must be physically possible. In other words, 

physicalism constrains a model by insisting that it have a physical possible 

instantiation. So if a model of biological  function can be inferred to require an élan 

vital, this hypothesis will be inconsistent with the claims produced by physical 

models. The claims inferred from a biological model (to the existence an élan vital) 
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will be constrained by the physical models (which claim that such an entity does not 

exist).  

The seminal example of constraint comes from the interaction between 

developmental and evolutionary biology in the form of developmental constraints 

(Alberch 1982; Maynard-Smith et al 1985; Muller 2005; Amundson 2005; Brigandt 

2010). The Modern Synthesis was a unification of two theoretical frameworks: 

evolutionary theory and genetics.  However, embryology (i.e. developmental biology) 

remained mostly excluded (Muller 2005) and this, arguably, laid the groundwork for 

current criticisms of (adaptationist) evolutionary theory (Gould 1977; Gould and 

Lewontin 1979; Alberch 1982). Developmental constraints are limits to the kinds of 

phenotypes that can arise by natural selection based of the mechanisms of 

development. The mechanisms by which an organism develops will restrict the kinds 

of phenotypes that can be expressed by making certain phenotypes impossible to 

develop given structural (physiological or physical) limitations or early embryological 

commitments in the differentiation of cell types and organ formation.  

By restricting an organisms‘ possible phenotypes, developmental constraints 

have influenced contemporary evolutionary explanations of the relationship between 

an organism‘s genotypic variation and the expression of phenotypic traits. On a strong 

(adaptationist) version of evolutionary biology it was generally assumed that only 

genetic variability caused systematic differences to phenotypic form, that almost every 

trait would have an independent evolutionary explanation. Hence any unambiguously 

heritable biological trait would presumably be explained through natural selection 
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acting on random genetic variation in a population (Gould and Lewontin 1979). 

Developmental constraints limited evolutionary explanations to those consistent with 

observed development. Gould and Lewontin (1979) used the concept of architectural 

spandrels to give a structural metaphor to the manner in which insights from 

developmental biology put limits on the kinds of hypotheses that can be put forward 

by evolutionary biology: by explaining a trait in terms of constraints on what can 

develop and not in terms of selection of heritable variation, the kind of evolutionary 

explanations available are constrained to those consistent with the developmental 

model. This is the kind of methodological interaction that is defined by constraining 

possibilities.  

Accordingly, there are two inconsistent models of the function of the female 

orgasm (FO) (see Lloyd 2005 for an extended discussion). Both models represent one 

set of phenomena, instances of human FOs. But there is an inconsistency in what is 

claimed to be true about the phenomenon. The inconsistency arises as a disagreement 

about one particular set of contingent events: the evolutionary history behind the FO. 

The inconsistency arose as a result of a dispute over whether FO was, a) a 

developmental constraint imposed on human physiology by the requirements of the 

early development of a reproductively functional male penis, or b) an independent 

evolutionary adaptation in the face of its own selection pressures (Lloyd 2005).  

By claiming that the FO was the result of a developmental constraints based on 

the required growth patterns of male genitalia during early development (a 

developmental model), the evolutionary model of the origins of the FOs must remain 
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constrained to a selection history consistent with the developmental model of the male 

anatomy. So like the male nipple is a by-product of selecting for functioning female 

nipples, the FO is a by-product of early development of common tissues (and the 

clitoris/penis) prior to the sexual differentiation of the embryos. The constraint occurs 

because the evolutionary explanation (the history of selection events) is restricted to a 

range consistent with an explanation for the development of the functional male penis. 

If there is no reproductive advantage in the FO then there was no selection pressure on 

females and hence there were no historical events that would explain FO in terms of 

differential survival in a population (females). It was selection pressures and 

differential survival of males that was the putative explanation for the FO.  

This case shows that an inconsistency between the two models is due to the fact 

that there are two distinct evolutionary histories posited and one (citing developmental 

constraints as explaining the FO) makes inferences, (about evolutionary history) that 

constrain the kinds of inference that can be made by the evolutionary models.  Since 

only one set of historical events is actually true, these were exclusive possibilities and 

inconsistent with each other. Given the well established belief that the evolution 

selects between different fully developed organisms, what this amounts to, 

methodologically, is the constraint that any hypotheses from evolutionary biology 

must remain consistent with the best models from developmental biology. Thereby, 

any hypotheses about the adaptive history must be consistent with the current models 

of how the organism develops. This is direct constraint by one model (of 

developmental) on the explanations offered by another model (from evolutionary 
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biology) of the identical phenomena.  Thus, developmental models constrain 

evolutionary biology because certain adaptive explanations are inconsistent with these 

models. Important, though, is the fact that this constraint occurs due to an 

inconsistency in the claims made about the identical target system: one set of 

historical events. This inconsistency is a significant kind of methodologically 

constraint that defines what methodological interaction consists in.  

But the constraints can be reversed. This is seen in the arguments against the 

prevalence of developmental constraints (see Maynard-Smith 1985 et al for an 

extensive review). A developmental constraint will limit the possible phenotypes and 

so it will rule out certain evolutionary hypotheses, for example, stabilising selection. 

So that a trait is common across phylogeny or stable in a population  is often 

explained by a developmental constraint. This rules out stabilising section as an 

explanatory evolutionary history for the common trait, requiring that it remain 

consistent with the developmental models (pace FO above). But claiming that there is 

an independent selective history for why the trait is widespread or stable removes the 

constraints on evolutionary hypotheses from the restrictions of certain developmental 

limitations on phenotype, it will posit genetic variation and natural selection. This 

imposes a restriction on developmental models. If the explanation for certain 

characteristics of mollusc shells structure is actually stabilising selection then the 

developmental models will be constrained to those consistent with the evolutionary 

explanation, that there is heritable genetic variation that is being acted on my natural 
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selection (Maynard-Smith 1985). Hence the model of the trait that invokes 

developmental constraints will be inconsistent with the evolutionary model.  

How this kind of methodological interaction is avoided through a difference in 

what is represented, will be examined below in section 2.3.2.2. It will then, in Ch. V, 

be shown how this kind of constraint is applied by molecular models to models of 

developmental phenomena (e.g.  of the pathways of the growth of nematode teeth that 

must remain consistent with the properties of the molecular pathways discovered in C 

elegans).  

2.3.2 Methodological Autonomy 

Having seen what methodological interaction requires, we will now examine 

autonomy by looking at how different models of seemingly identical things in the 

world can represent distinct phenomena. Recall from Ch. I section 1.5, that:  

One model is autonomous relative to another to the extent that there exists 

some genuine scientific phenomena represented by that model that is not 

represented by the other model.  

 

If they are not representing the same things, any claims about that target system that 

can be inferred by using the model will not conflict with each other. Without conflict 

they cannot constrain. To show how conflict is avoided it will now be now shown 

how two models that are ostensibly explaining the same (spatially localised) target 

phenomena can remain substantively autonomous of each other. It will be shown how 

different models individuate or idealise the world differently and hence representing 

distinct target systems or different properties of those targets.  
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The question is: how can two models that presumably refer to same world 

avoid conflicting with each other‘s assertions about it? Naturally, avoiding 

inconsistency may be due to completely distinct phenomena studied. Astronomy and 

botany for example, do not substantively overlap in what they represent (stars and 

plants) and so their interactions are minimal. Clearly not all differences are as 

spatially determinate. Biological organisms  are invariably instantiated by molecular 

objects and so, intuitively, a biological organism is also a molecular thing. So, what 

needs to be understood is how biology and chemistry can remain methodologically 

autonomous despite the fact that they appear to represent the very same target 

systems. In this way, asking how two theories are autonomous we are implicitly 

asking the methodological question: why is there no inconsistency if there is, 

apparently, only one thing that is being modeled?  Understanding that two models are 

in fact not representing the same targets (that the overlap is apparent) will explain how 

interaction is avoided.  

There are two general ways in which models avoid interaction by representing 

distinct phenomena:  relativistic (individuating distinct target systems) and levels of 

analysis (idealising properties differently). Relativistic autonomy rests on the insight 

that there can be multiple, and mutually exclusive, ways of representing the same 

world: many distinct models can represent the world in many different ways. And by 

rejecting the requirement that there is one correct way of representing the world,  

multiple models can co-exist as representations of distinct sets of phenomena. 

Alternatively, a level of analysis position opens the ground for autonomy by positing 
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that many complex phenomena can only be explained at multiple levels by several 

independent models. In this way, multiple models at distinct levels of analysis are not 

inconsistent with each other due to the fact that each model represents only some 

properties of the same target systems, each representation idealises the system in its 

own way. A more formal analysis of this kind of autonomy will be offered in terms of 

misrepresentation in Ch. IV, presently,  these two forms of autonomy, can be 

introduced so as to allow us to later map the different explanations of interdisciplinary 

research (Ch. III). 

2.3.2.1 Relativistic. 

Relativistic autonomy is the result of two factors: 1)  that what a model represents is 

relative to the specific scientific interests or questions asked and 2) that there is no one 

correct way of individuating the world (e.g. there is no single model that can represent 

all phenomena, there is no perfect model of everything, e.g. Teller 2000). Thereby 

multiple models can coexist by representing distinct phenomena modeled from 

different theoretical (or disciplinary) perspectives. This kind of autonomy, as 

suggested by Cartwright (1999, p. 34), is dependent upon a rejection of 

fundamentalism: there is no single correct way of individuating the world. Without 

requiring models to remain consistent with one correct ontology (for example, 

requiring them to represent the same kinds as a -presumably physical- fundamental 

model) all that is required is that the way kinds are individuated by that the model 

yields a well functioning taxonomy. This is familiar as ontological relativism and 
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theoretical pluralism (Feyerabend 1975; Kuhn 1962; Oyama 1984; Ereshefsky 1992; 

Dupre 1993; Brigandt 2010). 

So if two models A and B  representing properties in different ways they will be 

representing different observable phenomena. Representing different target systems 

means that at least one of the models A, will fail to represent some target b that is 

represented by the other B. So, because it does not represent phenomenon b, model A 

will not produce any claims about it, it fails to allow any inferences about b. In this 

way no claims about b will be inconsistent with any claims made by model A. This 

way methodological constraint by model B is avoided: model A represents its own set 

of target systems which does not include b. But since no way of individuating kinds is 

necessary, model A is a not inconsistent with the existence of b. 

This relativism can be seen in the discussions about the structure of the periodic 

table. There are alternative periodic tables that group the elements differently (P W 

Atkins 1994). And if there are no natural kinds in chemistry  then there is no single 

way of representing them as groups of elements (that is, we remain pluralists about 

groupings of elements). So if a property of elements b (e.g. orbital filling relationship) 

is not represented in the structure of Mendeleev‘s periodic tables (specifically in the 

graphical relations of the groups) does not show that Mendeleev‘s table (model A) is 

inconsistent with a deeper truth about the groupings.  

It is also by this general argument that philosophers of biology have argued for 

species pluralism, that there is no right way of individuating species as there is no set 

of fundamental or essential natural kinds in biology (e.g. Kitcher 1984; Dupré 1993; 
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Ereshefsky 2001 Brigandt 2010). Accordingly, there are several distinct models of 

what a species consists in (e.g. different types of lineages: interbreeding lineages, 

phylogenetic lineages and ecological lineage) that have different criteria for what a 

species consists of (Ereshefsky 2001). Though all define species as spatiotemporally 

continuous individuals (as opposed to natural kinds), they differ in which individuals 

are included. Importantly, interbreeding models do not include asexually reproducing 

organisms as species..  However, that bacteria get left out of interbreeding models of 

species does not show that the interbreeding model is producing inferences that are 

false (stating that there are no such target systems), interbreeding models simply do 

not facilitate any inferences about asexually reproducing species. Since neither model 

must remain constrained by some fundamental natural kinds (and neither is itself more 

fundamental),  they can coexist. Methodological autonomy is thereby the result of the 

fact that two models represent the world in distinct ways and neither one can make 

inferences about some target system represented by the other.   

2.3.2.2 Levels Of Analysis. 

Autonomy also occurs when models different levels will idealise one target system in 

different ways. As there is a difference to what properties are being represented by the 

models, intertheoretic constraint is avoided. This is seen in two closely related 

situations. First, a model at one level can represent kinds that are disjunctive in 

another model, this is the problem of multiple realisability. Secondly models can be 

asking questions about distinct causes, e.g. for either proximate or ultimate causes. In 
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both cases there is a failure to represent phenomena from one in another and 

methodological interaction is avoided.  

Two models can exhibit methodological autonomy due to multiple realisability. 

This lies in the fact that one model does not represent the disjunctive group formed by 

a special science kind. With cases of multiple realisability there may be physical 

models that represent every individual instance of a kind of behaviour (e.g. every 

money exchange may have a corresponding a physical model– of computer bits or 

glass beads- Fodor 1974), but there is no single physical-level model that represents 

all the instances that constitute a particular economic kind (e.g. Gresham‘s Law). So 

even though each instance of some disjunctive kind has a sufficient physical 

explanation, there is no physical explanation for the existence of the economic kind as 

a whole. It is only the economic model that represents the various instances of money 

exchange (e.g. all instances of Gresham‘s Law).  

By idealising away the physical details of any particular instance of an economic 

exchange, the economic model will represent a range of phenomena that the physical 

models will not (i.e. of different physical instantiations). Any particular physical 

model of an economic exchange will represent one instantiation of the economic kind 

but not other instances. Any one physical model will not make any claims about the 

other instances and hence does not constrain them. The general economic model 

remains unrepresentative of those properties that it has idealised away and hence they 

cannot be inconsistent with any claims made about those properties as it makes no 

claims about it.  
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In biology, autonomy of levels also results from a division of explanatory labour. 

These positions, such as those famously formulated by N Tinbergen(1963) and E 

Mayr (1963), maintain that in order to explain many complex biological phenomenon, 

multiple models are required to answer multiple distinct questions about it. Most 

familiar is the distinction between why (ultimate) and how (proximate) questions 

(Mayr1963). Though they both attempted to explain the same phenomena, each posed 

a distinct question. And this is how they exhibit autonomy, by representing different 

properties of a single object studied they differed on the actual properties of the target 

system that they were explaining.  

This autonomy is seen clearly in the case of two distinct kinds of functions: 

proper functions (those individuated by their evolutionary function and answering 

why questions) and mechanistic functions (those individuated by current mechanical 

structure answering how questions). Some have argued that these can be unified by 

the concept of design (Kitcher 1993). This would unify both functions as one kind of 

property of a biological organisms–a designed function. However, others argue that 

these two kinds of functions remain two distinct properties of biological systems 

(Godfrey-Smith 1989). It is argued that these are two distinct causal processes: 

ultimate selective forces and proximate physiological mechanisms. Thereby, as the 

two functions are the results of different causes, they are going to be different 

properties of the organism.   

So these models are going to represent two distinct phenomena: the evolutionary 

history or a developed organism‘s physiological structures. A why question looks for 
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ultimate causes of proper functions, it looks for the evolutionary explanation of the 

function‘s existence as a differential selective history. It is the different potential 

historical event (i.e. possible evolutionary paths) that explain the function in terms of 

natural selection. This means that the explanation for a proper function is the 

historical origins of the function. So what is represented by the model (and about 

which inferences can be made) are historical events. This is crucially different from 

what is represented by models of proximate mechanisms. How questions remain 

focused on providing explanations in terms of differential structures (i.e., efficient 

causes and mechanisms). Thus what is represented by those models is not the 

evolutionary history of the trait but rather the current mechanisms by which the 

functions are performed.   

 The two models thereby are representing different properties of the organism. 

So methodological interaction is avoided as the two models are representing distinct 

phenomena: one is representing the proper function while the other is representing the 

mechanical function. So since they are representing different phenomena they can 

have radically different answers without these answers conflicting with each other. To 

use a well worn example, that the structure of the nose is perfectly suited to 

mechanically support glasses in front of the eyes does not imply that its proper 

function has any relationship with glasses. Conversely, why our noses are there does 

not constrain the ways in which we can use them: mechanical functions are 

autonomous of proper functions.  
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2.4 Conclusions 

This chapter asked two questions:  What is scientific representation? and What is 

methodological interaction and  autonomy? The answers to these questions allowed 

us to understand methodological interaction as the interaction between claims that 

have been inferred about identical target systems that are being represented by a 

model. We thus saw that autonomy was the lack of interaction due to the models 

representing different targets. As one model will fail to represent something, it will 

thereby not facilitate any inferences about the those target properties. Hence there are 

no claims that can conflict with those made by another model.  

Scientific representation was shown to occur when scientific models 

represented a target system by objective or cognitive means. What they represented 

was limited by the kind of idealisations employed in creating the models. 

Nomological models represented properties that were governed by laws, that is made 

inferences about a target system that would test a law (by predicting a hypothesis), or 

more generally a theory. So it only represented those properties stated in the laws.  

Empirical models, on the other hand, represented certain properties of target systems 

and hence tested a hypothesis (an empirical claim) about the properties in a given 

range of target systems.  

So it is because models are representing properties of a target system and 

facilitate inferences about that system that two models are able to interact –by making 

substantive (qua testable) claims about the same properties of one (set of ) target 
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system. This was shown to be the way that models constrained each other. Inferences 

about properties of target systems (truth-functional empirical claims) can be drawn 

from two models and methodological interaction is thereby in terms of the claims that 

are inferred from the two models. Directly, testable claims about the same properties 

of identical target systems can be made. Because they are claims about the same 

things they can be inconsistent. Inconsistency, therefore, is methodological constraint:  

inferences about a target system in one model will be inconsistent with and hence 

limit the claims that can be inferred from the other. 

So by looking at how these methodological constraints are avoided we see that 

methodological autonomy consists in the ability to avoid representing the same 

phenomenon, by either individuating target systems relative to specific scientific 

interests or idealising the phenomenon into properties at different levels. By 

representing different properties of distinct targets, methodological constraint is 

avoided because two models are not capable of both making inferences about the very 

same things.  

This is a preliminary examination of representation and misrepresentation (which 

will be given a more formal analysis as functions in Ch. IV). With a basic 

understanding of methodological interaction and autonomy will now (Ch. III) allow us 

to map and then evaluate the current literature according to this methodological 

criterion. This will then (Ch. V) allow us to see how molecular reductions, because 

both developmental and molecular models idealise the phenomenon equivalently, 

avoid autonomy by representing the same experimental phenomena and make 
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substantive claims about it (this will be demonstrated in Ch. V with an extended 

example) .  
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CHAPTER III 

 

THE PROPOSED KINDS OF METHODOLOGICAL INTERACTION  

3.1 Attempts To Establish Methodological Interaction 

What the preceding chapter asked What is scientific representation? and What is the 

logic of methodological interaction and  autonomy? Scientific representation is the 

ability of a scientific model to facilitate inferences about a represented target system. 

Methodological interaction was defined as the ability of two distinct theories to make 

inferences about the identical things and thereby is what allows the inferred claims to 

be inconsistent with each other. Because the inferences made by one reducing theory 

will be inconsistent with claims made another reduced theory, the reduced theory will 

be constrained in what it can claim is true. Methodological autonomy (Fodor 1974), or 

as Cartwright (1983), Oyama (1985) and Dupre (1993) characterise it, disunity, is the 

result of two theories (or their  models) representing distinct targets (individuating or 

idealising differently) and avoiding methodological interaction by not facilitating any 

inferences about the same thing.  

But scientific theories evidently interact with each other, as molecular chemistry 

has obviously influenced the course of 20
th

 century biology. What is required is an 

account of that interaction and this chapter focuses on the various attempts to 
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explicate this interaction. It will map the literature, dividing it between intertheoretic 

reduction and contemporary pluralist approaches to theory integration. This divide 

will reflect the different ways that methodological interaction is explained; interaction 

is either as reductive identities or multi-level explanatory integrations. Both are 

intended to explain how theories interact, each will be examined in turn in order to 

provide a map of the main positions. The overall aims of this chapter  being to situate 

molecular reductions within a broader philosophical  debate.  

Reductive identities will be seen to model methodological interaction in terms of 

identities between elements from two theories, where it is the very same scientific 

phenomenon that is being represented.  But the inability of  two theories to explain (or 

models represent) the identical things will be labelled as the problems of disjunction, 

gerrymandering and misrepresentation. Multi-level explanatory integrations explain 

methodological interaction through an independent explanation for the interaction 

itself (and not an identity between theoretical kinds), with either a theory or a model 

of the interaction of two or more theories focused on particular individual; 

phenomena. We will see that, while the problems of disjunction, gerrymandering and 

misrepresentation are avoided by explanatory integrations and demonstrate some 

interaction between theories (they focus on the identical individual spatio-temporally 

localised concrete phenomena), they do not constraint any theoretically relevant 

phenomena (theoretical regularities)and so cannot exhibit methodologically significant 

interaction connecting two theories with an intertheoretic identity between kinds. So, 

because explanatory integrations do not justify inferences about theoretical kinds and 
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only constrain claims about particular instances, they do not facilitate any inferences 

about theoretical kinds, only particular objects. 

3.2 Reductive Identities 

Three kinds of reductive identities will be examined in this section, traditional 

Nagelean reductions with type-type bridge laws, reductive explanations that explain 

token phenomena from a reduced theory in terms of laws from a reducing theory, and 

structural isomorphisms that  identify the mathematical structure from two theories. 

Each will be shown to have its own problem in demonstrating significant 

intertheoretic identities.   

3.2.1 Traditional Reduction With Bridge Laws 

The kind of reduction that Nagel (1961) characterised was perhaps revealing and 

formalising the underlying intuitions that governed the implicit behaviour of many 

scientists since the 17
th

 Century: that, since theories were all describing one world, all 

laws that were true of that world could be formed into one single true unified and 

universally comprehensive scientific theory. On this Nagelean model of reduction, 

unification was achieved by reducing one theory by forming intertheoretic deductive 

bridge laws that allowed for valid inferences from the reduced theory‘s theoretical and 

observational terms to those of a reducing theory. Through bridge laws, that allowed 

for derivations via equivalence (a purely syntactic criterion) and expressed inter-
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theoretic identities of what is represented (a semantic criterion), the two explicit 

criteria that Nagel required of a reduction, derivability and connectability, were met. 

The criterion of derivability held that for reductions to occur there must exist 

deductive bridge laws that allowed for the laws of the reduced theory to be logically 

derived from those of the reducing theory. This syntactic criterion provided logical 

unification under deductive closure: all laws are expressible within the one theory. 

The derivability criterion requires bridge laws to be valid, thus making intertheoretic 

reduction explanatory as a deduction of the laws of one reduced theory from a more 

fundamental reducing theory. This meant that the explanatory inferences in the one 

theory should be preserved as explanatory in the other: the reduced theory‘s laws 

remained explanatory as derivable consequences of the reducing theory.  Importantly 

we see that intertheoretic inferences are not inductions (about an inter-theory identity) 

supported by evidence but derivations yielding identities. This exemplifies the 

approach to unification labelled above (Ch. I) as the logic of the unity of science. 

Connectability, as an independent criterion for reduction, required that the two 

theories be extensionally invariant, that their term have the same referents.  Being able 

to individuate (refer to) the same phenomena allows the reducing theory to explain the 

reduced theory: the laws of the reducing theory are explanatory of the reduced theory 

because the laws of the reducing theory are explanatory (as deductive consequences 

on a DN model) of the reduced theory‘s phenomena. Only then is there a Nagelean 

intertheoretic reduction. As we saw with the above examination of methodological 

interaction, it is through representing identical phenomena that models interact. Thus 
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in these intertheoretic reductions, methodological interaction can only occur when the 

explanatory elements from two theories are demonstrated to be the same things 

(identity). Connectability thereby preserved the methodologically most important 

aspect, the ability of two theories to represent the same things.    

However, on Nagel‘s model, reductions only occur to the extent that such 

intertheoretic deductive explanations can be made.  What is important, 

methodologically, is that to explain the reduced theory‘s phenomena using the 

reducing theory requires that the resources of the reducing theory be sufficient to do 

this. This means that the reducing theory must be able to individuate the extension of 

the reduced theory‘s term using its own resources. This is to claim that the reduced 

theory must include, in order for a reduction to be completed, sufficient resources to 

individuate the extension of both the theoretical and observational terms of the 

reduced theory. In this way the phenomena of the reduced theory are contained within 

the reducing theory, that they are represented by that theory. 

3.2.1.1 Indirect reduction vs. direct derivations. 

However, most actual scientific theories contain errors which are corrected, over time. 

This means that an older theory contained laws which (because false or only true in 

certain very limited conditions) could not be derived from the corrected or more 

comprehensive reducing theory. Without deriving the same laws or explaining the 

same phenomena as the reduced theory, any attempted direct deduction fails and 

hence the reducing theory fails to be explanatory of the reduced theory‘s phenomena. 

Similarly, the special sciences contain multiply realised laws that cannot be derived 
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from the laws of a more fundamental theory as they represent disparate instantiations 

of them in the reducing theory. This was a failure of derivability.  

In order to keep the deductive explanatory relationship between the reducing 

theory and the reduced theory, some sort of accommodations are required. And by 

introducing an explanation for why the reduced theory had laws that were different 

from those of the reducing theory, those differences formed an explicit assumption on 

which the inferences are conditional. Introducing some assumptions meant that a 

derivation could be completed and thereby allowing the reducing theory to (DN) 

explain the reduced theory‘s phenomena (on the condition that the assumption was 

true). This is an indirect reduction, deduction via an intervening model.  

Prominent examples in biology have been seen in Schaffner‘s reconstructions of 

the laws of classical genetics (1976, 1993), in Kim‘s (1996) species-specific 

reductions and in Bickle‘s new-wave reductions. Common to all is that they aim to 

preserve a reductive relationships and intertheoretic identities by preserving the 

deductive nomological explanatory connection between theories, that the reducing 

theory explains the reduced theory‘s phenomena. So consistent with the goals of 

reduction, in an indirect reduction the reducing theory can be seen as preserving the 

explanations offered by reduced theory, but this is only possible given certain 

assumptions. (The question of whether or not these assumptions ever get discharged 

will be discussed in the next section.) 

Schaffner (1976, 1993) famously argued that the reduction of molecular to 

classical genetics works this way. Molecular genetics was argued to be explanatory 
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(DN) of certain phenomena from classical genetics (strict patterns of inheritance that 

certain traits of Mendel‘s pea plants that followed) on the assumption that these were 

specific, local or limited instances (within the background conditions of these kinds of 

pea plants and environmental conditions) of the more general explanatory theory of 

molecular genetics. This also meant that the laws of the classical genetics are not 

directly derived from those of molecular genetics but require additional assumptions 

about what is occurring (e.g. there is no blending of inherited traits in these pea 

plants). These assumptions allow molecular genetics to derive the laws (or the law-

like relationship) described by classical genetics (i.e. patterns of Mendelian 

inheritance). This thereby explains the predictive success of classical genetics and 

preserves its laws within the reducing theory of molecular genetics, albeit as a special 

case of the more general (corrected) theory. 

This use of a limiting assumption also applied directly to solve the problem of 

multiple realisability. A multiply realised kind could be reduced through, species-

specific or local reductions (Kim 1996; Sober 1999). This solved the problem of there 

being disjunctive kinds in the reducing theory by localising the reduction to within a 

specific sub-set of the extension of the reducing theory, one that forms a non-

disjunctive kind within that theory. What is required is that for any multiply realised 

kind in the reduced theory, there exist kinds in the reducing theory that will reduce 

each of the special sciences‘ disjuncts.  

Species-specific reduction (Kim 1996) where reductions are limited to groups 

linked through common descent, i.e. a species or a clade. A mental state, such as 
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memory formation, which is clearly multiply realised across different species, may 

very well be reduced to specific neural or molecular kinds within a specific species. 

Assuming facts about patterns of speciation, disjunctive kinds can be reduced to and 

identified with molecular kinds at the level of the individual disjuncts. This allows for 

methodological interaction between theories in terms of specific identities between 

them: there is a valid extensional equivalence (within an assumed limit) that allows 

intertheoretic deductive explanations to be completed (to derive the reduced theory‘s 

explanandum from the reducing theory with this assumption). 

 

3.2.1.2 Brute Bridges: The Problem Of Disjunction. 

Meeting the derivability criterion is why the substantive (contingent) assumptions 

were introduced. In order for a reduction to provide a DN explanation it must be able 

to derive the reduced theory from the reducing one. To abstract: theory T explains (by 

derivation) some set of laws A. However, indirect reductions only preserved 

derivability by assuming certain facts. Some theory T derives some laws A only if T 

assumes some additional facts B (i.e. theory T plus substantive assumption B entails 

laws A). B is introduced to preserve the derivation of A from the reducing theory T, 

but there are two options for how B and A  are related to theory T. Either B and A can 

be expressed as claims exclusively in the terms of the reducing theory T (that is 

assuming that there is a potential reduction) or they cannot. These two situations have 

dramatically different consequences for any indirect reductions. 
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Assuming that B and A are terms of a single reduced, deductively closed theory 

(that they are well formed expression in T), if the union of T and B is able to prove A 

then T will be able to prove that B entails A: that A is a logical consequence of B on 

theory T. This means that the reducing theory is able to prove that A is entailed by B, 

which means that ―B entails A‖ is a theorem of T (by the deduction theorem). We can 

illustrate this through an example where the laws of a reduced theory are derivable 

consequences of the reducing theory by assuming some fact B. Assuming low 

velocities, (a set of laws that make equivalent predictions to) Newton‘s laws are 

derivable consequence of Einstein‘s theory.  In these situations, A is validly inferred 

from T, but only by assuming something, B. As this example illustrates, assumption B 

is a substantive assumption that could be expressed in the reducing theory‘s terms 

(low velocity in an inertial frame) and did not require the reduced theory: B (low 

velocity) could be calculated using only the resources of T. So by assuming low 

velocity B, Newton‘s laws A are deducible consequences of Einstein‘s theory, and 

hence reduced.  

What is kept by assuming that B and A are terms in the reducing theory is to 

preserve a deductive explanation for why these assumptions, B, will in fact entail A: 

the entailment relationship ―B entails A‖ is a universal law of T and thereby itself 

explained (DN) by the reducing theory.  The important claim is that that the 

entailment of A given B is valid within the reducing theory. To speak less abstractly, 

assuming that B and A can be expressed in the reducing theory is to assume that a 

reduction (derivation from T ) of all the true  laws is possible. This makes intuitive 
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sense: all truths expressed in any theory will somehow be preserved as truths of a 

more complete, true theory.   

However, this can only occur if B and A are terms in the reducing theory. To 

assume otherwise is to assume that reductions are not possible. The consequences of 

this assumption are well illustrated by the case of multiply realised kinds. By 

hypothesis, no kind from a reducing theory will ever be identical with a multiply 

realised kind and hence cannot be represented in the language of the reducing theory. 

Without the ability to represent the multiply realised kind in physical terms, there is 

no derivation of the bridge principles linking the two theories and hence no 

explanation for the entailment from the reducing theory.  To make this clear, we can 

look at how disjunctive kinds in the reducing theory, though defined in physical terms, 

fail to reduce a multiply realised kind in the special sciences (this analysis resembles 

Sober 1999 but differs in conclusion).  

By hypothesis (of multiple realisability), every multiply realised special science 

kind has multiple possible physical kinds that instantiate it: some two members of one 

multiply realised kind will have relevantly different physical realisations. However, 

assuming some kind of physicalism, these disjuncts are also physical objects. 

Generalising, each and every member of the multiply realised kind will be a physical 

instantiation, that is, each instantiation of a special science kind will be a physical 

instantiation. It follows that for any a member of a multiply realised kind A {a} there 

is going to be some particular physical instantiation, a token {b} with which it is 

identical (qua token identity): a iff b. This means that every member of A is identical 
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to some specific member of a physical kind. Grouping all instantiations will form a 

disjunctive kind B that can be expressed in physical terms (as a disjunction of physical 

terms) that will be equivalent to the multiply realised kind A: A iff B. This is a 

disjunctive bridge law. 

This disjunctive bridge law serves as the substantive assumption that allows for 

the successful derivation of A from T via equivalences for each of the disjuncts. But 

since B is expressed in physical terms (it is a disjunction but each disjunct is 

expressed exclusively in the reducing language), it appears that the special science 

kind has been reduced to a physical kind.  

However, the fact that this kind is disjunctive in physical language poses a fatal 

problem for reduction as a putatively explanatory relation. Such a disjunction will 

preserve derivability but it will not be able to differentiate disjunctive kinds that are 

equivalent to any explanatory multiply realised kind from all other trivial disjunctions. 

Accordingly, there are going to be infinite possible kinds P (e.g. glass jars and paper 

clips) that will be identical with some physically disjunctive kind B and hence P is 

derivable from the reducing theory via the equivalences expressed by each of the 

disjuncts. Clearly, not all physically disjunctive kinds B are going to be equivalent 

with a special science kind A: only some disjunctions will be involved in interesting 

intertheoretic relationships.  

The explicit question becomes: what is the justification for selecting this 

particular disjunctive class from the reducing theory if they all preserve derivability? 

The answer is obvious: they are the instantiations of the special science laws. So the 
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reduced theory is offering something that cannot be provided by the reducing theory: 

the laws of the special sciences to identify all Bx. Being equivalent to the reduced 

theory‘s (special science) kind A is what makes an interesting (as they allow for a D-N 

explanation) disjunctive kinds different from all other possible, but non- explanatory, 

disjunctive kinds in the physical language. But such a difference between the 

disjunctive kinds is indistinguishable from the perspective of the physical theory: the 

reducing theory will never be able to explain why only certain disjuncts in the reduced 

theory are explanatory generalisations of the special sciences while others are not. 

That is to say that the (special science) theoretical kind is not represented by a 

nomological model that is idealised by the theoretical language of a physical theory.  

Now we can see the general structure of the situation more clearly. The identity 

between a disjunctive class of tokens in the reducing theory and those of a multiply 

realised special science kind is a correlation between the two theories, a fact about the 

(structure of) the universe that can be stated as a law, a bridge law linking the 

disjunctive kind B with some singular special science kind A. However, the multiply 

realised kind B will co-vary with a (potentially infinite) disjunctive class in the 

physical theory: it is but one arbitrary member of a large set of physically disjunctive 

kinds. It is the reduced theory that provides the relevant law that groups these as a 

single theoretically interesting kind and hence makes the disjunctive bridge law 

explanatory. Characteristically, one psychological kind (e.g. memory formation) will 

co-vary with multiple kinds of brain states (especially in different species). However, 

which set of disjunctive kinds of brain states will be involved in memory formation 
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(as opposed to any other psychological phenomenon) will only be determined by the 

relevant psychological generalisation.  

What this shows is that the correlations are (must be taken as) brute facts about 

the universe: this disjunctive group of physical tokens is, as a matter of fact, identical 

with this psychological kind. This relationship between two theories has been 

explained in terms of an upper level kind emerging from a lower level (Bechtel and 

Richardson 1993; Kim 1999). Emergence is distinct from reduction precisely due to 

the fact that the co-variation between mind and brain remains unexplained by (and not 

represented in) the reducing theory.  

It now becomes apparent that by claiming that a multiply realised term cannot be 

expressed as a non-disjunctive kind in the physical language, the explanation for the 

correlation between A and B will not be with a derivation from the reducing theory. 

This exemplifies the problem of disjunction: for while the introduction of 

equivalences preserves the derivability of a reduced theory from of the reducing 

theory, the reducing theory cannot (by the claim of multiple realisability) deductively 

explain the bridge laws themselves. Without the ability to derive the bridge laws as 

valid consequences of the reducing theory, the reducing theory cannot explain the 

reduced theory‘s laws. However, a (traditional) intertheoretic reduction requires the 

derivability of the reducing theory‘s laws and hence a reduction of the disjunctive 

kind as an instance of a law governed kind in the reducing theory. So while  a 

substantive assumptions that would facilitate an indirect reduction, those bridge laws 

that are disjunctive will not: a disjunctive bridge law will not be derived from the 
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reducing theory under any conditions (namely, in any model of the theory). So the 

existence of a disjunctive kinds is a direct problem for the traditional intertheoretic 

reductions using bridge laws meeting the derivability criterion: The Problem Of 

Disjunction.  

3.2.2 Inter-level Reductive Explanations 

There was another approach to reduction that viewed the relationship between theories 

in a reduction as one of direct explanation, that of Kemeny and Oppenheim (1958). 

According to this formulation, a reducing theory explained the same phenomena that 

the reduced theory could. This explanation identified the reduced theory‘s phenomena 

with those individuated by the reducing theory and unified them all under a different 

set of laws, exhibiting a requisite increase in unification (as will be explicated in more 

detail below). These are different from the above Nagelean reduction, which focused 

on preserving the explanatory structure of the reduced theory by satisfying the 

derivability criterion such that the laws that were explanatory in the reduced theory 

could be derived from the reducing theory. In that case, preserving (at least some of) 

the laws that do the explaining in the reduced theory into the reducing theory was a 

necessary criterion for a successful reduction. Reductive explanations differ from 

Nagelean reductions primary due to the fact that they did not attempt to preserve the 

explanations (qua derivation from laws) offered by the reduced theories, only the 

observations.  
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In the progress of science, often there is a change in laws and a different 

explanation is presented. The change from an Aristotelian to a Galilean explanation of 

falling bodies involved a radical change to the laws involved; infamously, Aristotle‘s 

laws of motion did not actually explain-or even make the right predictions.  However 

there is something preserved between the theories, and a continuation between them 

can be understood. Galileo explained the same falling bodies that were explained with 

Aristotle‘s generalisations, though Galileo‘s generalisations are different (and 

better/more accurate). The reductions are thereby explanations of a reduced theory‘s 

phenomena while differing on the explanations, they explain the same phenomena 

with the reducing theory‘s laws.  

This appears in Kemeny and Oppenheim‘s (1958) arguments for the unification 

of science, where even the wholesale reductive elimination of the entire set of laws in 

the reduced theory is possible, as long as the reducing theory saves the observed 

phenomena. As these reductions are explanations of the identical things, they are not 

equivalent explanations but explain the same target phenomena. On Kemeny and 

Oppenheim‘s account, the reduction involves the replacement of the systematising 

theory with another that preserves the phenomena but offers different theoretical 

explanations. So in this original formulation, reductive explanations are still 

deductions from covering laws of the reducing theory, but all that is deduced are the 

identical observations. But the identity of the observations is justified in a whole 

different manner: while Nagelean bridge laws justified the identification formally by 

providing equivalences between two theories in order to facilitate a derivation from 
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laws, reductive explanations are scientific causal explanations, not formal derivations, 

and posit the identity as an empirical hypothesis to be tested. So in a reductive 

explanation, identity of two theories‘ phenomena is justified as a well-supported 

empirical hypothesis, not as a derivation from a reducing theory using bridge laws.  

Importantly, for an explanation to be reductive, there must be an adequate 

explanation of the relevant phenomena within the reducing theory‘s language. In 

broad strokes, the reducing theory explains the reduced theory‘s phenomena by 

tracing out the causes of them. So the inter-level explanation is not necessarily DN as 

envisioned by Kemeney and Oppenheim. Rather an inter-level explanation can be 

causal, the causes of the reduced theory‘s phenomena are stated exclusively in the 

reducing theory‘s language and governed by its laws. So because the causal structure 

of the reduced theory is explained in terms of causes in the reducing theory, the 

methodological interaction is an supported empirically identity between the causal 

structure of the biological phenomenon and a set of molecular causes.  

Interaction is thereby directly through the testing of inter-level hypotheses, the 

hypotheses of the identity of the causal structure of the biological phenomenon with 

differences stated exclusively in molecular terms. Bickle elaborates this, arguing that 

through inter-level experiments a reductive explanation is achieved and the 

identification of the molecular mechanisms of memory consolidation is well justified 

(2003) (this will be discussed more in Chapter V). Bickle, changing direction from 

new-wave reductions, argues that through ruthless reductions there are cellular and 
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molecular explanations for many psychological phenomena, including a very good 

one for memory consolidation (2002).  

3.2.2.1 Brute correlations: the problem of gerrymandered theoretical kinds. 

But these reductions were problematic in that in order to investigate some 

phenomenon, inter-level explanations invariably relied on the reduced theory to 

individuate the theoretical phenomenon: the models from the reducing theory 

individuated their target systems in a way that they could not represent the reduced 

theory‘s kind. This is again the problem of the multiple realisability of the special 

sciences: there appeared to be no way to individuate the kinds used by a reduced 

theory within the reducing theory without using the reduced theory to pick it out as a 

member of that kind. Quite simply, there was no physical test or measure that 

univocally selected all and only instances of the multiply realised kind. There was no 

way, for example, to pick out a psychological phenomenon (e.g. memory formation) 

as an explanandum of a reductive molecular explanation without employing the 

theoretical resources of psychology to identify this as an instance of the psychological 

kind.  So, any particular explanandum that was of a particular reduced theory‘s kind 

would be dependent upon the resources of the reduced theory. This is the problem of 

gerrymandering: the explanandum cannot be individuated in the reducing theory‘s 

language because there is no such class in the physical language. Equivalently, there is 

no way to represent a multiply realised kind in a reduced theory‘s kinds with a 

nomological model from the reducing theory. This prevents intertheoretic identities as 
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there is nothing represented in the models from physics that corresponds to those of 

the multiply realised kind.  

So the problem here is that the attempted reduction of any (e.g. biologically) 

significant phenomenon fails because the resources of the reduced level theory are 

required to individuate the target phenomenon to be explained by the reducing theory. 

Because the explanans of the reducing theory cannot adequately represent the 

phenomena of the reduced, it gerrymanders through the reducing theory, failing to 

represent anything of theoretical significance in the physical language. It is through 

the failure to represent identical target systems that gerrymandered representations do 

not establish any methodological interaction. Though this appears to be an 

insurmountable problem for a reduction, it is, as argued in Chapter V, not as profound 

a problem for a reduction of experimental work in the life sciences as it first appears 

to be: there are some important identities between two nomological models, there are 

biological and chemical models that avoid the problem of gerrymandering and 

identify the same things. 

 

3.2.3 Mathematical Limits And Structural Isomorphisms 

The preceding discussion has been focused on more traditional philosophical 

reductions where either the reductions between theories were logical bridge laws that 

established identities with a deduction or the reductions provided intertheoretic 

explanations. However, there have been two main approaches that have focused not 
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on reduction through explanation but on mapping the mathematical structures 

expressed within theories through some kind of a correspondence relation between 

the mathematical structures. This came as either limit relations between theories 

(Nickles 1973) or as isomorphisms or homomorphisms between theories‘ 

mathematical structures as seen in van Fraassen‘s constructive and later structural 

empiricism (1984, 2004) and Worrall‘s arguments for structural realism (1989), 

further developed in terms of partial mapping relations between theories and models 

(Ladyman 1998; French 2012). 

Nickles introduced limit relations into the reduction literature as one of several 

means by which to establish a reduction between two theories (Nickles 1973). 

Without going into great detail, limits allowed for one model to be mapped into the 

other model under conditions where the reducing model assumed a specific value for 

one specific parameter. So in conditions of low velocity (the parameter held constant) 

Einstein‘s laws of motion could be shown to predict the same values as Newton‘s 

laws.  On this view, models from two theories are reduced to each other when they are 

identical under certain special conditions, namely the existence of a regular limit 

relation between appropriate variables in the two theories. This preserves the reduced 

one as a special case of the more general reducing theory. This meets the 

connectability criterion formally as an isomorphism, though not as a derivation. This 

also explains the differences between the two theories in a similar way; it accounts for 

the previous theory‘s errors, by showing how the parameter held constant (i.e. a 

limited range of velocities) formed a specific sub-model of the reducing theory that 
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the reduced theory was equivalent to. This again made identity the means of 

methodological interaction between the theories and models. 

Another form of intertheoretic relations demonstrating a mathematical 

equivalence was developed (Ladyman 2011; French 2000; da Costa and French 2003; 

French and Ladyman 1999, 2003) from the structural realist arguments of Worrall 

(1989). Structural realism was used to defend against the conclusions drawn from the 

pessimistic meta-induction (previous theories have been false despite abundant 

confirmation, a current theory‘s confirmation is not evidence of its truth, so, on 

balance, we should be sceptical of our current theories as well). Seen as a response to 

the anti-realists conclusion of van Fraassen‘s constructive empiricism, structural 

realism is the attempt to demonstrate that at least something (the mathematical 

structure of a theory) is actually being preserved in the progress of science (French 

2010). This is to say, as Worrall does, that this is the attempt to have the best of both 

worlds: it is designed to show historical continuity and that the previous success of a 

discredited (falsified) theory was not a miracle, despite the fact that both laws and the 

entities of that theory failed to be preserved (that the theory was plainly false). So 

what gets preserved is the abstract mathematical structure of the theory, that is, certain 

explanatorily significant relationships are preserved despite all the other changes.  

This is directly the preservation of something that allows for methodological 

interaction: the reduction occurs because the terms of the two theories are 

extensionally equivalent. By keeping some of the significant relationships of the 

previous theory, even when it is not possible to preserve either the laws or the entities 
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from the two theories, this makes the success of the previous theory non-miraculous 

by allowing for those relationships in the previous theory to be isomorphic to 

something that is explanatory. Thus, the previous theory did in fact map onto 

something in the world that was true. To put it into the specific jargon, the previous 

theory‘s models represented the isomorphic causal structures in the world that this 

newer theory does, even if the older theory contained (or models facilitated), strictly 

speaking, false claims. So it can be pictured how, on this account, there is 

methodological interaction through a map that can be formed between elements from 

these two models. Such maps can be used to navigate the local interactions between 

the two theories: these maps trace out  identities between elements from the two 

theories. 

Ladyman (2011) develops this line of argumentation to show how even the 

classic example of a radical scientific revolution, the transition from phlogiston to 

oxygen, there is a real continuity of structure. When Lavoisier explained certain 

observable chemical reactions through a theoretical process of oxidation, it appeared 

that neither the entities (i.e. phlogiston), nor the explanatory laws (e.g. the dissociation 

of phlogiston from a calx in the process of smelting a metal from its ore) are preserved 

in modern chemistry. There appeared to exist a radical discontinuity between the 

explanations. So as there was no map between elements from the two theories, the 

transition from phlogiston to oxygen was a plausible candidate for a radical scientific 

revolution in the explanatory laws and a complete elimination of theoretical 

phenomena, namely the birth of modern chemistry. Ladyman adopts the position that, 
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by finding a partial set of structures from within each explanatory theory that are 

isomorphic with each other, there is a way of demonstrating a continuity between 

these scientific theories. He argues that there is just such a preservation across 

theoretical change when many distinct phenomena, explained by a process of being 

phlogistonated and de-phlogistonated, were also shown to be similarly related as red-

ox reactions. There was a structure to what was being explained that remained:  

[T]he phlogiston theory captured one great truth retained by Antoine Lavoisier 

(1743–1794) in his oxygen theory, namely that combustion, respiration and 

calcification are all the same kind of reaction (oxidization), and that these 

reactions have an inverse namely reduction (Ladyman 2011 p. 90). 

 

The structure of the relationship between reduction and oxidation is identical with the 

structure of the difference between being phlogistonated and de-phlogistonated, they 

identify an equivalent difference in the phenomena. So even though the entities 

differed and the explanations used distinct laws, there was something preserved, the 

identical difference between kinds of phenomena: both theories included the same 

difference in kind. That is to say that models from both theories are representing 

identical targets: parts of the mathematical structure of the two theories are both 

referring to the same phenomena, and presuming realism, parts of the world.  

3.2.3.1. The problem of misrepresentation 

However, if two theories are not representing the same things their representations 

will fail to be isomorphic. This occurs as a result of idealisation, where the 

representation of a target system is incomplete. This is the problem of 
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misrepresentation and presents an obstacle to informational (objective) conceptions of 

representation. As Suarez (2003, 2004) argues, misrepresentation is a problem as a 

result of the fact that without an isomorphism between the models, no structure is 

identical in the two. So without the existence of an isomorphism in the structure, the 

information content of the model is not available as an explanation for how a model 

represents a target system, an informational it does not  provide the model with any 

representational force (Suarez 2003).  

Ladyman, French and Bueno (Ladyman 2011; Bueno 2010; French 2000) have 

prominently argued that partial isomorphism can preserve the representational force. 

This occurs when only a select set of elements are mapped, as in the case of 

phlogiston (Ladyman 2011). This seems right in light of how models idealise and so, 

in Ch. IV, the problem of misrepresentation and a partial isomorphism will be 

explored in detail. The discussion here has been cursory, only to show the similarities 

and difference between different kinds of reductive identities and the specific 

problems each faces. In the case of structural (mathematical) informational accounts 

the problem for an account of reduction is the problem of  misrepresentation (Suarez 

2003). 

 

3.2.4 Reductive Identities: Molecular Reductions 

Nagelean reductions connect theories through type-type identities. The problem that 

these could not overcome was a lack of derivability between theories‘ kinds. This was 
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addressed through attempted formation of conditional identities or local bridges 

connecting theories. In spite of this, disjunctive kinds that could not be identified in 

the reducing theory still prevented a meaningful reduction –there was no explanation 

for why this disjuncts was meaningful independent of being a law governed kind in 

the reduced theory. Reductive explanations, on the other hand, did not require the 

identification of law governed kinds; reduction was achieved when the phenomena 

from one theory is identical to phenomena in the other. But any theoretically 

significant phenomena (e.g. memory) could not be individuated as a particular 

phenomenon independently of the reduced theory (Psychology). This problem of 

gerrymandered kinds in the reducing theory prevented the reducing theory from 

explaining any theoretically significant phenomenon from the reduced theory.  

Finally, a structural isomorphism connected the mathematical structure of two theories 

and established identities between elements from two theories. But due to incomplete 

representation and multiple realisability, the problem of misrepresentation prevented 

intertheoretic identities.   

However, when we expose how experimental identities are established the 

problems of disjunction, gerrymandering and misrepresentation can be solved, with a 

molecular reduction. In Ch. V, it will be seen how a biologically significant model –an 

experimental regularity testing a biological theory-can be adequately represented by a 

molecular model and explained through molecular laws. Identities are thus possible, 

but only in terms of a limited set of properties that are preserved: only the causal 

structure  of the biological phenomenon is preserved and identical in the two. What 
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this shows is that there is an identity between what is referred to by two theories. 

Thereby methodological interaction occurs when there is a single system that both  

models represent (the experimental regularity). This allows for methodological 

interaction through constraint, claims about the causal structure of the biological 

phenomenon will be constrained by what is true about the molecular model.  

3.3 Explanatory Integration 

However, the problems of disjunction, gerrymandering and misrepresentation lead 

many philosophers and scientists to adopt a non-reductive explanatory integration as a 

way of understanding intertheoretic relations. These are distinct from reductive 

identities in that the interaction is not unifying science with identities, rather, 

interaction happens through an active integration of multiple models. This 

differentiates integrations from identities: they require an additional theory or model 

of the interactions in order to explain the interaction.  

As Bechtel describes (Bechtel 2006), there are two main ways that 

philosophers have attempted to explain interaction between scientific theories in terms 

of integration: by forming new scientific theories that integrate elements from 

multiple theories (Bechtel 1986), or through an explicit inter-level theory (Darden and 

Maull 1974) or mediating inter-level model (Morrison and Morgan 1999) that 

integrated multiple theories/models. Novel scientific theories are novel explanations 

for particular empirical phenomena. Interaction here is in terms of the way the 

resources from other theories are incorporated into a new theory, not how theories 
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interact. In this way, inter-level theories or models are explicitly accounts of how the 

theories are interacting, preserving the original theories and modeling theory 

interaction. We turn to these now. 

3.3.1 Novel Theories 

By integrating research incorporating some of the elements from different theories in 

order to produce a new theories, science has often progressed. Such progress consisted 

of developing novel research strategies by borrowing or adopting parts from different 

models as well as making crucial additions when novel phenomena are observed. New 

theories are often introduced to better explain certain phenomena that remain without 

an adequate explanation within any existing theory. Brigandt (2010), examines the 

recent history of biology and explains how the explanatory ―concept of evolvability 

contributes to defining the intellectual and disciplinary identity of evolutionary 

developmental biology‖ (2010, p.2), a novel theory, distinct from both evolutionary 

and developmental theories. He argues that the integration of evolutionary theory with 

developmental theory is the synthesis of elements from the two theories into another 

new distinct theory, evo-devo. He argues that the developmental ―concept of 

constraint ... is continuous with the notion of evolvability‖ (which replaced it within 

evo-devo) but actually allows for an explanation for developmental novelty (e.g. the 

origins of the eye). Developmental novelty was not explained by either the 

developmental or evolutionary accounts, because the concept of developmental 

constraint only limited evolutionary explanations of a trait they did not explain the 
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origins of novel traits. To explain development novelty required a new concept, 

evolvability, which, as Brigandt argues, is descended from the concept of constraint 

from developmental theory. However, as evolvability has its origins in the concept of 

constraint the actual integration of theories is demonstrated: the concept of constraint 

gives rise to the concept of evolvability.   

This is how interaction between theories is explained, the new theory, evo-devo 

has taken concepts from developmental and evolutionary theories and integrated them 

into a whole new theory. This is not just rough amalgamation: integration explains 

something that was not explained by either and is greater than the sum of its parts. 

Such a novel theory adopts concepts from many theories in order to provide an 

explanations for certain phenomena not well explained by any other theory (see 

Wimsatt 2006; Love 2008). This kind of explanatory integration is ubiquitous as 

interdisciplinary research that undergoes a process of aggregation and consolidation 

into a new research model. The fields of integrative biology and cognitive science 

began, using Bechtel‘s metaphor, as explorations in the gaps between disciplines, 

where neither theory adequate explains but both are relevant. Bechtel has extensively 

examined such integration with respect to cellular chemistry (Bechtel 1986). When 

certain new explananda (e.g. details of cellular organelles) are discovered but fall 

outside the explanatory scope of any one theory, what is done to provide an 

explanation is to integrate multiple theories in order to study to these phenomena, to 

fill gaps, and go beyond the limits of, the existing theories.  
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Accordingly, contemporary biology, namely evo-devo, may need a re-synthesis, 

specifically, many call for an integration of ecological, evolutionary and 

developmental explanations (Eco-Evo-Devo) to provide an explanation for many 

phenomena (e.g. developmental plasticity) that are not adequately explained by 

current evo-devo models (Callebaut, Muller and Newman 2007; Oyama 2001; Robert, 

Hall and Olson 2001; Gilbert and Epel 2008; Love 2008). So what is explicitly called 

for is multi-faceted: a novel theory of development guided by evolutionary history and 

environment: Eco-Evo-Devo, having its own conventions, theoretical axioms, 

definitions and models 

3.3.1.1 Novel domains do not demonstrate methodological interaction. 

But the goal of this chapter is to understand how two distinct models can connect 

to one another and exhibit methodological interaction. However, in a novel theory, 

this is done by representing phenomena from multiple models within a novel 

explanatory framework, thereby integrating the explanations into a new and distinct 

theory. However, this form of integration does not support any intertheoretic 

inferences, equivalences or identities because they are forming novel explanations that 

are not producing inconsistent claims about some phenomenon. Thereby integration is 

not strictly methodological interaction: there is no methodological constraint imposed 

upon one theory by another. Methodological interaction on the other hand required an 

identity: that X individuated in theory A is Y from theory B. This allowed for 

methodological interaction through inconsistent inferences from two distinct models 

about the identical things. However, forming novel theories does not model 
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interaction they do not identify phenomena from two or more models. Thereby novel 

theories do not explain methodological interaction between the theories, the 

integration of theories into a new theory does not explain the interaction itself, rather, 

it integrates them in order to provide an explanation directly for some empirical 

phenomenon. This is why these are not considered as replacements to current theories 

(Brigandt 2010) or as unifying the models (Bechtel 2006) but as novel integrated 

models that are complementary to the existing one. They are seen as overlapping 

models or as discernible intersections of multiple theories where the explanatory 

resources from many theories are included in one novel theory. integration into a 

novel theory  does not provide an explanation for how two theories constrain each 

other, rather, it is the creation of a whole new theory. This is not the kind of 

methodological interaction we are interested in here. 

3.2.2 Integration Though Local Constraints 

It is precisely to understand methodologically significant interaction based on specific 

intertheoretic links that explanations for the interaction between different explanations 

were developed, to explain, or model, the many correlations between scientific 

theories. Thus, these were explicit attempts to replace reduction as a way of 

conceptualising the relationship between distinct theories or models, to demonstrate 

interaction and show how the claims of one theory can have a specific consequence on 

those made in another.   
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There are two main approaches that have effectively replaced reductive identity 

as ways of understanding interaction between scientific models. They are, broadly: as 

an interfield theory (Darden and Maull 1977) that explicitly explains how multiple 

theories can all explain one particular phenomenon as multi-level explanations, or as 

mediating models that explicitly model interaction as explanations that constrain each 

other to provide a satisfactory integrated explanation of a single phenomenon 

(Morrison 2000). What all these have in common is that integration is achieved in the 

explanation of particular concrete instance. As such, what is characteristic of these 

integrative approaches is that interaction is understood to arise as direct conflict over 

an explanation of the same particular, spatio-temporally localised  object in the world. 

So it is the ability of multiple theories to refer to one single target system that allows 

for interaction, as potentially inconsistent claim about that individual thing.   

As with reductive explanations, interaction through an integration occurs with an 

inter-level explanation. However, in the case of explanatory integration these are 

explanations of one explanandum by explanans from multiple theories (seen in Ch. II 

sect. 2.2.3). Integration is through the construction of a jointly sufficient explanation 

constructed from multiple theories (e.g. from molecular chemistry, psychology and 

systems biology) for one particular biological or psychological phenomenon. In this 

way explanations converge on a single localised phenomenon. The two prominent 

positions within the philosophy of biology that exemplify these two forms of 

integration (and thereby illustrate different kinds of interaction) are mechanistic 

explanations (Machammer, Darden, Craver 2000) and integrative pluralism (Mitchell 
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2003). Each exhibits a slightly different solution (i.e. ways to have the claims of the 

two theories interact) to methodological autonomy. This is accomplished by, 

respectively, integrating multiple theories as explaining parts of one  mechanism or 

focusing many explanations from different relative perspectives on a single causal 

phenomenon. They are similar in how they require integration to explain their 

interaction: integration occurs through spatio-temporal localisation of either causally 

effective parts of a whole mechanism or as partial causes of a single concrete 

phenomenon.   

A theory of mechanisms, as a distinct way of conceptualising interaction between 

theories, was introduced by Glennan (1996) and Machamer, Darden and Craver 

(2000). It has grown in popularity and has been brought to bear on well-known 

problems in the philosophy of neuroscience, including behavioural learning and 

memory consolidation (e.g. Craver 2005), to provide an alternative to inter-level 

reductive explanation (e.g.  Bickle 2003). It also clearly exhibits the distinct nature of 

mechanistic integration. Memory, as a psychological explanation of behavioural 

learning, is a phenomenon that involves a whole organism under the control of its 

proper parts: neurons exhibiting electrophysiological changes that are themselves 

arranged in discrete circuits by development under the influence of genes and 

experience, all somehow constituted by a constellation of molecular structures 

undergoing configurational and other physical changes.  How theories that each 

adequately explained the activities of the discrete parts of a single thing interacted to 

produce the whole also needed to be explained. Otherwise the convergence into a 
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single whole seems, like historical success in science, miraculous. So we see that 

because a phenomenon could be decomposed into proper parts, the characteristic 

problem of autonomy was the problem of distinct levels of autonomous description of 

a whole.  

The mechanistic solution was to unify the different explanations as each about 

constitutive (proper) parts of a single phenomenon composed as a mechanism. In this 

way, the whole is given a mechanistic explanation in terms of the activity of its 

constituent parts. A mechanistic explanation consists of an explanation of a 

phenomenon as the output (in this case the behavioural learning) of a mechanism that 

is decomposable into parts. ―It is the integration of different levels into productive 

relations that renders the phenomenon intelligible and thereby explains it‖ 

(Machamer, Darden and Craver 2000 p. 24). So in this way, ―mechanisms are 

collections of entities and activities organized together to do something‖ (Craver 

2007, p. 385), and they form a conceptual scaffold (Craver 2007) to which (in this 

case electro-physiological and cognitive-psychological) explanations can be 

connected. Connecting the many theories to the scaffolding is how multiple 

explanations are integrated: mechanistically (qua functionally) differentiated parts are 

organised into a single mechanism. This provides a sufficient, mechanistic 

explanation of the particular psychological phenomenon explaining the behaviour of 

the whole in terms of the activity (mechanical organisation) of its parts (the 

constitutive aggregate entity). And by identifying the physical and molecular 

constituents, by spatio-temporally localising all explanations as part of one inter-level 
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explanation of a single particular phenomenon, the different theories all refer to the 

same phenomenon.  

By explicitly providing an ontologically coherent and complete mechanism, the 

theories are integrated through the whole-part relations of their respective referents; 

each theory is sufficiently explaining the activity of a part that is playing a role in the 

activity of the whole. As distinguished from reductive identities, explanatory 

integration provides an independent explanation for how theories interact. 

 

What the mechanistic account offers beyond homomorphism as a regulative 

ideal is an emphasis on how the relevant parts of a mechanism are organized in 

productive continuity from beginning to end (Craver 2007, p.391). 

  

More than a mere token identity as an aggregate of constitutive spatiotemporal parts, 

the arrangement of the mechanism is in terms of causal relations between its parts 

such that they produce the phenomenon. This additional explanation of how the parts 

come together with this explanatory mechanistic scaffolding is necessary for a 

sufficient explanation.  

This also shows the explanations not to be reductions but integrations. The 

individual scientific models each have their own specific explanations that are 

necessary for the overall sufficiency of the mechanistic explanation as each is a 

necessary explanation for a constitutive part of the whole mechanism. Putting these 

individually necessary but globally insufficient explanations together with the 

(necessary) scaffolding of a mechanistic explanation provides an integrated 
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explanation that is sufficient for the relevant explanandum –in this case the studied 

instances of memory consolidation studied in different organisms. Intertheoretic 

identity is achieved as explanations for the parts that constitute the whole (while the 

functioning of the whole is explained by the parts organised and interacting as a 

mechanism). Identification is thereby in terms of what the multiple theories refer to, 

through a relation of whole-part constitution.  

However, and quite directly to our main point, mechanistic accounts overcome 

methodological autonomy of theories of discernible parts with an integration of 

multiple models explaining parts of a mechanistically decomposable and spatio-

temporally localised whole. So as parts of a whole, interaction between the individual 

models is now conceivable as specific constraints on how that explanatory mechanism 

can work: the whole must remain consistent with the explanations offered of the parts 

and the parts remain consistent with the whole. ―According to the mechanistic model, 

different fields integrate their research by adding constraints on a multilevel 

description of a mechanism‖ (Craver 2007, p. 373). As seen above in the case of the 

Sterling heat engine, the theories of the parts at each level constrain the others by 

positing mechanisms that constrain the overall mechanistic explanation (it must 

remain consistent with the explanations of the parts). The limits on the overall 

mechanistic explanation imposed by a sufficient explanation of a part will constrain 

the theories explaining other parts by forcing their hypotheses to be compatible with 

the mechanistic explanation of the whole. In this way interaction is shown by 
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localising the whole and decomposing it as parts of a mechanism (Wimsatt 1976: 

Bechtel and Richardson 1993). 

Integrative Pluralism (Mitchell 2003) is an alternative unifying strategy, one that 

Mitchell calls the integration of partial causes that can jointly provide an adequate 

explanation (i.e. sufficient given a relativist rejection of necessary explanations –see 

section 2.3.2.1) for a complex biological phenomenon. These explananda, such as 

embryogenesis (development) and social behaviour of insects, involve the intersection 

of multiple causal influences. Autonomy, in these cases, begins because every model 

idealises or selects a specific set of questions (why vs.  how or proximate vs. ultimate 

causes), so no single model can represent the entire explanandum. In the life sciences, 

each theory explains an idealised or systematically (qua experimentally) isolated part 

of the explanandum.  

 

There is little evidence to suggest that any single causal factor typically 

accounts for the total effect or that any successful causal explanation appealing 

to one or many causal factors will account for all cases in all contexts. Thus, 

any simple hypothesis will fail to generalize and thus fail to adequately explain 

similar effects in all situations (Mitchell and Dietrich 2006, p. S77 ). 

  

What is required to bring these explanations together, methodologically, is to 

unite them through a model of the explanandum as composed of partial causes that are 

integrated in an explanation for a particular phenomenon. In this case, though, the 

explanations are not necessarily competing with any other explanations of that 

phenomenon–other explanations that may be asking different questions or idealising 
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differently. In applying them together they constrain each other. As with mechanisms, 

integration of multiple explanans is provided through conflict over claims about a 

common explanandum, a real phenomenon in the world. Despite the autonomy of the 

individual explanations, it remains a model of methodologically significant interaction 

as competition, but the competition is about the individual phenomenon (in its own 

particular set of contingent characteristics and background conditions, qua context) 

that is being explained by the integrated model. As Mitchell puts it, ―competition still 

occurs, but it is generated only in the integrative application of the models in 

explaining particular phenomena‖ (2002, p. 68). As with mechanistic integration, 

interaction is through putting partial constraints on a model about a particular 

phenomenon. ―Hypotheses compete as partial causes from different levels all acting to 

explain a single phenomenon‖ but ―there is only one causal (or historical) explanation 

for any single biological phenomenon‖ (Mitchell and Dietrich  2006, p. 68)  This 

works to provide sufficient explanations in biology. Interaction through integrative 

pluralism occurs through a de-idealisation, adding more of the partial causes involved 

in each theory as they attempt to give a more accurate and de-idealised (more detailed, 

contextualised, and specific) explanation for a particular spatio-temporally local 

phenomenon (Mitchell and Dietrich 2006). By adding more details back into the 

model, the accuracy of the models are increased at the cost of their generality, finally 

being so detailed that they represent only the single concrete localised instance. 

Again, interaction occurs by representing the same thing and in these cases, it is a 

single spatio-temporally localised concrete instance.  
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3.4. Integrations Are Distinct From Reductions: Local Constraints Do Not 

Establish Intertheoretic Identities 

Where both mechanism and integrative pluralism are distinct from integration through 

novel theories is that both a theory of mechanisms and a model integrating partial 

causes are accounts that include an explicit explanation for the interaction between 

two or more theories whereas novel theories only explain a set of empirical 

phenomena and do not explicitly represent the interaction with the explanation for that 

phenomenon. Clearly, evo-devo does not model the interaction of evolutionary theory 

and development though it integrates the actual empirical phenomena of evolution and 

development. Though these phenomena are related to phenomena from the other 

theories, the novel theory represents distinct phenomena (e.g. the evo-devo concept of 

evolvability).  

So the only way one theory A interacts with another theory B is by the fact that 

they are each facilitating inferences about the identical phenomenon. Though this 

makes the aims of both mechanism and integrative pluralism similar to the reductive 

identities at the core of molecular reductions in that they are explanations of the 

interaction between theories about the identical things, there are two key differences 

between integrations and reductions:  

1) Their form is different. Integrations are multi-level explanations where the 

explanandum may be a kind within a single theory (e.g. psychology) but the explanans 

is constructed from multiple theories(biology, chemistry, systems theory ...). Each 

contributes something to the overall explanation and each theories is required to 
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provide some part of a comprehensive explanation for the explanandum. This partial 

contribution to the overall explanation requires an explicit and overarching theory or 

model of the interaction.  

2) Their targets (the phenomena they explain) are different. Though both 

reduction and integration are showing interaction via explanations of the identical 

things, integrations are not explaining interaction between theoretically important 

regularities. This is because integrations are only explaining how theories constrain 

each other when explaining the identical particular, a spatiotemporally localised 

phenomena. Identity is thereby through spatio-temporal localisation (token identity as 

components of a whole mechanism, or as partial causes) and not as any type identity 

In this way integrations are explanations of individual instances but do not identify 

theoretical significant regularities (qua theoretical kinds): for if there was a way to 

identify the particular as a physical kind, this would result in a type-type reduction, as 

a physical type would be  identified with the reduced theory‘s type.  

To use the language of representation developed in the last chapter, theoretically 

significant phenomena are going to be represented by nomological models that 

represent by making inferences (deductions) about the idealised consequences of laws 

(or law-like regularities) given a set of initial conditions. So when trying to calculate 

the acceleration of a rock that is dropped from a given height a nomological model 

will derive the solution (facilitate the inference) based on the relevant laws (e.g. 

Newton‘s). These models retain DN explanatory criteria. This distinguishes them 

from empirical models that are explanatory by either providing (facilitating the 
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inference of) true counterfactuals about a system under measurable manipulations or 

by unifying of many disparate empirical phenomena with a small number of distinct 

kinds of explanations. Empirical models represent the world and not the  laws. A 

physical (or mathematical/ computational) model of a ship represents real ships in as 

far as it is isomorphic with any real ship (the target system) in terms of the specific 

parameters the model is idealising to (e.g. the measured drag and turbulence vs. 

buoyancy given certain dimensions), otherwise it is not a model of ships, despite the 

researcher‘s best intentions. A model, to be of a theoretically relevant phenomenon 

(target system) and exhibit methodologically significant interaction between theories, 

must represent a theoretically relevant kind in that theory.  

In an explanatory integration, the interaction is limited to particular individuals; 

integration does not, and does not even attempt to, connect the theoretical kinds. 

Reductive identities attempt to model a much stronger kind of methodological 

interaction. Reductions demonstrate intertheoretic identity between kinds from two 

theories: kinds of biological phenomena can be understood as genuine molecular 

phenomena, not just localised individuals. Showing how this kind of methodological 

interaction, with a molecular reduction,  can occur (and does-seen in Ch. V) will be 

the project of the remainder of this thesis. In Ch. IV we will model the problem in 

terms of representational error and try to map the ground that is required to be covered 

in order to show that there are meaningfully identities of theoretically significant 

phenomena. Ch. V will show through an example that this can be done and that this 
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kind of theoretically relevant phenomenon does bring unification to the empirical 

sciences   
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CHAPTER IV 

 

NAVIGATING THE METHODOLOGICAL GAPS WITH LESS ERROR 

4.1  Representing A Common Failure: Misrepresentation  

This chapter will attempt to show that, despite the many difficulties, molecular 

reductions are possible. We found (Chapter II) that the way in which two models are 

autonomous of each other determines how they can avoid methodological interaction: 

they do not represent the same target phenomenon and hence cannot facilitate 

inconsistent claims about it. The various attempts to explicate intertheoretic 

interaction (reduction and integration), and the difficulties they encountered, were 

examined in the last chapter. It was found that explanatory integrations did not explain 

interaction between models of theoretically significant phenomena but only provided 

a model of particular (sets of) instantiations. It was also concluded that the primary 

challenge for any form of reductive identity between theories was to avoid the 

problems of disjunction, gerrymandering or misrepresentation.  

Showing how it is possible to avoid these problems and establish reductive 

identities is one goal of this chapter. Meeting this challenge is a difficult task for a 

molecular reduction: a theoretically important phenomenon that is being represented 

by a model from biology (a nomological model) must also be equivalently represented 

by a molecular model. This is to say that a molecular reduction requires that two 

nomological models (from two theories) represent identical things.  
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However, while an intertheoretic identity is necessary for a molecular reduction, 

it is not sufficient: the identity must also support the hypothesis of methodological 

unification. For a reduction to occur it is required that the intertheoretic identity unify 

multiple models from the reduced theory. So, an intertheoretic identity that unifies 

multiple biological phenomena by representing them with a single molecular model is 

a molecular reduction (this will be presented in detail in Ch. V).  

In this chapter it will be argued that there is only one main problem to be 

avoided: misrepresentation by one model of another model‘s target phenomena.  

However it will be shown that there are two aspects to misrepresentation in this 

context that need to be addressed differently; both are problems for a molecular 

reduction but each is answered differently. On the one hand there is the problem of 

ambiguous representation (e.g. the disjunctive or gerrymandered representation of a 

reduced theory‘s kinds by a putative reducing theory) and on the other hand there is 

the problem of absence of representation (e.g. the failure of a reducing theory to 

represent some target phenomena represented by a reduced theory).Though both are 

aspects of a general problem models misrepresenting each other‘s target phenomena, 

and hence failing to represent identical phenomena, they need to be assessed 

individually. 

To do this, the problem of misrepresentation will be modeled in informational 

terms as the absence of an isomorphism between the models. As will be explicated 

below, misrepresentation is thereby a failure to discover a bijective function that can 

map the structure of a model onto another model. This is either a failure of injection 
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(i.e. ambiguous representation)or a failure of surjection (i.e. absence of 

representation). Avoiding both a failure of surjection and a failure of injection is 

necessary for an intertheoretic identity as both models must be representing the 

identical targets in order for model 1 to make inferences about the same target 

phenomena that is represented by model 2. Without the ability to make inferences 

about the identical target phenomena there is no methodological interaction as there is 

no methodological constraint on what can be hypothesised by either model.  

The failure of injection is a problem for representation as some model 1 

represents the target phenomena as two (or more) distinct kinds while model 2 

represents only one unified kind. Model 1 will not be representing a single set of 

target phenomenon but several distinct kinds of targets if it is to represent the same 

extension of targets as is represented by model 2. The problem is, directly, that model 

1 will not be able to represent them as a single group, it will fail to represent this 

property of the target phenomena. Inversely, Model 2  will be unable to represent the 

differences between two target phenomena that Model 1 is representing and will 

thereby ambiguously refer to many distinct kinds represented by model 1, being 

unable to represent which of the multiple determinate kinds from model 1 it is 

referring to. It is in Ch. 5 that this problem will be fully addressed and  it will be 

argued that there is a way of avoiding these problems.  

But before examining failed injection, the present chapter will examine a failure 

of surjection and argue that this is not by itself evidence of irreducibility. Failed 

surjection is misrepresentation by an absence of representation, when some property 
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represented by model 2 is not represented by model 1. The relevant question is: why 

does this misrepresentation occur. A failed surjection could be due to a simple lack of 

evidence, in which case a failure of surjection is consistent with a reduction being, in 

principle, possible. Given the fact that few scientific disciples work with complete 

theories, it is conceivable that with more detailed research the representation could be 

found: we could posit the existence of hidden variables that would complete the 

representation.  

So, because molecular reductions begin with the hypothesis that the unification 

of the sciences is possible (specifically that all biological phenomena, even complex 

ones, can be successfully represented by chemical models), molecular reductions 

hypothesise that the adequate representations can be found –at least in principle.  But 

one could just as easily hypothesise the opposite, that there are no hidden variables 

and we have hit brute facts about the universe that certain properties of the target 

systems cannot be represented by the physical or chemical models. This is equivalent 

to claiming that the absence of a representation (that model 1 does not represent 

something that is represented by model 2) is not a failure to represent, but a fact about 

the world. 

In this way (also as seen in Ch I), both the hypothesis of unification and the 

hypothesis of emergence are competing explanations for why there is 

misrepresentation, for why there exists the correlations between two models at distinct 

levels–either a property represented by one model will be found (in principle) to be 

identical with a property of another (a reductive identity) or else the property emerges 
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at a higher level. This is a difference in the explanation for the bridge laws: the bridge 

laws are either statements of an identity or state brute facts about correlations between 

the upper and lower level models.  

However, whether the hypothesis of emergence or the hypothesis of unification 

is true needs to be decided on the evidence. Put directly, it will be argued that a 

misrepresentation by absence of representation is not, by itself, evidence of 

emergence, it is a hypothesis about the reasons for the misrepresentation that needs 

independent empirical support. In this way, without additional argument, 

misrepresentation by surjection does not show reductions are impossible, leaving open 

the potential for reduction to occur.  

So our present analysis must begin with representation. Models represent target 

phenomena and when two models are representing identical targets, inferences made 

using one model can be applied to the other.  This assures us that inferences made 

using one model will be constraining inferences made in the other.  

4.2 Characterising Methodological Interaction Through Representations 

Here we  will examine methodological interaction (as defined in Chapters I and II as 

inconsistent inferences being made by two models representing the identical  target 

systems) in terms of the ways in which one scientific model represents the same 

phenomena as another model. The previous analysis (Ch. II) showed that, through the 

tools of representation, models can be understood to constrain each other if they 

represent the same target phenomena but allow claims to be made about it that are 
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inconsistent with each other. And it is due to this interaction that there is the important 

methodological constraint between models. This section will elaborate a model of 

methodological interaction (as constraining through inconsistent claims) in terms of 

an inferentialist conception of representation, though here it is applied to two models 

representing a single target system and not just the representation of target phenomena 

by a single model.  

This understanding of representation in the sciences intersects with many of the 

recent arguments about scientific representation as facilitating inferences about target 

phenomena using models (French 2000; Contessa 2007; van Fraassen 2008; 

Cartwright 1999; Suarez 2003, 2004). These accounts have argued that the problem of 

misrepresentation of a target phenomenon by a model can be adequately represented 

in terms of a relationship connecting a model with a target. This account will be 

extended from representation of a target by a single model to the representation of a 

single target by two distinct models. 
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Figure 2 Model of Methodological Interaction.  

 

In the Figure 1, two nomological models 1 and 2 (from distinct theories) both 

represent the identical target phenomenon. This means that they can both facilitate 

inferences about the same target and can thereby make claims which are inconsistent 

with each other; this is methodological interaction. 
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4.2.1 Failure To Represent Is Lack Of Isomorphism 

This account of representations is consistent with the informational account of 

representation (Ch. II) and holds that for a model to represent a target there must be an 

objective relationship between the mathematical structure of the model and the 

structure of the target phenomenon: what the model represents must be isomorphic 

with some part of the target phenomenon. On an inferential account of representation, 

if the structure of the model is not mapped onto the structure of the target system it is 

unable to facilitate any inferences about the target systems (Suarez 2004; Contessa 

2007). What is required for a model to have the capacity to facilitate inferences about 

a target system is that it represent the structure of the target. This requires that there be 

a mapping relation between the structure of the target and the idealised model such 

that what is true of the model is also true of the target system (e.g., a solid brass model 

(idealised) ship will represent a real wooden ship in terms of a set of mapping 

relationships between the physical dimensions, but not its buoyancy). It is only 

because this mapping relationship exists that scientists can make surrogative 

inferences (Contessa 2007) about the target system by making inferences directly 

about the model (we can infer that the height of the real mast will be relative to ship‘s 

length by inferring things about the model –but we cannot infer things about the real 

ship‘s ability to float based on the brass model). 

However, we extend this to two models. Accordingly, for two models to 

represent the same phenomenon, the representations (by two idealised nomological 

models of the target system) must be isomorphic with each other. Isomorphism, in this 
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context, it will be modeled as a bijective function linking the two models with the 

same target phenomena, and transitively, to each other. The existence of a bijective 

function between the two nomological models is a minimal requirement  for the two 

models to be representing identical phenomenon: the representations must be 

isomorphic. Without identical target phenomena being represented by models from 

two theories there can be no inconsistent claims made about the same target 

phenomenon and hence there is no methodological interaction through methodological 

constraint.  

 

4.2.2 Methodological Interaction Through Representations 

It is argued here that two models are representing identical phenomenon iff they are 

isomorphic representations. If identical targets are being represented then the two 

models can be used to make inferences about the same target. This makes the models 

capable of making potentially inconsistent claims about the same thing. This is 

methodological interaction. But this kind of methodological interaction between two 

models can only begin when a target system represented by some model 2 is also 

represented by some model 1 and this only occurs if the representations are 

isomorphic. This allows inferences made using model 1 to be directly applicable to 

the target phenomenon that is are represented by model 2: the inferences are about the 

identical target and hence will constrain what can be claimed about it. This 

isomorphism is herein modeled as a bijective function relating these two models.  
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Methodological interaction requires that there exist bijective functions 

between models, that this thing represented by model 1 is represented as that thing by 

model 2.  So we can conclude that  this thing in model 1 is adequately represented as 

that thing in model 2 only when model 1 is capable of making inferences about the 

same phenomena of model 2. Error is the way such representation fails to occur: this 

is the problem of misrepresentation. Avoiding this error is required for 

methodological interaction. 

In its most straightforward application, avoiding representational error is the  

principle behind the effort to discover molecular tests used for diagnosing medically 

modeled diseases. One example of successful representation by some molecular 

model 1 of phenomena represented by a medical model 2 is the case of Hirschsprung 

disease, a bowel disorder in children that is difficult to treat effectively without early 

diagnosis and intervention. Since early differential diagnoses (based on a standard 

array of medical tests) were unreliable, researchers searched for a serum protein 

marker that might predict the disease in infants. Finding a strong correlation, that three 

proteins were under-expressed in those suffering from Hirschsprung disease, 

researchers then tested the hypothesis that these protein markers were reliable 

indicators of the disease in infants. The tests revealed that these markers yielded a 

100% accuracy in predicting the occurrence of the disease (Jia-xiang Wang et al 

2007). Put directly, the occurrence of Hirschsprung disease in infants is represented 

by (within the diagnostic context i.e. differentiating cases of Hirschsprung disease 

from related disorders) the differences found in the measures of serum proteins (i.e. a 
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molecular model). In this way, the serum differences (in model 1) and the differential 

medical diagnosis of Hirschsprung disease (in model 2) both reliably refer to the same 

underlying condition and select the same cases: the molecular model 1 represents the 

same target as the medical model 2. So, the medical diagnosis was represented by the 

results of a molecular test: the test constrains the medical diagnosis by facilitating 

inferences about the same target –that this is an instance of Hirschsprung disease that 

should be treated in a specific way.  
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Figure 3 Representing Hirschsprung disease 

 

It is only because they are both referring to the same things is there 

methodological interaction. This kind of interaction occurs only when some 

phenomenon from model 1 (serum protein levels) adequately represents some 

phenomenon from model 2 (medical models of Hirschsprung disease). The guiding 

question for a molecular reduction is to ask to what extent model 1 is successfully 

representing the same target phenomena as model 2. In our example, the medical 

diagnosis of Hirschsprung and a molecular test unambiguously identifies all and only 
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cases of Hirschsprung disease. This is to say that the molecular model is representing 

the identical set of target phenomena that the medical models are representing (cases 

of Hirschsprung as differentiated from cases of other bowel disorders and healthy 

bowels –this structural difference between diseased and healthy cases in the target 

population is represented in both the medical and the molecular model, making them 

isomorphic representations). This allows for inferences about the target phenomena 

(cases of Hirschsprung disease) made using molecular model 1 to be applicable to 

those same cases that have been represented by the medical models, namely the 

correct medical intervention in those cases where the differential diagnosis gets it 

wrong. 

4.2.3 Misrepresentation In Inter-Level Relations 

As seen in Ch. III, the inability to represent the same theoretical regularity makes two 

models methodologically autonomous. As argued, without the ability to represent the 

same things, two models are incapable of any methodologically significant 

interaction. But it is only through representing identical targets and making inferences 

about them that there is any interaction between two models. Consequently, one 

model misrepresents the target phenomena of another if it individuates or idealises 

them differently. Thus the error at the core of misrepresentation in inter-level relations  

is that one model is not representing the identical target phenomena that are being 

represented by another model. 

Consequently, if the goal is an inter-level molecular reduction then the 

requirement is that that they be isomorphic representations such that they both models 
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successfully represent the identical target phenomenon. Such reductive identities were 

widely considered impossible for the reasons explored in the last chapter. Arguably, 

this is also why pluralists model methodological interaction in terms of spatiotemporal 

localisation onto concrete individuals. On pluralist models of integration, many 

models each represent parts of (as partial causes or parts of a mechanism –see Chapter 

III) one set of spatiotemporal unified (contiguous) events and hence all refer to the 

same concrete individual. However, neither theory directly refers to the other theory‘s 

kinds (to all and only those targets): the interaction between them is mediated by a 

model (or theory) explicitly explaining the particular interaction of the localised 

instance (as either contributing complex causes or decomposable mechanisms).  

On this pluralist account of integration, two models are like two boats awash 

in a storm: they are navigating on the same seas and may, now and then, find 

themselves at the same point on the waters, bump into each other and influence each 

other‘s course. Occasional, unsystematic interaction between models may generate 

new directions of research, but it does not link models with an identity that can be 

used as a valid point of contact between two theories: what is required is that these 

facilitate inferences about the same theoretically relevant target phenomena. So the 

models that are showing intertheoretic connections are those models that idealise the 

target system in terms of a theory: methodological interaction occurs between two 

nomological models that represent their target phenomena in terms of the theories‘ 

laws. It is two distinct theories that are being used to construct the respective 

biological and molecular models and represent the identical target. Without these 
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intertheoretic identities, the interaction between two models is limited to specific 

localisable instances. Thereby, an adequate representation of another model‘s target 

phenomena must represent more than spatiotemporally localised individuals, that is, 

interaction via explanatory integrations does not connect theoretically significant 

phenomena from two models. The target phenomenon must be of a theoretically 

salient regularity that is represented by two distinct models.  

Consistent with the goals of this thesis, error, employing the above 

characterisation, is understood as a failure to represent target  phenomena that are 

theoretically significant in two theories‘ models. The problem for any reduction of 

biology is thereby the failure to adequately represent a theoretically general 

phenomenon from biology within a molecular model. This immediately contradicts 

the hypothesis of reductive unification: without the ability to adequately represent the 

target phenomenon that is represented by a biological model with a molecular model, 

the resources of molecular chemistry will never represent that biological phenomenon. 

A successful molecular reduction is thereby measured in terms of the ability to 

avoid this kind of representational error. What this means is that an explanation of 

regularities from one model directly in terms of causally effective differences in the 

other (e.g., the molecular differences that are the cause of the biological differences) 

can only be achieved by identifying theoretically significant structures in two 

nomological models: these biologically modeled phenomena are all identifiable as 

represented by this molecular model. Only by making the links general enough to 
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represent a biologically relevant target is there a successful inter-level representation 

of a biological relevant target phenomenon by a molecular model.  

4.3  A Model Of  Methodological Error 

For the purposes of explicating the concept of one model‘s failed interaction with, or 

misrepresentation of, another, what is required is a language that allows the 

asymmetry of intertheoretic relations to be represented. This allows us to see the 

different aspects to the problem of misrepresentation.  Towards this end, the language 

of bijective mapping functions will provide the tools to explore either direction of 

these relations independently.   

This asymmetry can be explained through reference to monotonicity on only one 

dimension, as seen in the familiar concept of a vertical line test for a graph of a 

function. A function‘s argument (X) will return unique values for Y but that change in 

Y does not also have to be monotonic with respect to change in X. For there to be an 

identifiable function from one model to the next, there does not need to be an inverse. 

However, without an inverse function, there is no isomorphism and no identity. This 

is misrepresentation by one model of another‘s target phenomena: failures of either 

injection or surjection. 
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Figure 4 Bijective function Model 1 => Model 2  

 

By definition, a relationship that is both an injection (a one-to-one map between two 

sets) and a surjection (where every member of the range is a function of the domain) 

is a bijective function. Although only defining functions in the one direction, all 

bijective functions X=>Y have an inverse bijective function: Y => X.  A bijective 

function and its inverse will uniquely map in both directions.  

So, a bijection between two models occurs when both models are representing the 

same target phenomena, meaning that there is an isomorphism in the structure of the 

models involved in representing a target that can be characterised with a bijective 

function. Directly, all the elements of Model 1 that are used in representing the target 
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phenomenon map onto every element of Model 2 that is used to represent the very 

same target. It is a failure to meet either injection or surjection that characterises those 

failures of methodological unification that are the remaining substantive barriers to 

reduction. 

 

4.3.1 Failure Of Mapping 

In certain situations, not only are there no universal generalisations, there are no 

statistically significant correlations between the two models. For example, the 

relationship between models of gravitational waves and models of cardiac arrhythmia 

is one such obvious case where what is studied by one has no identifiable 

methodological interaction with the other (no claims  about gravitational waves are 

inferred based on the current models of cardiac arrhythmias). Such complete 

autonomy of two models, one which lacks all correlations, does not allow for any 

methodological interaction: nothing common is represented by the models. However, 

these are not common. Science is remarkably interdisciplinary.  

4.3.2 Failure Of Injection 

A function that fails to be injective has two values in the model that both return the 

same value for the range or co-model.  
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Figure 5 Non injective function  

In other terms, elements from one model 1 fail to be in a one to one relationship with 

elements from the target system as individuated by model 2 such that multiple 

elements individuated by model 1 will connect to only one element in the target 

system individuated by model 2 . This illustrates how non-injective functions fail to 

have an inverse function. With a failure of injection there exists one element from 

model 2 that does not have an unambiguous map to only one element in model 1, 

hence there is no isomorphic representation.   

This is not a complete mapping failure, as there exists a functional relationship: 

model 2 is a function of model 1.  This cannot, however, support an identity: the 

relationship between the two models is only in one direction. Model 1 (e.g. physics) is 
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misrepresented by Model 2 (e.g. psychology). The target systems of physical models 

have a relevant property (the i.e. the physical distinction between two instantiations of 

a mental state) that is not represented by the psychological models. Model 2 cannot 

facilitate inferences about the target phenomena from model 1: model 2 represents a 

disjunctive class in model 1. 

It is the inability to find an inverse function that is important to our analysis. 

Even though one model may change as a function of the other, it is the lack of an 

inverse function that presents the main challenge to molecular reductions. The reverse 

direction mapping is ambiguous, there is no unambiguous way of claiming that this 

thing (the individuated element) in model 1 (from the reducing theory) is that thing in 

model 2 (from the reduced theory).  

A non-injective function that results in misrepresentation is exemplified by the 

problem of disjunction. Of methodological relevance, disjunction rules out an identity 

due to the absence of an inverse function, without an inverse function there is no 

isomorphism. This failure of isomorphism between the structure of the two models  is 

a direct barrier to reduction and familiar as the problems of multiple realisability and 

multiple functionality (also known as context dependence, e.g. Hull 1974). The 

sciences of psychology and economics were argued to be massively multiply realised 

(Putnam 1974; Fodor 1974). It was argued was that a fundamental level such as 

physics was insufficient to represent the special science kind using only the resources 

of the physical sciences. Equally, that ―the same molecular situation can result in 

phenomena which would have to be characterized by different Mendelian predicate 
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terms" (Hull 1974, p. 498) first identified multiple functionality of molecular 

mechanisms, this is the same problem as with multiple realisability (a disjunctive 

class). But while it has been multiple realisability that has been the main obstacle to 

reductionism seen in the literature, multiple functionality and its ability to defeat the 

hypothesis of unification presents a corresponding difficult challenge to 

methodological reduction. That a functional difference (i.e. the multiple functionality 

of a single molecular kind) is unrepresented by the molecular models (qua 

counterfactual statements about causal relations stated exclusively in terms of 

sufficient molecular causes) directly contradicts the hypothesis of scientific 

unification: when the problem of disjunction is a disjunctive functional kind, the 

relevant counterfactuals that are the difference makers in explaining this phenomenon 

are not entirely molecular. 

However, there remains the possibility that the problem of disjunction can be 

solved, either by splitting the disjunctive kind  into multiple distinct kinds (in the same 

way as species specific reductions worked -as seen in the last chapter) or by finding 

univocal molecular mechanisms behind a seemingly disparate biological kinds. e.g. 

the fact that DNA is the common mechanisms of heritability in all forms of life (on 

earth).  

The splitting strategy has been advocated by many (Craver 2007, Shapiro 2008, 

Polger 2008) and seems appropriate to describe many cases and to avoid the problem 

of disjunction. This works by splitting the disjunctive kind into multiple non-

disjunctive kinds. Though this preserves intertheoretic identity between kinds in the 
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two theories, it is eliminating the disjunctive kind in the reduced theory. This is seen 

clearly in the case of the memory. Memory was historically thought to be one kind of 

storage of information but research has eliminated a single general memory in favour 

of multiple related kinds of memory (e.g. distinguishing classical conditioning from 

associative learning, short term from long term).However, the main problem for our 

present and upcoming discussion is that this splitting strategy can be used to support a 

very limited form of local and specific reductionism, but  it does not explicitly support 

the hypothesis of methodological unification (as required by molecular reductions). 

By itself, the splitting and eliminating strategy produces many distinct models that are 

more and more specific and arguably become so detailed and specific that they fail to 

represent any theoretically relevant (general models of ) biological target phenomena. 

To unify with a reduction requires a positive account of the unification, something 

others have argued is not possible given the nature of molecular research (Schaffner 

2006; Sullivan 2009). 

 This forms a dilemma for molecular reductions: a molecular model will not be 

able to represent a general biological phenomenon while finding the requisite amount 

of molecular detail. A molecular model will produce more detail but this detail limits 

its representative range by splitting the biological kind into multiple kinds, failing to 

represent the previous (more general) biological kind . On the other hand, representing 

the general kind will require multiple distinct molecular models, failing to represent 

the general kind with any one of the molecular models (there is no intertheoretic 
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identity as the molecular models will not represent all and only the general biological 

kind. Thus, the problem of misrepresentation appears to constrain reductions. 

So what is needed is to avoid misrepresentation is to find bijective functions 

between a molecular model that has enough molecular detail to represent a complex 

and theoretically relevant phenomenon represented by a biological model. By showing 

that more and more phenomena can be reduced despite this dilemma, molecular 

reductions display a trajectory towards greater unification supporting the hypothesis 

of methodological unification. Finding a way to navigate through this dilemma 

presented by a failure of injection will be the task of the final chapter.  

4.3.3 Failure Of Surjection 

A failure of surjection is a failure of intertheoretic connections such that there exists at 

least one element from model 2 that is used to represent a target that is not a mapped 

onto any element in model 1. With a non-surjective function, there is a function that 

connects the two models but fails to map to some identifiable element e that is 

represented by model 2. This means that there is no representation by model 1 of a 

property of the target phenomenon that is successfully represented by model 2: 

element e. The representations are not isomorphic, there is only a partial isomorphism 

between the two models.  
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Figure 6 Failure of surjection: e is unrepresented by model 1 

While there may be a function mapping between some elements in the two 

models, this is not true for all elements. There is an omission: element e, a 

phenomenon identified by model 2, is not represented by model 1. Characteristically, 

the problem of a failure of surjection lies in the failure of model 1 to adequately 

represent the identical target system as it is represented by model 2 . Specifically, 

what this prohibits is an inference using model 1 to facts about the target phenomenon 

that is represented by model 2. This is an error in the representational capacity of 

model 1 through an omission: the methods used to individuate elements in model 1 

are insufficient to individuate e as a phenomenon. The failure of surjection is 
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misrepresentation of model 2 by model 1; model 1  represents only part of model 2, it 

is incomplete. In this way, there is no identity between what is represented by the two 

models and without identities, unification is not possible. 

This is similar to the concept of emergence as has recently been articulated by 

(Boogerd et al 2005) with respect to metabolic networks and bio-chemical intra-

cellular signalling pathways. Emergence is characterised by underivability or 

unpredictability of the systemic properties of metabolic action in cells based on 

knowledge of the interactions of the molecular parts isolated from that particular 

whole system (i.e. cell). Using the language of failed surjection, this is the assertion 

that the existence of a phenomenon (systemic properties of cellular metabolism) e, is 

not derivable or predictable using only the representational capacity of model 1. This 

kind of emergence is argued to occur in the case of biochemical networks where it is 

claimed that the systemic properties of the networks cannot be represented by models 

of the individual chemical parts alone. For example ―oscillatory, or chaotic states that 

are not present in simpler systems‖ cannot be represented by models of the parts as 

they are not properties of the parts(Boogerd et al 2005 p 156 ). These are also not 

features of the interaction of the individual parts that can be derived or predicted 

based on however complete an understanding of the individual parts.  

This inability to represent properties is a form of emergence that can be 

distinguished from a purely metaphysical understanding of emergence.  

If some phenomenon is emergent, in the metaphysical sense, then it is somehow 

fundamental and irreducible. It is fundamentally different from the physical basis 

on which it nonetheless depends. (Boogerd et al 2005 p. 131). 
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However, on a more epistemological and methodological understanding of 

emergence, it is quantifiable behaviour that is emergent. For example it is the 

oscillatory or chaotic behaviour of biochemical networks that is emergent from the 

interactions of the individual parts; this behaviour is element e. This means that a 

model representing all the parts and their individual interactions will not be able to 

represent the systemic behaviour of the whole as a function of the activity of the parts: 

―a systemic property is not predictable, even in principle, from the properties of 

subsystems in isolation.‖ (Boogerd et al 2005p 146). It is exactly this inability to show 

that what is successfully represented by an upper level model (model 2) is in fact a 

bijective function of what is represented by a lower level model (model 1) that shows 

us that emergence is a failure of surjection: the inability to use some physical (or 

molecular) model 1 to make inferences about a property of a target system that is 

successfully represented by a biological model 2 is exactly the inability to derive or 

predict an emergent property (as Boogerd et al have defined it).  

Consequently, model 2 (that includes e) is methodologically indispensable to that 

phenomenon‘s explanation: without model 2, there is no way to refer to or represent 

some phenomenon e (e.g. oscillatory behaviour).  And, in the way Boogerd et al have 

defined it, this kind of emergence is misrepresentation by a failure of surjection from a 

lower level model onto an upper level model. Resultantly, emergence can be defined 

as misrepresentation due to the fact that there is no, even in principle ability of a lower 

level model to represent e or facilitate inferences about it: ―systemic behavior cannot 
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be extrapolated from the behavior of parts in simpler systems, rendering them 

emergent (Boogerd et al 2005 p 135).‖ 

For traditional Nagelean reductions this inability to represent is problematic as 

there is no way to (DN) explain that phenomenon exclusively using the resources of 

the reducing theory, as a derivation. This next section will try to show how this is not 

a problem for the hypothesis of unification, for molecular reductions. 

4.4 A Failure Of Surjection Is Not A Failure Of Reduction 

For the purposes of examining the potential of reductive explanation, we can now see 

how a failed surjection does not constitute crucial evidence against the hypothesis of 

reductive unification. A failure of surjection is misrepresentation due to the fact that 

one model is missing an element (property of the target phenomenon) e  that is 

represented by the other. However, intertheoretic unification is (as has been argued for 

in Ch. I) a contingent hypothesis about the correlations between theories and not a 

claim about our current ability to unify (that is represent with a single model). So 

following this emphasis on supporting a hypothesis and not on demonstrated bridge 

laws, it is argued here that a failure of surjection can be explained as 

misrepresentation due to either incomplete evidence or an alternative hypothesis that 

explains the current evidence. On either understanding of misrepresentation, a failure 

of surjection does not present a crucial counterexample to the hypothesis of reduction.   
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If one argues that it is incomplete evidence that explains the misrepresentation of 

the systemic properties of biochemical networks, one leaves open the possibility that 

with increased research, a reduction could be found and the systemic properties 

deduced from knowledge of the parts. The claim here is that misrepresentation is an 

epistemic failure. Nagel argues this way, claiming that  emergence (qua failure of 

surjection) should be seen as asserting that:  

certain logical facts about formal relations between statements rather than any 

experimental or even ‗metaphysical‘ facts about some allegedly ‗inherent‘ traits 

of properties of objects (Nagel 1961, 369). 

  

In this way , the failure of surjection is a purely epistemic problem. It is the inability 

to represent due to a loss or degradation of the relevant information from the reducing 

theory (historically contingent physical events/accidents lost from the historical 

record) or due to a technological or methodological disconnect from crucial 

information required to complete a reduction (e.g. inaccessible precision of 

measurement or computational intractability). Characteristic of both is that 

information is lost from or is buried deeply within the physical world, that the 

differences are there to be represented by a physical model, it is just that our ability to 

represent that information is limited. This is an epistemological understanding of 

failed surjection (qua emergence). This is consistent with reduction (the representation 

of the target by a single reducing level model) being possible given additional 

research. 
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However, it can be argued, as Boogerd et al do with respect to the example of 

biochemical networks, that no amount of research about the individual parts isolated 

from the whole (or, more precisely, in different backgrounds/contexts) will ever be 

able to represent the emergent property e. This is, as seen in Ch. III, to argue that that 

any bridge laws between the two model‘s respective theories are not derivable 

theorems from the (more fundamental) physical laws but express contingent (from the 

perspective of model 1) relationships between them. So, in addition to emergence 

expressing a limitation to our ability to formalise the relationship between two 

theories (or models), this kind of emergence is also a claim about the nature (or 

structure) of the world. Emergence is not simply a limitation to our knowledge, it is 

hypothesised to be a fact about the world. It is thereby claimed that it is a fact that it is 

impossible to represent the behaviour of the whole as a function of the behaviour of 

the parts: the underivability and the unpredictability of the systemic behaviour are 

facts about the world. Misrepresentation is due to (what Boogerd et al define as 

strong) emergence in the world. 

This makes reductive unification and emergence inconsistent explanations for 

the misrepresentation (either it is the result of missing information or it reflects a fact 

about the universe). Thus, as these are both claims about the way the world is 

(reducible or not), they can be understood as an alternative hypotheses for why there 

is misrepresentation by failed surjection.  This makes unification and emergence 

competing hypotheses that are attempting to explain why the misrepresentation 

(through a failure of surjection by model 1 of target phenomena represented by model 
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2) occurs. Put directly, reduction differs from emergence due to different explanations 

for the misrepresentation. This is not evidence against reduction but a distinct  

explanation of the current evidence. 

With Nagelean reductions, the bridge laws allow for the derivation of the 

reduced theory‘s kinds. Bridge laws were required to be facts expressed in the 

reducing theory: the reduction was a derivation of the reduced theory‘s kinds by the 

reducing theory. And this, as seen in the last chapter, implied that the bridge laws 

themselves were derivable consequences of the reducing theory: without the 

derivation there was no reduction. However, if (as molecular reductionism maintains) 

reduction is a hypothesis about the unification of the sciences, then it is not required to 

actually demonstrate the derivation of the bridge laws, it can merely hypothesise that 

the misrepresentation can be resolved. This requires that it be consistent with and 

supported by the current evidence. Thus the hypothesis of unification explicitly 

hypothesises that misrepresentation by failed surjection is a lack of information, an 

incomplete representation that can be remedied by additional research. It is by 

showing that there is evidence of this trajectory, actual reductions, that there is 

empirical support for the hypothesised methodological (we can now say 

representational) unification. The discovery of more reductive explanations of 

disparate biological phenomena all represented by a single model at the molecular 

level shows there to be potential for meaningful scientific unification.  

However, given that emergence is a hypothesis meant to explain certain 

evidence, a failure of surjection is not evidence that the hypothesis of unification is 
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wrong. A failure of surjection thus only shows that current reductions are incomplete 

(a failure of Nagelean reduction), an additional argument is required to show that they 

cannot be completed. What emergence offers is a competing hypothesis that explains 

our current failure to establish reductive identities. And it is directly because 

emergence provides a different explanation for the misrepresentation that it is 

inconsistent with methodological unification: both emergence and reduction are 

attempting to explain the same failure of surjection, the same evidence. Thus any 

individual case of a failure of surjection is a particular explanandum that can be 

explained by either emergence or reducibility. As such, simply a failure of surjection 

in any individual case does not (without additional argument) count as a counter-

example to the hypothesis of reductive unity, only that another explanation is possible. 

Naturally arguments can be offered for the completeness of the models and the 

impossibility of sufficient physical representations. But focusing on only the simple 

problem of misrepresentation due to a failure of surjection, the failure itself can be 

explained by either an incomplete representation or the representation of an emergent 

property.  

So that there is a failure of surjection does not show that there is no potential 

for scientific unification in the long run, it does not show that the hypothesis of 

unification is false. So, finding examples of successful reductions (reductive identities 

between molecular and biological models) supports the hypothesis that the unification 

of the sciences through molecular reductions is possible. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

When molecular reductions avoid the failure of both surjection and injection and 

adequately represent a biological target with a molecular model they thus preserve a 

biological phenomenon and necessary to establish intertheoretic identities.  But, 

because these identities are formed between more complex and progressively more 

general biological phenomena they in fact provide increasing support for a broader 

hypothesis of unification. For if phenomena from biology can be explained in terms of 

molecular counterfactuals ( a causal inter-level explanation see Ch. II), then there is 

support for the hypothesis of scientific unification. The ability to reduce a highly 

complex biological phenomenon (e.g., the induction of dauer arrest as described in 

Chapter V) shows that there are explanations for theoretically significant phenomena 

from biology exclusively in terms of molecular counterfactuals. Success using these 

new criteria for a reduction will provide a new way of conceptualising intertheoretic 

relations generally. Molecular reductions will consist of the explanation of the causal 

structure of experimental results using the theoretical resources of molecular models, 

bringing together many disparate explanations within the single theoretical framework 

of molecular chemistry. This links multiple biological phenomena through common 

molecular mechanisms.  

We have also seen that the main problems for molecular reductions, failed 

injection and surjection, are both aspects of the single problem of misrepresentation.  

The way to overcome both is to avoid representational error. This can be 

accomplished, in principle, by more empirical research. But without showing that 
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phenomenon e cannot be represented by the other model, a failure of surjection does 

not provide any crucial evidence against the hypothesis of reduction. It remains a 

reasonable possibility that what is required to make the representation adequate can be 

acquired through the addition of more detail to the representation. Where this leaves 

the discussion is in the position of concluding that, without any direct argument that a 

reductive explanation is not possible, the hypothesis of reductive unification remains a 

viable option, as a question that can only be answered through more experimental 

research.  

However, it appears that the problem of failed injection forms a methodological 

dilemma (and not an empirical question) that seems irresolvable. In order to avoid 

multiple realisability we try to find common molecular mechanisms behind a 

biological process. Problematically, this drives us to multiple functionality, that the 

molecular mechanism that are common to one biological kind are also represented in 

models of other biological process. However, to avoid this kind of multiple 

functionality we add detail to the molecular model such that it unambiguously 

represents only the relevant biological cases. But the result is that the detailed 

molecular model can no longer represent all the relevant cases of the biological 

phenomenon. Multiple distinct molecular models are needed to adequately represent 

the biological function, causing us to split biological categories and make biology 

more disunified.   

The underlying problem is that for molecular reductions, the solution to 

misrepresentation is the addition of more detail to a molecular model to provide an 
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adequate explanans at a single level. But, if the addition of more molecular detail 

inevitably leads to multiple realisability then we are at an impasse. If any molecular 

model is detailed enough to provide an adequate representation (molecular 

explanation for) some particular biological phenomenon, what is represented by that 

molecular model is not a theoretical significant biological phenomenon. This is to say 

that detailed molecular models will provide more realistic representations for local 

phenomena or token events. But in gaining adequacy in molecular explanation, the 

models lose contact with the biological theory: no biological regularity is represented 

by the detailed molecular model.  This is a real barrier to reductive unification and the 

final chapter will attempt to navigate this dilemma and show there is reason to 

suppose that significant reductions are still possible. 
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CHAPTER V 

 

REDUCING THE DAUER LARVA: MOLECULAR MODELS OF BIOLOGICAL 

PHENOMENA IN CAENORHABDITIS ELEGANS RESEARCH 

5.1 Philosophical Background 

This thesis began by arguing that, distinct from the traditional Nagelean conception, 

reduction is best viewed as a hypothesis about the potential unification of the sciences, 

a molecular reduction. The requirements for a molecular reduction are two, first that 

two nomological models (from distinct theories such as biology and chemistry) 

represent the identical target phenomenon, and second, that one of the models 

represents more and more general target phenomena from the other (i.e. it unifies). 

In Ch II we saw that scientific representation was the ability of an idealised 

model to facilitate inferences about a target. This allowed us to (in Ch IV) define our 

criterion for methodological interaction as two nomological models representing 

identical properties of a target phenomenon and both facilitating inferences about it. In 

this way, two models are able to interact –by making substantive claims about the 

same properties of a targeted phenomenon (qua testing the laws in which the models 

are formulated).   

In Ch III we mapped and evaluated the current literature according to whether 

or not it could meet this methodological criterion for interaction. The various attempts 

to explicate intertheoretic interaction and the difficulties they encountered were 
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examined in Ch III where it was shown that interaction was either as reductive 

identities or multi-level explanatory integrations. It was argued that none of these 

contemporary accounts of interaction  met the methodological criterion for interaction.  

We found that two models are autonomous of each other when they do not 

represent the same target phenomenon and hence facilitate no inconsistent claims 

about it. This is failed inter-theoretic representation and was called the problem of 

misrepresentation and modeled in terms of bijective functions. This problem was 

shown to have two aspects to it (failed surjection and failed injection) that required 

different responses. Misrepresentation due to a failed surjection left open the 

possibility of reductions as it could be interpreted as an incomplete representation that 

required more empirical research. On the other hand a genuine failure of injection 

prohibits reductions by demonstrating ambiguous inter-theoretic representation, that 

(as this chapter will explore in detail) the attempt to resolve the ambiguity results in a 

dilemma. Molecular reductions, it will be demonstrated and argued for in this chapter, 

can solve the dilemma by focusing on causal models of experimental phenomena. It is 

causal phenomenon that are discovered in the lab that can be identified and modeled 

using multiple theories. This identity though limited to biological phenomena in the 

lab can serve to unify biology by being representative of more and more disparate 

biological phenomena.  

5.1.1 Navigating The Narrows 

Contemporary reduction-as the epistemological project of formally connecting 

scientific domains with identities-begins with E. Nagel (1949, 1961), develops 
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through K. Schaffner‘s application of reduction to genetics (1967, 1993) and arrives at 

J. Bickle‘s ruthless reductionism in neuroscience (2003; 2006). It is by this route that 

the debate has encountered a conceptual narrows, where the successful reduction of 

anything of explanatory value from biology through into molecular language seems 

methodologically impossible (Schaffner 2006; Sullivan 2009).  

Admittedly (Schaffner 2006), initially promising attempts to connect the formal 

structure of biological theories, specifically the laws of classical genetics, with those 

of molecular genetics, failed to find the required common axiomatisation, even with 

significant restrictions and restructuring. But on an account of explanation that 

includes experimental models (e.g. : Cartwright 1983; Hacking 1983; Mayo 1996; 

Woodward 2003; Weber 2005; Bechtel 2006, 2007), reduction requires mapping 

between particular phenomena from biological and molecular theories. Such one-to-

one maps connecting, for example, some classically defined gene with a chemically 

individuated segment of DNA were to provide the molecular mechanisms for the 

biologically individuated phenomenon. Problematically, such maps appear to reveal 

many-to-many relations between molecular and biological models (Hull 1974). 

Molecular models exhibit context dependence: molecular mechanisms (those 

phenomena individuated in terms of differences in their chemical kinds) have multiple 

distinct functional roles in different cellular contexts. So when we try to isolate the 

specific molecular mechanisms responsible for  a given biological phenomenon we 

find that that those identified mechanisms will also be found to be responsible for 

many distinct biological  phenomena (there is a failure of injection from the molecular 
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model to the biological model). Symmetrically, phenomena represented by one 

biological model can be instantiated in a gerrymandered group of molecular 

mechanisms and are thus multiply realised in the chemistry (there is a failure of 

injection from the biological model to the molecular model). So when we represent 

the world with a biological model what target phenomena are represented by that 

model will be determined by the properties represented by a nomological model, one 

that idealises away variation from law-governed behaviour (qua it is representing 

biological law-governed kinds). The two problems form a dilemma for efforts at 

reduction, the attempt to avoid context dependence and multiple realisability is like 

trying to navigate between Scylla and Charybdis, avoiding one steers us straight into 

the other.  

This dilemma is well rehearsed in the literature as a criticism of the attempt to 

identify the molecular mechanism of the electrophysiological phenomenon of late-

phase long term potentiation in neurons (L-LTP) (Bickle 2003, 2006). Beginning with 

a molecular model requiring a specific ―gene expression and protein synthesis‖ 

pathway that seems promising as the mechanism of  L-LTP (Bickle 2006, p. 419), the 

same pathway ubiquitously re-appears in other cells engaged in biological functions 

completely unrelated to L-LTP. Its biological function (as outlined in a psychological 

and electrophysiological model of L-LTP) depends on its cellular context (something 

that remains unrepresented by the molecular model). But the addition of the molecular 

detail required to avoid multiple functionality leads to the opposite problem: the 

molecular model that can explain L-LTP in certain experimentally controlled 
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conditions (specific protocols or model organisms) is too specific to work for all cases 

of L-LTP (does not represent all cases of L-LTP, in other preparations or different 

species). Thus, if we start with all phenomena identifiable as L-LTP and search for 

common molecular mechanisms, we instead encounter multiple distinct biochemical 

pathways realising the same electrophysiological phenomena (Malenka and Bear 

2004). This apparently irreconcilable predicament supports the anti-reductionist 

consensus in the philosophy of biology, that nothing that is relevantly biological is 

reducible.  

In response, this chapter argues that there is a passage between context 

dependence and multiple realisability where numerous identities are already exposed 

by molecular models of experimentally well-characterised biological phenomena. 

Molecular models of simple biological phenomena are ubiquitous throughout the life 

sciences and are central to explanation in biology. They have been scrutinised 

philosophically, forming the core of ruthless reductions (Bickle 2003) and central in 

explanatory integrations, as the localisation and decomposition of biological 

mechanisms (e.g. Wimsatt 1976; Bechtel and Richardson 1993,Craver 2007). 

However, few models have been comprehensive enough in what they identify to 

illuminate these as philosophically significant points of intertheoretic identity.  

Accordingly, this chapter will introduce and analyse a recently elucidated molecular 

model of a complex biological (developmental) phenomenon: the hormonal regulation 

of a sensory-coupled, environmentally-regulated developmental plasticity seen in the 
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model organism Caenorhabditis elegans, known as dauer arrest (Fielenbach and 

Antebi 2008).  

Such models, revealing invariant causal relationships through careful 

experimentation, constitute the points of genuine intertheoretic identity between 

chemistry and biology. Causal relationships quantified in controlled experimental 

conditions are central to biological explanation and, in cases of a reduction, these 

same phenomena are explained using molecular models.  Thus the causal regularity 

seen in the controlled experimental conditions is explained by both biology and 

molecular chemistry and thereby the identical phenomenon is represented by the two 

nomological models. And so it is by focusing only on the causal regularity revealed in 

controlled experimental conditions that a biological phenomenon gets preserved, as a 

detailed molecular model of the mechanisms underlying that particular biological 

regularity. So it can be seen that the problems of multiple functionality and multiple 

realisability can be avoided if a molecular model can be constructed such that it 

explains the relevant experimentally observed cases of the causal phenomenon. 

Thereby this intertheoretic reductive  identity is highly comprehensive, it is 

comprehensive enough to represent (qua facilitate inferences about) the identical 

target systems (the properties of the system) as a well-developed biological 

(nomological) model does. So if a molecular model can represent a target 

phenomenon represented by a model from biology, then a reductive identity that 

unifies biology is formed. 
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These kinds of molecular models exist for innumerable simple experimental 

phenomena, but are generally seen as methodologically isolated fragments of a larger 

causal picture. This had led many to argue that while molecular models may explain a 

causal effect within an experimental construct, without additional resources-such as 

integration into a mechanistic explanation-they are generally insufficient to explain 

anything of broad theoretical significance to biology (Schaffner 2006; Sullivan 2009; 

Craver 2007; Bechtel 2006). This is incorrect, molecular models of causal phenomena 

in limited experimental conditions can themselves serve to unify biology. Well 

controlled experimental conditions allow for highly detailed molecular models to be 

formed. With more detail, more distinct molecular interactions can be quantified by 

one model. By modeling more molecular interactions (representing a broader range of 

interactions into the model), rather than controlling for them as randomised 

background variation, the model is now representing a broader range of phenomena: it 

remains valid in a wider range of background conditions and explains a wider range 

of biological phenomena. 

This means, and this is exhibited in the case of dauer arrest, that multiple 

(experimentally well characterised) biological phenomena are meaningfully identified 

as elements of a single molecular model. This occurs most directly when multiple 

biological models of dauer arrest in C. elegans (specifically, a neuro-sensory and a 

metabolic pathway) are directly explained by a single molecular model. More 

generally, as a molecular model of the regulation of gene transcription by a steroidal 

hormone, it helps to explain a wider range of phenomena, from environmentally 
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coupled phenotypic plasticity as seen in related species of nematodes, to a more 

general framework for understanding the regulation of development by a broad range 

of endocrine signalling pathways in many other phyla.  

5.1.2 Explanation In The Biological Sciences 

In order for something of biological significance (a theoretically relevant 

phenomenon) to be preserved in a reduction, it must be something that is of 

substantial explanatory value to biology. Philosophical treatments of explanation are 

primarily nomological, where to explain is to have some phenomenon inferred from a 

set of initial conditions using laws. However, there is scepticism, arising critically in 

biology, over whether explanations derive their power from the normative force of 

universal laws (Smart 1963; Weber 2005). Many philosophers have argued that causal 

explanations of phenomena within limited backgrounds are, in of themselves, 

meaningful (Cartwright 1983; Hacking 1983; Woodward 2003). Such causal 

explanation does not require that the model be universally, or even broadly, 

applicable, only that the relationship reliably occurs in some specifiable range of 

circumstances. Here, explanatory power lies in the ability to specify the causally 

relevant differences behind variation in certain measureable quantities. To re-phrase 

Woodward‘s (2003) influential formulation, to explain is to ask a set of ‗what happens 

to this something if these conditions had been made a little bit different within this 

stable background’ questions with answers specifying why this something occurred in 

terms of differences to these antecedent conditions.  
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This matches up with the practices throughout the disciplines that constitute what 

has been termed experimental biology (Weber 2005), such as genetics, developmental 

biology and neuroscience. A simple laboratory experiment explains an observed effect 

with a basic causal model. Such experimental models of causal phenomena are central 

to explanation. It is through manipulating, or intervening, to introduce a difference 

into the experimental conditions (a hypothesised cause, i.e.: an independent variable 

(IV)) and measuring change in this something (the modeled effect, i.e.: a dependent 

variable (DV)) that the measured biological variation is explained as the effect of the 

manipulations. The explanation for the differences between the two values of the DV 

is thereby interpreted causally: the difference in the IV between the manipulated and 

the control condition is explanatory by being the cause of the observed difference in 

the DV.  

Such causal phenomena are theoretically important to biology. Most directly, 

they all explain some biological phenomenon with a simple model of its causal 

structure. But the experiments are, first and foremost, testing some hypothesis derived 

from a biological theory. And so if the experiments are designed to be representing 

biologically relevant phenomena, then the causal models produced are representing 

target phenomena that are relevant to biological theorising: the biological experiment 

is representing a causal phenomenon (the observed experimental relationship) with a 

nomological model (one testing biological laws). Explaining these very phenomena in 

terms of their molecular causes allows significant intertheoretic identities to be drawn, 

identifying a biologically salient phenomena with causes expressed strictly in terms of 
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molecular differences, it is representing the system with a nomological model using 

chemical laws. These identities between nomological  models from two theories are 

the basis for philosophically significant molecular reductions. 

5.1.3 Molecular Reductions 

Though the perspectives are varied, the vast majority of philosophers reject 

intertheoretic unification through reductive identities. Some prominent philosophers 

of biology (e.g.: Oyama 1985 and Dupre 1993) have argued that explanations in 

biology consist of many compatible but autonomous theories. This strategy clearly 

prevents the elimination of biology through a reduction; but pluralism does not unify 

science. Many pluralists have recently concluded that some unity is derived from 

different models overlapping at certain points. It is through the interaction of distinct 

theories/models at these intersections (where the same particular phenomenon is 

represented by more than one model) that multiple disciplines or fields are integrated 

in order to produce a sufficient explanation for some particular phenomenon (Maull 

1977; Mitchell 2003; Schaffner 2006; Brigandt 2010). Prominently, a number of 

researchers propose integrative models that incorporate several levels of theoretically 

independent description into one explanatory model of mechanisms at multiple levels 

(e.g.: Machammer Darden and Craver 2000, Bechtel 2006, 2012, Craver 2007). Only 

a very few argue that intertheoretic reductions are a possibility (e.g. Bickle 2003, 

2006) and these reductions are criticised as being, at best, patchy and isolated 

identities between models of very restricted scope and explanatory value (e.g.: 
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Schaffner 2006; Sullivan 2009). Accordingly, all that can be identified are very 

particular phenomena. Quite simply, the criticism is that these identities are not broad 

enough to represent a biological kind (this is a failure of surjection from the molecular 

to the biological models).  

However, we argue against this current: significant identities are revealed by 

narrowing our analytic focus onto the fine-grained details of particular experimental 

models and away from broad theoretical explanations. It is the widely replicable, well-

controlled laboratory experiments revealing regular causal phenomena in model 

organisms that serve as the fulcrum of reductions in biology. This is where both 

biology and chemistry refer to the same phenomena with casual models employing 

distinct theoretical resources. So a molecular reduction is the formation of a molecular 

model that counterfactually (causally) explains the variation in the relevant parameters 

of a biological model in terms of effective molecular causes of the observed biological 

variation, but only within the same experimental background. Such molecular 

reductions can bring unification to biology in a way that previous philosophical 

approaches to reduction in biology have failed to appreciate: as molecular kinds.  

It is by limiting intertheoretic identities to phenomena within the same 

experimental background that molecular reductions are clearly distinguished from 

ruthless reductions (Bickle 2003, 2006): while both take the same experimental 

methods as the means by which reduction occurs, molecular reductions remain 

focused on the identities between the experimental models themselves, those that 

represent only the experimental phenomenon. This makes the point of contact 
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between the two theories the experimental effect, the causal phenomenon 

demonstrable in a reliable experiment. And so it is by remaining focused on the 

experimental results that molecular reductions can avoid the methodological problems 

ruthless reductions encounter: they can successfully represent the phenomena studied 

in biological experiments with a of purely molecular model. 

 

5.1.3.1 The methodological problem for L-LTP. 

Bickle argues that research investigating the molecular mechanisms of L-LTP in the 

mammalian hippocampus exhibit the actual practice of ruthless reductionism in 

neuroscience. Inter-level experiments, where the IV and DV are individuated by 

distinct theories (i.e. molecular biology and electrophysiology), use what Bickle 

describes as a methodology of ―intervene molecularly and track behaviourally‖ (2006 

p420) to explain a biological effect in terms of the causally effective molecular 

variation. These inter-level experiments are designed to test explanatory links between 

L-LTP and certain modeled molecular mechanisms. A ruthless reduction of L- LTP is 

thereby an explanation of the electrophysiological phenomenon in terms of the 

modeled molecular mechanisms that have been tested in these experiments: a 

―structural change in the molecular make-up of post-synaptic dendritic spine‖ (Bickle 

2006 p419), as a result of gene transcription under the control of a specific isoform of 

cyclic AMP response element binding protein (CREB). This model is justified by 

experiments testing these intertheoretic links, but it is clearly intended to explain all 
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the instances of the biological phenomenon, seen inside and outside the lab (Bickle 

2003 p99).  

However, that molecular mechanisms found in the lab are explanatory of the 

electrophysiological phenomenon of L-LTP in the mammalian hippocampus is 

objected to directly on methodological grounds (Sullivan 2009). The methodological 

challenge is concise: maximising reliability (or internal validity) comes at the expense 

of external validity. The very effort to make an individual experimental protocol 

sensitive enough to reliably detect a weak effect can impair successful reference to the 

electrophysiological phenomena that the experiments are designed to explain. 

Directly, it is by controlling too much of the background variation (that is normally 

seen in the natural world) that the experiment can fail to be representative of the 

biological phenomena. Sullivan explains how experimental protocols will be the result 

of ―differential activity of the constraints of reliability and validity—as determined by 

investigative aims and interests of the individual researcher or laboratory‖ (Sullivan 

2009 p 536). Experimental protocols designed to detect a specific molecular effect 

may be highly reliable but resultantly suffer from limited external biological validity, 

they may not represent the biological phenomena, only a partial cause or mechanical 

part.  

In the case of the molecular model of L-LTP, in order to construct 

experimental protocols that can reliably detect variation in a specific molecular signal 

(required of the model), the researchers control and cancel out much of the biological 

noise. When biological variation is controlled to get a reliable protocol (e.g. in vitro), 
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the results are not directly representative of L-LTP in intact organism or in other 

environmental conditions. Increasing an experiment‘s reliability by increasing control 

over variation in the background conditions makes it biologically artificial and of 

limited validity. Thereby, as Sullivan argues, Bickle cannot validly generalise beyond 

the laboratory conditions: there are no methodological grounds for concluding that the 

identified molecular cause of an electrophysiological effect found in the test tube will 

function the same way elsewhere, in the natural world or in the background conditions 

of the other experimental protocols that were used in constructing this molecular 

model of L-LTP. And this is the methodological core of the problem: the many 

protocols used to form the molecular model of L-LTP are so different (in what they 

measure -IV and DV- as well as what they control for) that the results of the many 

individual experiments cannot be quantifiably compared and linked together into one 

model. The molecular explanation has methodological gaps between the individual 

experimental protocols used to justify it.  

This exposes a general structure to the dilemma faced by contemporary 

reductionism: molecular models that attempt to adequately explain complex biological 

phenomena require multiple experimental protocols that each must sacrifice some of 

their biological validity (that is their capacity to represent the target biological 

phenomena) in order to reliability uncover the molecular details. This is the most 

significant barrier to methodologically honest reductions (Wimsatt 2007) of biological 

phenomena: the actual reductions do not include all the biologically relevant 

instances. The only phenomena that are seemingly left to be represented by the 
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molecular model are those relations between manipulation and effect that have been 

reliably demonstrated in the same laboratory conditions. These are, as Schaffner 

argues, like the disembodied grin of the Cheshire cat, ―patchy and fragmentary‖ (2006 

p378), working only within very limited conditions and in need of further integration 

with other results in order to provide sufficient explanations for the biological 

phenomena. To extend the metaphor: the body of biology disappears when an 

experimental protocol increases reliability in order to isolate molecular mechanisms. 

But finding only teeth still provides enough biological detail for a meaningful inter-

theoretic reductions to proceed. 

5.1.4 Preserving And Expanding Upon Well-Designed Experiments 

Diverging from previous accounts, we argue that through reference to the same 

precisely quantified replicable experimental phenomena disparate theories can, and do 

in important areas of biological research, draw significant intertheoretic identities. 

What makes these reductions philosophically distinctive is that, paradoxically, 

preserving causal phenomena from experiments performed in highly controlled, and 

thereby biologically artificial, conditions is the means by which the ends of reduction 

are achieved.  

As is argued, it is the strictly controlled background of a population of 

homogenous organisms in highly standardised conditions that actually facilitates the 

explanatory unification component of a molecular reduction. It is this control that 

makes these epistemically important: both biological and molecular explanations are 
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of the identical phenomena, namely the same causal regularities reliably observed in 

these conditions. This ability of two theories to formulate models of the very same 

experimental phenomenon constitutes the point of direct contact between the theories 

and the locus of intertheoretic identity. What makes these identities important is that 

they provide greater systematisation of the biological phenomena with a single 

molecular model, the inferences about the target phenomena will be constrained by a 

single set of molecular laws in the one model. This completes the requirements for 

reduction by unifying multiple biological phenomena under the explanatory scope of a 

single molecular model. While this does not resemble most philosophical accounts of 

reduction, it does, as is being argued, achieve its aims: connecting distinct theories 

with reductive identities and support the hypothesis of methodological unification by 

demonstrating greater theoretical systematisation of the phenomena (though 

employing a different mechanism).  

The origins of this account of reduction can be traced back to Kemeny and 

Oppenheim‘s 1956 criticisms of reductionism and shares with it a similar goal: to 

show that ―previous definitions were too narrow in that they excluded most actual 

cases of reduction‖(1956, p. 17).  On Kemeny and Oppenheim‘s definition (as seen 

above in sections 1.4 and 3.2.2),a  reduction is a replacement of one theory by another 

theory, but one that preserves the observational vocabulary and leads to greater 

theoretical systematisation of the observations. This crucially recognises that in the 

progress of science, preserving the older theory by connecting its laws to those of a 

new theory via bridge principles is unnecessary: laws systematise the observations but 
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do not constitute the empirical checkpoints that need to be preserved. For Kemeny and 

Oppenheim, preservation of the observable phenomena across an advance in theory, 

that is, a change that increases the systematisation of the observations, is both 

necessary and sufficient for a reduction.  

Though a fundamental distinction between theoretical and observational 

vocabularies is no longer acceptable, and we understand that a hypothesis cannot be 

falsified in isolation of all others, simple causal hypotheses tested within replicable 

experiments can be meaningfully dissociated from their broader theoretical 

motivations and serve as the observations that can be systematised with a different 

theoretical explanation. A sketch of an early example of such dissociation is given in 

an examination of M. Faraday‘s experiments on electromagnetism (Cobb 2009). Cobb 

argues that Faraday`s replication of previous experiments on inducing magnetism with 

electric currents is an example of substantially theory-independent experimentation. 

Faraday was working in a broadly different theoretical–even metaphysical-paradigm 

from his contemporary Ampere, who differed on basic ―assumptions concerning the 

underlying physical state of a conducting wire as it carries electrical current‖ (Cobb, 

p. 627). Yet Faraday did not fail to replicate experimental results discovered within 

Ampere‘s distinct paradigm, showing how the replicable experimental phenomenon 

can be viewed from both theoretical perspectives. This is obvious when one pictures 

contemporary students coiling wires, attaching batteries and re-creating these seminal 

historical experiments. The metaphysical disputes are irrelevant to the replication of 

the experiment and do not get in the way of seeing the same causal relationship.   
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This has also proven true with the cases of Pavlov and Mendel: their careful 

manipulations can still be systematically replicated with any dog or in any backyard 

pea-garden. What gets retained is the biologically interesting experimental 

phenomenon-the causal relations between the manipulated independent and measured 

dependent variables. What is not retained is the theoretical explanation of the 

experimental results. Such historical precedents illuminate the differences between the 

replicable experiment and the broader theoretical models and allow visualisation of 

the distinction that allows us to retain good experiments and continue to replicate their 

results while remaining substantively independent of theories and their laws.  

Basic experimental interventions designed to investigate and functionally 

characterise some biological phenomenon are capable of yielding quantified causal 

models. These biological models of causal relations can be replaced by molecular 

models explaining the same experimental phenomena. Replacing a biological model 

with a molecular one demonstrates how there is a distinction between broader 

theoretical commitments and the experimental results. This also shows that it is the 

biologically modeled causal phenomena exposed in experiments that are preserved 

and systematised in molecular reductions. Such basic experimentation, which explores 

the effects of carefully controlled variation, occurs when organisms repeatedly 

respond to specific stimulations, pea plant phenotypes reappear at predictable rates or 

when electromagnets reliably attract iron filings.  

Such widely replicable experiments characterising invariant causal relationships 

serve as the fulcrum of molecular reductions in biology, as the observable phenomena 
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that can be unambiguously preserved. This is not a singular token event but rather a 

regularity that can be examined in different ways, allowing multiple theories to study 

the identical phenomena. Concisely, it is the ―reliability of experimental knowledge‖ 

(Mayo 1996, p. 110) and the theory-independent reality of experimentally 

demonstrated causal phenomena (Cartwright 1983) that allow the causal regularities 

found in a replicable experiment to be represented by models from multiple theories. 

And this is exactly what we want preserved across distinct theoretical explanations 

and carried through progress in the empirical sciences: those causal phenomena that 

have been repeatedly demonstrated experimentally, independently of any differences 

to its theoretical explanations. 

 In doing this, molecular models reduce biology: firstly, by being comprehensive 

enough to identify multiple biologically important causal phenomena directly as 

elements of one molecular model and secondly, by aiding in the explanation of 

distinct biological phenomena through the discovery of the specific details of common 

molecular mechanisms. And, through this unification of biological phenomena via 

molecular generalisations, these reductions show themselves not to be that patchy in 

the end. We can now see how this works. 

5.2 Caenorhabditis Elegans: The Worm 

Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans), was chosen as a model organism in the 1970s 

(Brenner 1974) and is now ubiquitous in biology labs where it is used in molecular 

genetics, developmental biology and recently, behavioural neuroscience. The worm 
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(as it is known) is, arguably, the most comprehensively understood multi-cellular 

organism in biological research. An easily housed organism, reproducing 

hermaphroditically in a three day lifecycle through four larval stages, large numbers 

of genetically homogenous animals (e.g.: N2 Bristol strain wild-type) are cultured in 

highly standardised conditions: Nematode Growth Medium (NGM) agar Petri dishes 

at 15-25 degrees C  with worms fed Escherichia coli (Brenner 1974).  This makes C. 

elegans an ideal organism for experimental studies needing the stability of large 

numbers of very similar subjects in replicable experimental conditions in order to 

reduce error and achieve statistically significant results.  

It is one particular developmental phenomenon that offers an illuminating 

example of molecular reductions. C. elegans, in response to changes in environmental 

conditions, will enter a specialised larval state called dauer arrest (Cassada and 

Russell 1975). This is an alternative, non-obligatory larval stage wherein, if the 

environmental conditions become reproductively unfavourable for the animal, it 

undergoes a profound morphological, behavioural and metabolic change. The dauer 

phenotype differs from that of reproductive development observably and 

unambiguously and these changes are accompanied by the worm acquiring the ability 

to endure harsh environmental conditions and persist in this state, extending lifespan 

months beyond a normal 14-21 days. When returned to more favourable conditions, 

worms recover (revert to a reproductive phenotype) and continue reproductive 

development. 
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Dauer arrest is a quantifiable and measureable difference between two possible 

larval stages, one that has significance to biological theory generally. It is a 

developmental bimorphism and an example of phenotypic plasticity wherein multiple 

phenotypes are expressed by one genotype. Arresting as a dauer larva is one of two 

possible developmental trajectories during the worm‘s early larval development, 

where the other leads to a phenotype of rapid maturation and reproduction.  It is 

thereby a true polyphenism of gross anatomical and cellular morphology: arresting is 

not a simple retardation of normal development but a clear difference in phenotype 

expressed. This makes it a clear example of epigenetic control over the expression of 

genes, regulatory control that extends to include salient conditions of the environment.  

It is prior to the first larval moult, when, dependent upon differences in external 

conditions during early larval development, a commitment to develop along one of 

these two paths begins. The regulation of arrest is a complex metabolic and neuro-

sensory integration of four environmental signals during the first and second larval 

stages, with critical points at the first and second moults; environmental conditions 

after each moult begins do not alter the developmental trajectory and no cases of 

intermediate arrest are observed in wild-type worms (Cassada and Russell 1975; 

Fielenbach and Antebi 2008).  

Dauer-like larval stages are major features in the dispersal and reproductive 

strategies of nematodes, where having biologically appropriate responses to changing 

environmental conditions is how animals deal with a variable world. The induction of 

developmental changes in response to contingent conditions is how many species of 
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nematodes survive the unfavourable times or disperse through the environment (Viney 

2009). In the genus Caenorhabditis, evolutionary explanation for why there is a period 

of arrest include (among others) that it is as an adaptation to the cyclic nature of their 

food source. Important to our examination of reduction, dauer arrest is composed of 

two independent phenomena: the induction of arrest as a response to environmental 

influences and the expression of phenotypic differences between dauer and 

reproductive development. It is this period of induction and a causal model of the 

process of commitment to development as dauer that has been the focus of detailed 

research that is of interest to this reductive project. 

5.2.1 Characterising Induction 

Donald Riddle (1977) began a series of basic exploratory experiments to characterise 

the induction of dauer arrest in the N2 Bristol strain as a developmental response to 

environmental variation. Manipulating different parameters of standard culturing 

plates, his lab uncovered three independent but interacting parameters that induced 

dauer arrest: population density, food levels and temperature (Golden and Riddle 

1982; 1984a; 1984b). In addition to variation in environmental conditions, when 

environmental changes occurred had dramatic effects on induction. Induction has two 

critical points at each of the first two moults, when bifurcations of developmental 

paths take place that determine whether or not worms arrest. Prior to the first larval 

moult, if crowding, food and temperature remain within a range, worms irreversibly 

commit to reproductive development through a second L2 larval stage. However, if 
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conditions are reproductively unfavourable based on all three parameters, worms enter 

a distinguishable pre-dauer (see  figure 5 for developmental bifurcation at moult L1-

L2). At this stage, the worm changes observably (e.g. reduced foraging and feeding 

behaviour, reduced body diameter) but has not yet irreversibly committed to dauer 

arrest. So, if the worms are transferred to standard culturing plates in sufficient time 

before the second moult, the worms will moult to the regular L3 stage. Otherwise, 

populations of worms arrest at rates dependent on strengths of the interacting 

environmental signals (Golden and Riddle, 1984a).   

This was the discovery of a biological regularity, the manipulation of rates of 

induction of dauer arrest that could be reliably elicited in the lab by precise alterations 

in culturing conditions. This regularity is of significance as a developmental 

phenomenon in as far as these experiments were intended to represent the biological 

process of the induction of dauer arrest in normal populations of worm in conditions 

of environmental stress.  These experiments were intended as valid representations of 

what is going on inside and outside the laboratory conditions, validly representing the 

causally relevant environmental factors that induce arrest. 

What emerged from this research was an empirical model showing changes in 

the rates of dauer arrest were causally dependent upon (are increased or decreased by) 

specific and differentially timed changes in environmental conditions (Golden and 

Riddle, 1984a; 1984b).  
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Figure 7 The Developmental Model of Dauer Arrest 

The Model of Dauer Arrest (modified from Riddle 1984) representing the induction of 

arrest. C elegans normally develops through four larval stages (labelled L1; L2; L3; 

L4), with intervening moults (L1-L2/ L2-L3/ L3-L4).  If conditions are stressful 

during L1, worms moult to a L2d form that is distinguishable from the L2 (e.g. 

radially constricted; reduced behaviour). If conditions are not returned to non-stressful 

conditions before gene transcription nearly ceases, a commitment to arrest takes place 

and the worm enters the dauer larval stage. At this point the induction of arrest is 

complete. Worms remain in this state until conditions become more favourable and a 

process of recovery takes place that results in a moult directly into the L4 stage.  

 

5.2.2 The Experimental Manipulations:  The Dauer Assays 

That worms will vary with respect to the rates at which they arrest in response to 

stressful environmental signals is a variation in the organism‘s phenotype. This 

defines a specific phenotype seen in the worms, a dauer induction variant:  ―Animals 

exhibit variations in the entry into the dauer stage when exposed to conditions that 

induce dauer formation in control animals‖ (WormBase.org Phenotype Index 2011: 
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Phenotype 0001539). This is a phenotype that represents the variation in rates of arrest 

as seen in normal populations in response to any of the stressful conditions. It remains 

a valid model of the developmental process of arrest and its induction by 

environmental signals.  So by quantifiably manipulating culturing conditions prior to 

two bifurcation points (moult L1-L2 and commitment), worms could be reliably 

manipulated into arresting as dauer by varying specific environmental parameters.  

Despite the extensive laboratory research using worms (and comprehensive 

reporting of results), only one additional independent manipulation to the standard 

culturing conditions has been reported to have any significant effect on varying the 

rates of induction of dauer arrest, the deprivation of dietary cholesterol from the 

culturing plates (C elegans is a cholesterol auxotroph, it cannot synthesise this 

essential nutrient). The result is that there are only four independent environmental 

manipulations that have been implicated as causes of the induction of dauer, making 

only four distinct environmental causes that induce dauer arrest. Correspondingly, 

these four manipulations also represent independent variation in the organisms‘ 

phenotype and thus defines four specific dauer induction variants. These phenotypes 

are defined by their variation in response to each environmental parameter. The 

simple justification for these four phenotypes as distinct is that, different (mutant) 

strains of worms will respond to each of these parameters independently. Following 

the general assumption that differences in phenotype (within stable environments) will 

most often be the result of differences in genotype, any such reliably inducible 

difference in phenotype will reflect a relevant difference in the genetics (and not 
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developmental noise). So even though these are only slight differences in rate of 

response to different environmental parameters, the difference justifies these as 

importantly (from the perspective of gaining knowledge about the role of the genetics) 

distinct phenotypes. 

a) food level   (WBPhenotype:0000148)  

b) cholesterol level (WBPhenotype:0001847)  

c) temperature  (WBPhenotype:0000639) 

d) pheromone level (WBPhenotype:0000132) 

(WormBase.org Phenotype Index 2011) 

 

While research on dauer induction has great significance to biological theory 

(discussed in the next section), it is, however 1) the causal regularities that were 

empirically modeled in 2) the highly controlled, replicable conditions of the 

experimental protocols, that forms the philosophically interesting point of 

intertheoretic identity. These protocols produce easily replicable conditions in which 

dauer arrest is reliably induced and the biological regularity of response to each of the 

distinct environmental conditions are (and can repeatedly be) experimentally 

measured. These experimental regularities form the stable fulcrum of reduction that 

remains unaffected by conceptual changes, or differences in disparate and seemingly 

incommensurate theories. 
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Each of the four independent manipulations (a-d) is a simple variation of the 

standard cultures (Brenner 1974) and consists of one manipulation that increases rates 

of arrest: these are known as dauer assays. They are also 2) the experimental 

background conditions in which 1) the causal regularities are found. In the standard 

cultures, the absence of arrest is expected; normal N2 worms do not arrest without one 

of the conditions a-d falling outside a range. However, in a) conditions of complete 

food deprivation reliably induce dauer arrest at rates significantly above controls in 

standard cultures (in worms raised in solitary conditions). It is the lack of food that 

directly explains the induction of arrest in this situation and is 2) a specific 

experimental protocol that can be repeated and where 1) this regularity can be reliably 

observed.  However, in b) only removing cholesterol from the standard culturing 

plates (which is a component of NGM) also induces arrest, albeit at low but 

significant frequencies, but does so in the presence of abundant food (Gerisch et al. 

2001). These are two distinct phenomena with independent explanations for why there 

was a difference in observed rates of arrest. In one, the difference in food conditions 

(+/- E. coli)  between the intervention and control conditions explains differences in 

rates of arrest, while in the other it is a distinct set of conditions (+/- cholesterol) that 

causally explains why there is a difference when contrasted with control conditions.  

In c) the third treatment, only the temperature of the standard cultures was 

changed. Normal N2 worms will arrest at much higher rates than controls (in 15-25 C) 

when exposed to 27 C temperatures and mutants that do not arrest in conditions a or d 

(why they do in c will be seen clearly below) will also arrest (Ailion and Thomas, 
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2000). In d), the final of the four conditions, the only difference is to the levels of 

exogenous daumone-a chemically well-characterised molecule that is produced by 

worms (Butcher et al 2009). During the early characterising experiments, D. Riddle 

discovered that the additional of daumone at a given concentration would induce 

arrest as a function of food available in the environment but that raising 

concentrations above 25µl/2ml NGM at 20 C reliably induced dauer (in N2 worms) at 

rates of 100%, even in the presence of abundant food (Golden and Riddle, 1984b), 

showing an independent response to this manipulated environmental condition.  

It is this set of repeatable replicable experimental protocols that form the basis of 

the tractable interaction between biological and molecular theories. The regularities 

seen in these dauer assays can be referred to by both the biological as well as the 

molecular theories, each drawing their own theoretical implications from the very 

same replicable phenomena. How a direct intertheoretic link is established is seen by 

the fact that the manipulated conditions in the biological experiment (the dauer 

assays) have become the controls in the molecular ones. This is the identical causal 

phenomenon in both molecular and biological theories that is identified in this 

molecular reduction.  

5.2.3 Biologically Salient Causal Phenomena 

Differences between each of these four conditions along with the differences to their 

timing represent biologically salient differences in the environment that cohere with 

many independent biological (ecological-evolutionary-developmental) explanations of 
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dauer arrest. Each particular experiment models one environmentally salient 

observation (overcrowding, starvation, cholesterol deprivation or heat stress) and 

explains it as an evolutionarily salient developmental response by the organism: 

induction of arrest as dauer that permits reproductive survival through such harsh 

environments. Thus, each individual condition in the experiments designed to study 

and quantify developmental responses to environmental manipulations also has a good 

evolutionary explanation citing response to ecological pressures and subsequent 

differential rates of survival based on a chosen developmental path (Golden and 

Riddle, 1984a; 1984b). The relevance of these experiments is as evidence integrated 

into broader theoretical explanations within (for example) evolutionary biology and 

population ecology.   

Though dauer induction was primarily studied as a developmental 

phenomenon its relevance extends to explanations in ecology, evolutionary biology, 

and, of note, neuroscience. There are two pathways that induce dauer arrest that are 

independent of each other in an important way: one is solely dependent upon available 

levels of environmental (dietary) cholesterol (b), the other pathway is exclusively a 

neuro-sensory transduction of the other three environmental signals (a, c, d). 

Manipulating the worm‘s cellular physiology, it was discovered that the neurons 

played a necessary role in the induction of dauer arrest in these conditions (Bargmann 

and Horvitz 1991). This made dauer arrest an example of neural coupling with the 

environment, itself a key concept in the neuroscience of perception. And the 

observation that the absence of cholesterol would function to induce arrest 
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independently of these sensory pathways shows that these two are, at the 

physiological (or anatomical ) level of biological abstraction, completely distinct 

induction pathways requiring distinct biological explanations (the unification of these 

two pathways will be used to demonstrate how a reduction unifies biology).  

But in addition to this difference between neuro-sensory and metabolic 

pathways that induce arrest, these experimental results can also be seen as a relevant 

case study in the analysis of research in the emerging field of eco-evo-devo and how 

its component disciplines‘ models  and theories can interact to explain phenomena 

that are not sufficiently explained by any one discipline (e.g.: West-Eberhard 2003; 

Hall and Hallgrímsson 2008; Gilbert and Epel 2008).  The induction of dauer arrest is 

an evolutionarily adaptive developmental response to changes in the environment, and 

is a clear example of one such phenomenon, though it will be argued that the 

integration of the distinct theoretical explanations comes through a molecular 

reduction and not an integration. 

 

5.2.4 Disentangling Biological Phenomena From Biological Theory 

Now, even though biological theories were used in designing the experiment and 

modelling the hypotheses tested, replicable experiments justify our inference that the 

experimental phenomena exist independently of the biological explanations. In 

reproducing one of the experiments, e.g. culturing in high daumone levels, the 

expectation would be to observe high rates of arrest. Why this is expected is based on 
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previous experiments demonstrating this regularity in these same controlled 

conditions. What allows such an expectation in this situation is the phenomenological 

generalisation which would be reliable and predictive, even if one remained wholly 

ignorant of the biological explanations (or if they were, perhaps, incorrect). This is 

what replicable experiments provide: a reasonable expectation about what would 

happen in the world under certain conditions, expectations that are not dependent 

upon broad theoretical commitments or assumptions but only on local causal 

regularities discovered in limited contexts.  

It is the replicability of the experiment that allows distinct theories to model and 

explain the same regularities. Being replicable, the same causal phenomenon 

explained by biology, the regulation of arrest in these standard conditions, can be 

investigated using the tools and theoretical resources of molecular biology.  

Accordingly, in conditions of high daumone (where arrest is guaranteed) or on the 

standard plates (where dauer is exceedingly rare) finding that a molecular intervention 

changes the expected rates of arrest, one can conclude that this difference causally 

explains the differences in rates of arrest. By manipulating an experimental treatment 

group in these controlled conditions one contrasts the rates of response with those in 

the control group; but the control group is just the regularity of response that is 

explained biologically. So the justification for the claim that both biological and 

molecular theories are referring to the same phenomenon is that these molecular 

experiments are occurring in the identical background conditions as the biological 

ones and so it is the same causal regularities that are observed in the two experiments. 
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This is the point of intertheoretic connection: it is the identical phenomenon that is 

studied and explained in the biological experiments that is being modeled and 

explained with molecular interventions. As argued for extensively throughout Bickle 

(2003), with such experimental methods it is the molecular manipulation that causally 

explains the observed variation in the biological trait. However, unlike in Bickle‘s 

model, it is only the phenomenon seen in the experimental background that is 

identified, not the biological or psychological phenomena seen outside the lab. Quite 

directly, only the experimental relationships are represented by the two models and 

thus the reductive identity is limited to the (causal) parameters explicitly represented 

by both, that is the causes of the differences in rate of response to different 

environmental parameters along with the relevant differences in the timing of those 

causes.  

5.3 The Molecular Model 

The past three decades of research on the induction of dauer arrest has produced ―a 

unified model for dauer formation whereby graded signals from the environment 

regulate a hormone-dependent switch‖ (Fielenbach and Antebi 2008,p. 2157). This 

switch is a physiologically widely expressed nuclear hormone receptor complex 

(DAF-12 NHR) that controls development by controlling gene expression. In the 

absence of its naturally occurring ligand, the lipophilic hormone Dafachronic Acid 

(DA), DAF-12 NHR, interacting with heterochronic genetic signalling (i.e. larval 
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stage dependent expression of genes), binds with a co-repressor (DIN-1) to deactivate 

reproductive development and activate a sequence of specific dauer programs.  

The regulation of DAF-12 NHR through critically timed changes to levels of DA 

is the regulation of arrest: DAF-12 remaining unliganded by DA is required for dauer 

formation (Antebi et al 1998; Magner and Antebi 2008). However, while the 

regulation of DAF-12 NHR is considered to be sufficient (in normal worms) and 

necessary (in all known experimental conditions) for inducing arrest in C. elegans 

(Magner and Antebi 2008), to reduce the biological model of dauer induction requires 

the molecular modeling of the relevant parameters of the process of environmental 

regulation of the identified nuclear hormone receptor (NHR), not just identification of 

the switch itself.  

While the regulation of DAF-12 is the regulation of dauer arrest, the receptor 

itself is only regulated through DA at critical points to induce dauer at specific times. 

So it is insufficient to cite only DA differentially binding to DAF-12 as the 

mechanism of dauer arrest; it is also necessary to include the relevant temporal 

regulatory mechanisms to avoid the problem of context dependence –different 

biological effects of the same molecular manipulation (i.e. DA differentially binding 

to DAF-12) will be seen at different times.  This includes both a molecular model of 

the regulation of DAF-12 by DA (namely the regulation of the timing of arrest based 

on the difference in the timing of DA bonding with DAF-12) and the regulation of DA 

production, its regulation by molecular signalling pathways connected to the 

biologically relevant environmental inputs. This means that the molecular model of 
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arrest must complete the connection of DAF-12, through the regulation of DA by 

signalling pathways, back to variation in each of the four environmental conditions 

that induce arrest, we see this below in Figure 7. 

Arresting as a dauer involves changes in a complex network of signalling 

pathways with multiple identified steps, modulated by many different factors. 

However, complex, a coherent molecular model of the causal structure of the 

biological model (the environmental differences-food level, cholesterol level, 

temperature and pheromone level-and the developmental timing differences at the two 

crucial points) has now been formed.  
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Figure 8 The Molecular Model  

Different classes of G-protein coupled receptor molecules (GPCR) in sensory 

neurons respond to daumone and food levels to regulate a guanylyl cyclase 

pathway (cGMP). High temperatures inhibit this pathway in interneurons.  

Two inter-cellular signalling pathways, an insulin-like pathway (IIS) and a 

transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β)-like pathway, are up-regulated by high 

cGMP. In XXX cells membrane bound receptors DAF-1/DAF-4(TGF-β)-like 

and DAF-2(IIS) respond to the signalling. Lowered IIS signalling stops 

inhibiting DAF-16/FOXO; reduced TGF- β signalling reduces DAF-8/ DAF-

14 signalling which inhibits DAF-3/DAF-5. DAF-16/FOXO and DAF-3/DAF-

5 are both inhibited themselves under conditions of high TGF- β and IIS 

signalling. High expression of DAF-16/FOXO and DAF-3/DAF-5 inhibits daf-

9 gene transcription. The cholesterol  pathway begins with dietary cholesterol 

being converted to DA by DAF-36 and DAF-9. In DA target tissues DAF-12 

NHR binding with DA, and interacting with the heterochronic genetic 

signalling of lin-4, lin-14, lin-28, lin-29 under a regulatory feedback loop 

controlled by a family of let-7 micro-RNAs will initiate different cell division 

programs, one for arrest and one for normal reproductive development.  

 

5.3.1 The Basic Model Of Regulation 

The regulation of arrest can only be sketched in its broadest outlines to highlight those 

aspects of the model that are relevant to our investigation of intertheoretic reductions; 

a very small review for a small worm. It was found that the means by which 

environmental conditions had an effect on the worm‘s development was primarily 

through sensory contact with its surroundings. In the identified sensory neurons (by 

convention labelled) ASI and ADF, activity of a guanylyl cyclase pathway (cGMP) is 

regulated by competing signals from several different classes of G-protein coupled 

receptor molecules (GPCR) that respond differently to food signals and daumone 
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(Bargmann and Horvitz 1991). These GPCRs are exposed to the external environment 

inside sensory structures called amphids. cGMP is up-regulated in the presence of 

food or down-regulated in the presence of daumone. In ASI and ADF neurons, 

increased activity of cGMP up-regulates the activity of an insulin-like pathway (IIS). 

In only the ASI neuron, lowered cGMP signalling also suppresses a transforming 

growth factor-β (TGF-β)-like pathway. Primarily in the identified AIX and AIY 

interneurons (though also occurring in the ADF sensory neuron), cGMP signalling 

decreases with increasing temperature (Ailion and Thomas, 2000). It is in these 

neurons that these three environmental signals are modulating independent molecular 

signalling pathways, the final signal (cholesterol, which is not neurally coupled with 

environmental signals) is integrated with the neural signalling at the next stage, the 

production of DA in the XXX cells.  

The XXX cells are endocrine cells and the location of the DA hormone 

biosynthesis pathway; these cells express DAF-9, which is the final, necessary step in 

the synthesis of DA from cholesterol (Sharma 2009). During early larval 

development, the two XXX cells remain in physical contact with the neurons which 

allows for direct inter-cellular signalling by the TGF-β and IIS pathways. In these 

cells, membrane bound receptors, DAF-1/DAF-4 and DAF-2 respond to the lowered 

extracellular TGF- β and IIS signalling from the neurons.  Lowered IIS signalling 

stops inhibiting DAF-16/FOXO; reduced TGF- β signalling reduces DAF-8/ DAF-14 

signalling which inhibits DAF-3/DAF-5. Both DAF-16/FOXO and DAF-3/DAF-5 are 

inhibited themselves under conditions of high TGF- β and IIS signalling from the 
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neurons. But when the inhibitory signal from the sensory neurons is stopped, DAF-

16/FOXO and DAF-3/DAF-5 both inhibit the expression of DA synthesis genes such 

as daf-9. 

These signals from the neurons, and ultimately from environmental conditions, 

converge on the modulation of DAF-9 levels in XXX cells. DAF-9 is an enzyme that 

completes the process of converting environmental cholesterol into DA by another, 

independent molecular signalling pathway. This signalling pathway invariably begins 

with DAF-36 (a cholesterol 7-desaturase) (Wollam et al 2011) has several branching 

steps leading to different isoforms (Sharma 2009) but invariably ends with DAF-9. 

So, due to the fact that C. elegans requires cholesterol in its diet, its absence explains 

why the cholesterol deprivation conditions induce arrest independently of the others. 

So it is the modulation of DAF-9, the final stage in the production of DA, which 

represents the mechanisms by which integration of these molecular signalling 

pathways occurs.  

Finally, because DA is a steroid hormone (Motola et al 2006) it can diffuse 

rapidly throughout the worm‘s tissues where it can bind to DAF-12 NHR, and 

temporally coordinate the regulation of gene expression across the entire organism. 

The coordination involves the DAF-12 NHR interacting with the heterochronic 

genetic signalling of  lin-4, lin-14, lin-28, lin-29 under a regulatory feedback loop 

controlled by a family of let-7 micro-RNAs (Hammell, Karp and Ambros 2009). This 

stage represents the temporal mechanisms of the critical developmental periods 

(bifurcations in FIG 5). Without DA during the late L1 larval stage, DAF-12, 
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interacting with genes lin-4, lin-14, will halt the gene expression required for 

reproductive development. With reproductive genetic programs switched off, the 

appropriate L2 cell division programs are not initiated–explaining the L2d phenotypic 

differences-and the worms continue the development along the path to complete arrest 

unless levels of DA are increased before a critical time:  DA is capable of reversing 

arrest (initiating the L3 cell division programs) via action of continued activity of the 

genes lin-28 and lin-29 prior to the point where metabolic activity in the worms 

almost completely ceases. Herein, commitment to arrest is achieved and the process of 

dauer induction is complete: if DA levels are raised, worms will no longer recover to 

activate L3 cell division programs but proceed directly to arrest and recovery as post-

dauer L4. 

In the case of the induction of dauer arrest, what has been achieved is to establish 

the identity of the molecular differences that explain the observed difference in rates 

of arrest discovered and reliably observed in the dauer assays. This comprehensive 

molecular model identifies the relevant molecular causes involved at all the biological 

relevant points in the developmental model (the structure of the developmental model 

Fig 5) of the regulation of DAF-12 NHR in the experimental backgrounds of all the 

dauer assays (conditions a through d with timing differences in the manipulations). By 

including the regulatory mechanisms of DAF-12 NHR, from DA all the way back to 

variation in the different environmental conditions, all within a single molecular 

model, context dependence is avoided: the relevant molecular variation (a model of 

the regulation of the DA synthesis molecular pathways), will, within these 
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experimental protocols replicable, entail the biological phenomenon (i.e.:  the 

different rates of arrest).  By limiting the identity to arrest found in replicable 

laboratory conditions, the biological phenomenon is also not multiply realised: there 

are no assays reliably showing significant rates of worms arresting as dauer that this  

single molecular model does not represent. It is the differential activity of complex 

regulatory networks of signalling pathways that forms the molecular identity of the 

biologically significant causal phenomenon. So here we have the answer to the 

dilemma: within the standard experimental conditions that are used to study the worm, 

the regulation of this molecular network is the regulation of the induction of dauer 

arrest. We can now try to analyse this claim. 

5.4 The Philosophical Manipulation 

Molecular reductions are different from many traditional approaches to relations 

between theories, as they begin with an examination of the experimental phenomena. 

However, in this way they are much like many recent analyses of reduction and 

explanatory integration (Bickle 2003; Mitchell 2003; Bechtel 2008, Weber 

2005;Schaffner 2006; Sullivan 2009; Brigandt 2010). But in focusing on identities in 

the lab, molecular reductions are clearly distinguishable from both ruthless reductions 

and recent models of explanatory integration.  

Like ruthless reductions, molecular reductions are based on inter-level 

explanations of a biological phenomenon using a molecular model. Unlike ruthless 

reductions, molecular reductions remain focused on inter-level explanations within the 
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experimental conditions; they do not attempt to explain all biologically demarcated 

instances, only those in the laboratory assays. It is this way that molecular reductions 

are distinguished from other recent versions. On the other hand, when pluralists look 

at these same inter-level explanations, they  see these experimental results as part of a 

strategy of functional localisation and decomposition of these functions that are a part 

of larger integrated or mechanistic explanations (Wimsatt 1976; Bechtel and 

Richardson 1993; Machamer, Darden and Craver 2000; Bechtel 2006).  

Though highly heterogeneous, explanatory integrations involve elements from 

many distinct theories that form a single coherent explanans for a scientifically 

interesting phenomenon (Darden and Maull 1977; Mitchell 2003, Bechtel 2006; 

Schaffner 2006; Craver 2007; Brigandt 2010). In this way, integrative explanations 

are composites that include several theories‘ or models‘ resources. These are 

combined into one single explanatory model where each element contributes to a 

more complete explanation for some biological phenomenon. It is only by integrating 

these together that a jointly sufficient explanation can be provided. While this 

demonstrates that there is significant intertheoretic communication between the 

component disciplines, these are pluralist integrations that do not establish 

intertheoretic identities but identify parts (or partial causes) of a single token. This 

directly avoids reduction by proposing alternative explanation for intertheoretic 

interaction, one requiring multi-level explanations and not identification. 

In this regard, molecular reductions are dependent upon inter-level but not multi-

level explanations; they provide an exclusively molecular explanans for a biological 
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explanandum. The language of biology (as exemplified by theories of evolution, 

development or cellular physiology) is not involved in explaining the biological 

phenomenon, rather, all the relevant counterfactuals (about effects of manipulations) 

are in the language of molecular chemistry.  For example, this is clearly demonstrated 

by the fact that spatially localising the production of DA to the XXX cells does not 

constitute a physiological-level element in the explanans.  The physiological 

differences (presence or absence of the cell) are not the explanatory elements of the 

molecular model; the cell is merely the locus of the causally relevant molecular 

differences. A physiological manipulation, ablating cells, may change the gross 

anatomy, but nonetheless, the physiological changes are only the means to achieve 

specific molecular changes (i.e. removing hormone production; farm and lab animals 

have their gonads removed for the same reason). Ablating a cell removes particular 

molecular properties from the system (which can be achieved chemically as well), and 

enables us to model the causal factor in terms of molecular-level differences. This is 

not a multi-level explanation but an explanation based on hypothesised and 

experimentally tested molecular differences.  So ablating the XXX cells alters the 

molecular conditions and the relevant difference is a drastic reduction in DA levels 

(Ohkura et al., 2003). It is this molecular difference that explains changes in arrest, 

and the worm‘s physiology constitutes the background conditions of the experiments. 

Correspondingly, the molecular model of dauer only represents a difference in 

rates of arrest between the experimental and control groups within these replicable 

conditions. Thereby, the specific explanandum (target phenomenon) is the differential 
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rates of arrest as seen in the laboratory within the dauer assays. In this way the worm‘s 

physiological structures and developmental differences are also not part of the 

explanandum, which, importantly, is the induction of dauer arrest, not the expression 

of the phenotypic differences. Directly, all that is being identified in a molecular 

reduction is what is explained within the experiments: the variation in rates of 

induction of dauer arrest as a function of environmental differences, the measurable 

causal phenomenon observed in the test tube.  

 

5.4.1 The Circe Effect: From Biological Enthymemes To Molecular Deductions 

It comes out that the intertheoretic identity between what is represented by both the 

biological and molecular models is limited to the experimental effect seen in the lab. 

Nonetheless, contrary to the explicit arguments of Sullivan (2009) and Schaffner 

(2006), this restriction does not preclude this being a significant reduction: detailed 

molecular models can represent highly complex and biologically significant 

(theoretically relevant) phenomena. This is primarily due to the comprehensiveness of 

the intertheoretic identity (in terms of there being a theoretically relevant biological 

phenomenon that is being represented by the molecular model). In the example we 

saw the unification of the separate dauer induction pathways seen in multiple 

experimental conditions (each with their respective evolutionary, developmental and 

ecological implications) converging on a common set of molecular mechanism 

(signalling pathways converging on the activity of DAF-9). But this comprehensive 

reductive identity also unifies biology more generally. By bringing more biological 
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phenomena directly within the explanatory scope of molecular chemistry, molecular 

reductions unify biology because the single molecular model is representing 

(facilitating inferences about ) many biologically disparate phenomena. This provides 

greater systematisation of many biological phenomena with molecular models 

governed by molecular generalisations. Thereby, on this account, the measure by 

which unification is gauged is molecular and the relevant question becomes: is the 

molecular model (i.e. the details of the signalling pathways) representative of 

biological phenomena in other organisms? The answer is yes.  

Highly-controlled experimental conditions (such as in the dauer assays) allow 

researchers to work out the molecular details to interactions between different 

signalling pathways. This allows for the formation of comprehensive molecular 

explanations for complex biological phenomena. But models of the interacting 

molecular signalling pathway are also found to be valid in a broad range of 

biologically disparate backgrounds. This allows the molecular model to facilitate 

inferences about disparate biological phenomena (e.g.: the regulation of the 

development of teeth in a related nematode and much more broadly, explaining the 

regulation of development and behaviour by other hormone signalling pathways). So 

it is because the model of signalling pathway interaction can represent multiple 

biological phenomena that unification is achieved:  many disparate  biological 

phenomena are adequately modeled at a single level in terms of common molecular 

mechanisms. Unification is thereby at the molecular level.  
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5.4.1.1 Comprehensive Molecular Models of Complex Biological Phenomena. 

The central feature of any attempted reduction is to find identities that preserve 

reference to (i.e. represent) the same target phenomena in two theoretical languages 

(cf. Sections  4.2 -4.3.3). In the worm, the complete developmental model of the 

induction of dauer arrest seen in all the laboratory assays has been preserved in the 

details of the single molecular model, making this a comprehensive identity. It is the 

comprehensiveness that makes it transparent that a reductive identification of a 

complex, biologically salient phenomena has occurred. The identity includes the two 

main distinct biological models of arrest as elements of a single molecular model. As 

seen above, two independent induction pathways, parallel neuro-sensory regulatory 

signalling pathways (TGF- and IIS)  and a metabolic coupling with the environment 

are included as elements of one complex regulatory mechanism for the production of 

DA, converging on the regulation of one common element, the activity of DAF-9.   

The important characteristic of this is that the interaction between the two 

biologically independent dauer induction pathways is explained not by a model of 

partial causes or mechanisms but directly in terms of their overlap in molecular 

constituents. This means that the interaction between the two models (of the neuro-

sensory and metabolic response) is exclusively within the reducing language of 

molecular biology: the two pathways are both involved in the regulation of the final 

stage in the synthesis of DA from its immediate precursor molecules. DAF-9 is the 

enzyme that converts fatty acid precursors into DA (Sharma et al 2009). The 

regulation of this step is how the two pathways interact: TGF- and IIS signalling stops 
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the conversion of cholesterol into DA by lowering DAF-9 signals while absence of the 

cholesterol stops DAF-9 from having a substrate to bind with to synthesise DA. It is 

the interaction between the two signalling pathways that is the explanation for the 

interaction of two biologically salient models. This is crucial to our recognising that 

this is a reductive identity and not an explanatory integration. The methodological 

interaction between the biological models is in terms of their common signalling 

pathways: the relevant explanatory counterfactuals (those that are going to facilitate 

inferences about the interaction of the two models) are exclusively molecular. 

So, what makes this identity significant to a discussion of reduction is the 

comprehensiveness of the exclusively molecular model. Being comprehensive allows 

multiple biologically significant phenomena to be unified at the molecular level: all 

the distinct causal phenomena found in each of the distinct dauer assays 

(developmental response to food level, temperature, daumone level and cholesterol 

level together with the timing around two critical points) are explicitly represented in 

one molecular model. The causal phenomena found in each of the assays are 

represented by a single model that is valid in all these background conditions. It is by 

expanding the background in which the molecular model works, as opposed to only in 

each single assay, that makes the comprehensive identity illuminating of the nature of 

the unification that molecular reductions offer: the individual causal phenomena are 

united as elements of a single molecular model that works is a broader range of 

background conditions. Simply, the molecular model is a more robust model of the 

biological phenomenon than are the biological ones. In the case of the induction of 
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dauer arrest we may only have a grin left to study, but as is characteristic of Cheshire 

cats, it is very wide and reveals its many teeth.   

5.4.1.2 Broader Reductive Unification. 

So, it is by distilling the causal structure of biological phenomena to their effective 

chemical differences that molecular bonds are allowed to form between them, 

unifying biology through a molecular reduction. Thus the relevance of this one 

detailed molecular model goes far beyond basic research in C elegans: the details of 

the interactions between the signalling pathways worked out in this molecular model 

are directly relevant to other biological phenomena in other organisms. This exposes 

the broader potential for reductive unification herein: the details of molecular 

interactions that are worked out in a model of a single biological phenomenon (in one 

species in a set of highly controlled conditions) are representative of many other 

biological phenomena.   

Detailed molecular models remain representative of the molecular interactions 

far outside of the confines of the background conditions found in only one, or even all, 

the dauer assays. This is directly because the molecular model that specifies the 

biochemical interactions between the pathways involved in this developmental 

phenomenon is not only explanatory of arrest but is intended to be representative of 

these bio-chemical interactions in a wide range of in vivo molecular backgrounds: the 

model that explains the induction of dauer arrest is characterising molecular 

interactions that underpin other biological phenomena. This is where molecular 

models formed in the biologically limited conditions of highly controlled 
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experimental backgrounds display the means by which they unify biological 

phenomena. The worm, being a simple and stable system, forms a set of replicable 

background conditions in which bio-chemists study and better ―understand the nature 

of biomolecules and the interactions among them‖ in terms of ―molecular phenomena 

such as molecular recognition, the hydrophobic effect, multivalency, enzymatic 

catalysis, and signal transduction‖ (Hulme and Whitesides 2011 emphasis added). 

Using the worm, researchers can reliably detect the specific chemical interactions over 

all the noise of many regulatory networks running at full steam. Methodologically, 

this makes the worm the test tube where precise molecular investigations can be 

performed against the replicable background of a complex living system.  

So because of the replicable and highly stable conditions in the worm, more 

molecular interactions can be worked out in greater detail. And because the model is 

of molecular interactions in a complex living system, it will be (to a greater extent that 

any in vitro assays) representative of common  molecular interactions that they occur 

in other living systems. Directly, the molecular model of dauer arrest was developed 

in a complex and representative in vivo experimental background, so the model can be 

extended to many other living systems, that is, to similar biological background 

conditions. This is clearly demonstrated when the details of interaction worked out in 

developing this molecular model are found to be explanatory of other biological 

phenomena.   

Accordingly, during periods of starvation the related nematode Pristionchus 

pacificus grows teeth in its mouth that allows it to feed on other nematodes. Like 
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dauer arrest, this is an environmentally triggered developmental plasticity. So when it 

was found that the same signalling pathways were involved, the bio-chemical details 

of the molecular interactions that govern the regulation of arrest found in C elegans 

research become explanatory (Ogawa and Sommers 2009). The regulation of DAF-9 

by TGF-β and IIS signalling that was discovered in C elegans was directly applicable 

to this instance (Ogawa and Sommers 2009). This shows that the details molecular 

model found in the limited conditions of the C elegans assays can be used to represent 

other biological phenomenon, as inferences about the interactions between the same 

molecular signalling pathways.  

Elaborating the molecular details of how signalling pathways interact with each 

other also exhibits the broader potential for linking multiple biologically unrelated 

phenomena: as represented by a common molecular  model (i.e. of conserved 

homologous or molecularly (structurally) analogous signalling pathways). This is seen 

in the fact that DA is a steroid hormone acting directly on a NHR. Steroidal hormones 

binding to NHRs and directly modulating gene transcription are known to be major 

factors in regulating development and behaviour in all phyla. This model of the 

regulation of DA can be used to develop further models of endocrine signalling by 

exposing the molecular details of interactions between signalling pathways.  NHRs 

such as DAF-12 are ubiquitous regulators of organism development and behaviour . 

NHRs are regulated by lipophilic hormones such as DA (e.g. steroids, retinoids, and 

thyroid hormones). A model that includes molecular details of hormone signalling 

pathways‘ interaction with other pathways (as worked out in the worm) can be used to 
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explain the temporal synchronisation of an organisms development under the 

influence of multiple genetic, environmental and developmental influences (Antebi 

2006). So the detailed model provides a more general framework for explaining the 

temporal synchronisation of development and behaviour through hormone signals. In 

this way, the subtle molecular interactions discovered within the dauer assays can be 

directly explanatory of biological phenomena in both closely and distantly related 

species. And this is how the unification of biology can proceed through molecular 

reductions: through work done in the molecular biologist’s lab.  

This is the trajectory of a theoretical unification demonstrated by molecular 

reductions. The replicable conditions in such experimental research allow the 

formation of highly detailed molecular models providing comprehensive 

representations of multi-faceted complex biological phenomena, this is an important 

intertheoretic identity. This finally supports the claim that science can be unified by 

molecular reductions: by demonstrating a means by which methodological interaction 

connects phenomena from disparate (biological) theories with a single molecular level 

of explanation that remains valid in a wide range of molecular backgrounds. And thus 

the hypothesis of methodological unification is supported when exclusively molecular 

level bonds are allowed to form between biologically distinct phenomena. 

5.5 Epilogue 

This thesis has attempted to show that there is way of understanding the relationships 

between theories that is distinct from both traditional intertheoretic reduction 
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(identifying laws) and contemporary pluralist (mechanistic/ integrationist) approaches 

(identifying particulars). It is by identifying the causal structure of a biological model 

with that of a molecular model we have an identity (of the target of the 

representation). This allows inferences about that target phenomenon to be validly 

inferred from the molecular model. 

Molecular reductions are distinct from multi-level explanatory integration in 

that, while both are inter-level causal explanations that represent identical things, 

molecular reductions identify theoretically relevant regularities while integrations 

only identify particular individuals.  Critically, molecular reductions are also distinct 

from traditional Nagelean reductions in that they are based on inter-level explanations 

(Kemeny and Oppenheim 1958) that support a broader hypothesis about the 

unification of science. However despite their differences from Nagelean reductions, 

explanatory reductions are genuine intertheoretic reductions (qua preservation of the 

reduced theory). They avoid the problems of misrepresentation (disjunction and 

gerrymandering) and can establish intertheoretic identities: phenomena represented by 

a model from the reduced theory are univocally represented by a model from the 

reducing theory.  

Though molecular reductions are similar to Bickle‘s ruthless reductions, 

molecular reductions only establish intertheoretic identities between models of the 

experimental regularities observed in the lab. It is by this focus on experimental 

regularities that molecular reductions avoid the problems ruthless reductions have in 

forming an intertheoretic identity (e.g. between L-LTP and its molecular 
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mechanisms). The problem (explicitly stated by Schaffner 2006 and Sullivan 2008) is 

that the representational scope of the individual molecular models (of specific 

experimental phenomena) used to develop a comprehensive  molecular model of L-

LTP, are limited (by the very methodology employed) to the specific controlled 

experimental conditions in which the molecular explanations of those phenomena 

were developed. It is criticised that even when a molecular model is produced, it will 

not represent anything of significance to biological theory due to the reliance on 

controlled experimental conditions: the molecular models will be too specific to serve 

as a general model that can bring unification to biology. It is in this way, by being 

unrepresentative of a broad range of biological phenomena (those found in other 

experimental conditions and in nature) that a ruthless reduction is unable to provide 

any unification to biology.  

But with a molecular reduction the unification is in terms of common molecular 

generalities and not biological generalities. It is, counter-intuitively, the reliance on 

highly controlled experimental conditions that actually facilitates the unity provided 

by molecular reductions. By being methodologically reductive, that is by focusing on 

creating increasingly detailed molecular models that are consistent with the hypothesis 

of methodological unification, that these reductions unify biology. This means that 

more phenomena individuated by biology can be reductively explained. What is 

required of explanatory reductions is a modification of ruthless reductions: that 

reductions remain focused on comprehensive molecular models of biologically 

important regularities, those reliably found in the lab.  
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By focusing on regularities reliably found in the lab, more detail about molecular 

interactions is included and the molecular model is valid in a wider range of 

conditions: it is able to include more variation in background conditions (i.e. it can 

model the interactions of this pathways with many other signalling pathways). The 

generality of the model is now due to the broader validity of the modeled molecular 

interactions. With more comprehensiveness, more of the background that served as 

controlled experimental background conditions in less comprehensive experimental 

models (e.g. those showing one simple causal relationship) now becomes directly 

represented by the model.  This is the common mechanism of unification that is seen 

in two aspects of dauer research. First, as was detailed in this chapter, a single 

molecular model is formed by including metabolic and neuro-sensory induction 

pathways: what was controlled background in the pheromone assay, sufficient 

cholesterol, was manipulated in the cholesterol assay, the converse was true as well. 

However, both become explicit parameters represented by a single molecular model. 

Secondly, by being able to work out the details of the molecular interactions that 

govern the regulation of this NHR, the model can be used in explanations of many 

other biological phenomena as regulated by similar molecular pathways.  

Accordingly NHRs that are homologous to DAF-12 are ubiquitous regulators of 

organism development and behaviour. So details about the molecular interactions 

involved in the regulation of DAF-12 by DA, as modeled in C elegans, can be 

generalised to the many other developmental phenomena that are regulated by these 

molecularly similar NHRs. This is directly due to the fact that this molecular model of 
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hormone regulation via an NHR has been formed in vivo and so is representative of 

the kinds of molecular interactions that occur in other complex active biochemical 

networks, that is, in other living organisms. This is seen most dramatically in the case 

of P pacificus where the DAF-12 regulatory mechanisms have been co-opted for the 

evolution of a novel trait, teeth for the predation of other nematodes. The molecular 

model as developed in C elegans is directly explanatory (as a causal explanation of 

the induction of this particular developmental plasticity) in P pacificus. As the model 

of molecular interactions governing the regulation of DAF-12 NHR found in C 

elegans will be able to include more molecular detailed it will be representative of 

more biological phenomena. So we conclude by finding that identities in the lab are 

models of the molecular interactions that are the causes of the biological regularity . 

This is a significant reduction, supporting the hypothesis of methodological 

unification by showing that disparate biological phenomena are represented by 

increasingly detailed and comprehensive molecular models.   

So it has been argued that reduction is a hypothesis about the potential 

unification of the sciences, that discovered differences can be explained  at a single 

level. This was shown to be distinct from both Nagelean reduction and explanatory 

pluralism. So while Nagelean reductions focused on preserving the laws of the 

reduced theory, molecular reductions focused on models that preserved (as a target to 

be represented) theoretically relevant  phenomena. And distinct from pluralism, 

molecular reductions linked two models through isomorphism and identity of certain 

molecular mechanisms involved and not another distinct model of the interaction, in 
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molecular reductions two nomological models are representations of the identical 

things and there is no need to posit another mechanism of interaction (as partial causes 

of mechanical parts).  

But we saw that representation occurs through idealised models that only 

represent specific limited properties of the target system. So the identity of what is 

represented by an idealised model is only the explicit parameters (the structure) of the 

target system.  However, in order to achieve an identity between models it was 

necessary to avoid the misrepresentation one model‘s target phenomena by another 

model. This kind of misrepresentation was modeled in terms of functional 

relationships between two models such that both models are representing the identical 

target systems only when it can be shown that one model is a bijective function of the 

other. In this way, identity required the functional relationship to be both surjective 

and injective – to be isomorphic. What is isomorphic is the structure of what is 

represented by the two idealised  models, and because they are idealised, they 

represent only certain properties of the target systems.  

Molecular reductions have been designed to show that this kind of identity can 

be observed when two models, a biological one and a molecular one, both represent 

the causal structure of an experimental phenomenon. In the models of the induction of 

dauer arrest, the target phenomenon is the causal structure of developmental 

bifurcations. This target phenomenon is also represented by a molecular model, both 

are representing the same set of phenomena: causal structure in experimental 

conditions. And despite the fact that this identity is in biologically limited conditions 
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and does not result in a general biological explanation, it does serve to unify biology. 

The unification is through  molecular chemistry (these are general molecular 

properties of many disparate biological systems that can also be modeled as governed 

by molecular laws). This identity unifies biology by having the single molecular 

model represent more biologically disparate target phenomena. This kind of 

intertheoretic identity supports the hypothesis of methodological unification (for 

unification through a molecular reduction), that the causal structure of experimental 

phenomena from biology can be represented by a single molecular model. This is 

theoretical unification of biology in terms of the commonalities in its underlying 

molecular constitution, as chemical distillations of distinct biological phenomena. 

It has been seen that a reduction is a relationship of explanation between two 

theories. But it is not an explanation by one theory of the other theory‘s laws and 

generalisations, a reduction is an explanation for the phenomena from one theory 

(biology) with explanations from another. This only occurs when there is an identity 

between what is represented by the two theories‘ models. The only way to find such 

identities is to look at experimental research: phenomena discovered in the laboratory 

setting can avoid multiple realisability. However, these were criticised as being too 

specific to reduce anything important and hence to bring any unification to the 

sciences, only a patchwork of limited reductive identities.  

Molecular reductions have two necessary and jointly sufficient conditions: 1) 

they consist of an intertheoretic identity and 2) the identity supports scientific 
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unification. Molecular Reductions establish an intertheoretic identity, between what is 

represented by a biological model and what is represented by a molecular model.  

It is the methodological criterion for interaction (a necessary condition for a 

reduction) that the condition of intertheoretic identity is specified, methodological 

interaction is the identification of the same thing that are represented by models from 

two distinct theories. It is that same phenomenon that is represented by two idealised 

nomological models. Representation by a model facilitates inferences (hypotheses) 

about that phenomena, as testable causal differences (counterfactuals about behaviour 

under manipulation). This constrains the theories, constraints means that the target 

phenomenon must obey the laws of each model‘s theory. These are nomological 

models and the possible space of their behaviour is limited by the laws of their 

domain. If the two laws provide different possibilities, then they constrain each other 

to the intersection of their two potential spaces of possibility. What this means is that 

they can allow for inferences that are inconsistent with each other, in the non-

overlapping portions.  

So models can facilitate inferences about each other‘s target phenomena if and 

only if then they are representing the same things. And if one model can represent 

more than the other, the asymmetry of a reduction is exposed. If one model has greater 

representative scope, then it is more unifying than the other. We saw that the 

molecular model unifies multiple biological models, of metabolism and neurosensory 

pathways. This support the hypothesis of unification which states that the causal 

structure of any phenomenon can be represented in terms of differences in a single 
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theory‘s model (counterfactuals about a phenomenon  in the reducing theory‘s terms). 

This is a reduction because it explains in terms of a single theory‘s laws, unifying as 

nomological models from one theory. But this unification also supports a greater 

generality, it supports the hypothesis of the unification of the sciences, it supports 

reductionism.  
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